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URRILL NATIONAL BAN
ELL8WORTH, ME.

K

Modern Business Methods
make it almost imperative for a business
man to hare a bank account.
It gives him
a

standing

Stmerican.

Clbttwtlj

the community, and this

in

assures success.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

commissioners and
parts of the county.

NEW

Mr. Brown, of the Maine Creamery Co.,
Bangor, who is in correspondence with

ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

Personal property of late Daniel Carroll for
sale.
O P Torrence—Errs for hatching for sale.
County Commissioners' notice.
James Murphy—Cows for sale.
Geo B Jameson—House-cleaning made easy.
Admr notice—Eat John Montgomery.
Union Trust Co.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust St Banking Co.

selectmen

to

establishing

a

cream

Account

an

Bank and pay all your business
by check. This controls the
financial end of your

at

our

accounts

business, provides

for automatic receipts for all bills
paid,
and keeps a check on
your own books.
See us about this to-day.

THOSE “RAINY DAY" DOLLARS
you ri' liable to want some time will
don’t begin to aave up for them.

never

Sending

be available if you

your spare cash to
us as often aa you can will Insure
dollars laid by for you in
time of later need-and we’ll not
only keep your funds safe
but add to them regularly at a liberal
interest rate. Write
us

NOW for information.

Eastern Trust &
BANQOR, 1 AIM:.

Banking Co..’
Branches In Old Town and
Machtai

Pine Hill

Concrete

ELLSWORTH.
WALTER

A.

IVIE

BONSEY,

Co.,

Proprietor.

gor Commercial.
Mrs. Sidney A. Goodwin, who recently
The Young-Adams Co., which is playing
went to New York to meet her husband,
three days this week at Hancock hall, is
has sailed with him for Norfolk, Va.
His one of the best
dramatic companies which
vessel is the schooner Herbert May.
has visited Ellsworth in a long time.
Leonard lake is rapidly coming to the Monday evening “Thorns and
Orange
front as a fishing resort. One day last Blossoms” was
presented; last evening “St.
week Fred Hound caught twenty-one bass
Elmo”; at this afternoon’s matinee the
at the lake, with an aggregate weight of
play will be “The Circus Girl”; and the
nineteen pounds.
performance this evening will be “The
The summer service on the Bangor di- Gambler and the Girl”. The company has
vision of the Eastern Steamship Co. will been favored with crowded houses and debe resumed next Monday, May 2, when serves them. Not only are the plays presteamers will leave Bangor daily, except sented wholesome and interesting, but the
specialties are ail unusually good.
Sunday, at 2 p. m.

At the

annual meeting of tbe woman’s

auxiliary
WE ARE PREPARED TO DO

Any Kind of Concrete Work
sudi as

Toll

Terrace Steps, Concrete
Blocks and Posts.

Cemetery Work,

what you want and get

us

DontPaint
Your

TWO layers

of Coal Tar Pitch
rolled between two layers of
the best grade of waterproofed
telt with a top layer of real mineral
mailer, form Amatite Roofing.
You don't have to coat it or paint
it alter you
lay it. It is there to give
protection without further attention.

Amatite is made’in convenient rolls
ready to be laid on the roof.

Anyone can do the job.
Free sample and booklet
I the asking.

aent for

Grass Seeds.
Kerosene Oil by
the Barrel.

C. W. GRINDAL,
WATER STREET.

Euilding

our

prices.

WATER
GLASS

of the

Congregational church,

Mrs. L. A. Emery was re-elected president,
Mrs. F. W. Hollins, vice-president, and
Mrs. John H. Brimmer, treasurer and
secretary.
The ladies of the Methodist society will
have their semi-annual sale and meat
supper to-morrow evening. Among the
booths will be a Larkin booth, apron
booth, and candy and may-basket booth
at the vestry.
Tw’o large moose came out on the Surry
road about two miles from Ellsworth

Capital

Call

9100,000

...

Surplus and Undivided Profits
Deposits

72,500

1,250,000

...

Conducts a general banking business in both
Savings and Commercial departments and
offers its customers every banking facility.

from O. B. Knowles, at
Town Hill, was captured at Ellsworth
Thursday. £The man with the stolen horse
and buggy showed up at Fred G. Smith’s
place in Ellsworth, and offered to sell the
whole rig for |75. Suspecting at once that
the horse was stolen, Mr. Smith tried to
prevail upon the man to stop awhile ahd
feed his horse, hoping to have time to
investigate, but the man drove off, saying
he was going to Bangor. Convinced that
the horse was stolen, Smith hitched up
his own horse and followed, overtaking
the man on the Bangor road. When
accused of stealing the horse, the man
gave up the rig and took to the woods.
Smith returned to Ellsworth and turned
the team over to the officers who in
the meantime had been notified of the
theft by telephone.
A horse stolen

Liberal treatment, prompt and careful attention to all business intrusted.

Depository of the

State of Maine, County of Hancock, City of Ellsworth, and over 5,000 individuals, corporations, partnershipsand firms
OFFICERS:
John A. Peters, President.
Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer.
Henry W. Cushiran, Vice-President.
Henry H. Higgins, Ass’t Treasurer.
EXECUTIVE BOARD:
A. W. King,
H. W. Cushman,

John A. Peters,
L. A. Emery,

John O. Whitney,
M. Gallert.

The Constant Growth of this Bank is Evidence of the
Esteem in which it is Held by the Public.

FISHING AT BRANCH FOND.

WEST ELLSWORTH.

Wonderful Catches Slade There During the Past Week.
Nokth Ellsworth, April 25 (special)
The past week has been one of the most
successful fishing weeks Branch pond has
ever known.
The total number of fish

caught

for the week

ending yesterday

is

187 salmon, thirteen Herman trout and
bass too numerous to mention.
E. G. Van Allen and party, from Bar
Harbor, at tho Danico bungalow for a few
days, caught eleven salmon the largest
91-4

pounds.

Mr. Chapman, of the Bangor house,
and Mr. Day, of Bangor, spent Wednesday and Thursday at the pond, and
departed well satisfied with ten salmon
and three trout, the largest salipon weighing 111-2 pounds. Mr. Day is high-line so
far this season. Among his catches was a
German trout

weighing

largest of its kind

ever

10

taken from

pond.

B. H. Meader is spending

a

few days in

Bangor.
Ira Carter will work for I. A. Stackpole
this summer.
Mrs. Maud Hodgkins visited
Bonsey’slast week.

at

Emery

Julia Barron was home from Waltham
for Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Harriet Barron is
Belle Eldridge at Franklin.

visiting Mrs*.

Blanchard Stanley, formerly of this
is here after an absence of thirteen years in the West.

place,

Mrs. Joseph Bonsey, of Bucksport, Bpent
few days last week at W. A. Bonsey’s.
Mrs. Sargent returned home with her for
a short visit.
a

Gracia Hooper is teaching school at Noplantation.
School began April 11, with Amy Astthis
bury, of Bluehill, as teacher.

pounds—the

8

There will be a concert and dance in the
G. H. Small, of Amesbury, Mass.,
13. Refreshments
arrived at the Island camp. He hall May
will be
caught a 6-pound salmon on his way from served.
the mainland to camp. His trustworthy
Mrs. Kate Hooper, with daughter
guide, Frank James, deserves credit for Gracia, visited her parents, James W.
the doctor’s good string of nine salmon.
Carter and wife, over Sunday.
Charles Haskell and Mr. Goodrich, of
Mrs. Henry A. Carter has returned from
Waltham, Mass., are at Bert Higgins’ farm Old Town, where she has been
visiting*
houBe for a few days. They have caught her
daughter, Miss Vernie Glen Carter, a.
salmon and trout, the largest 8
seven
nurse In the hospital there.
Dr.

has

pounds.

—

W. Ellis and wife, of Ellsworth Falls,
at Camp Ellis. Mrs. Ellis caught a
fine salmon weighing 8 1-4 pounds. After
A.

fight she managed to get her prize
When
near enough for Mr. Ellis to net it.
landed, it was found that the fish had not
been hooked, but had come in contact
with the line in such a way as to get two
hitches around its body.
Frank Goodwin, of Bangor, is at Frank
Maddocks’. He has caught several fine

a

hard

—

Telephone
29 ring 3

Burpee’s

—

^

■■

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

were

salmon.
Monday morning, took a leisurely view of
Amherst Man Drowned.
Robert Brawn, of Bangor, is at Camp
neighborhood, and then wandered
27
Lewis
Amherst, April
(special)
and it is needless to say that as soon
back into the woods. They were seen by
Alley,
of
wTas
drowned
this
place,
Monday as he
j Giles,
several people.
gets his motor boat adjusted in speed
forenoon at Molunkus stream, on Penobso
that his line will not drag on the
The members of Wm. H. H. Rice relief scot waters.
he will no doubt figure in with
Mr. Giles was working on the drive for bottom,
corps will observe their twenty-fifth anni- !
the high-liners. At present he seems
versary Thursday evening, May 5, at Q. A. the Jordan Lumber Co.
Just how the
to be kept busy unhooking else.
For Preserving Eggs
R. hall, by a concert and entertainment, to accident happened is a mystery.
Mr.
The Wentworth house on the shore of
which all veterans, with their families, Giles was stationed on a bit of dead water,
the pond has been let to Bangor parties
DIRECTIONS.
and all soldiers’ widows are invited.
and other men of the crew* were working
who will make some improvements and
Use one part of Water Glass to ten times as
Rev. W. F. Emery, who has been pastor just above and below him. He had been
much water that has been boiled. Pour into
occupy it through June, July and August.
alone
five
but
when
others
of
the
minutes,
some suitable Jar, drop eggs into liquid until | of the Methodist church here the past
Several cottage lots have been sold and it
crew
heard him cry for help.
They is
jar is filled, leaving enough liquid over eggs to : two years, has been appointed to the
hoped that Branch pond will soon bescene
in
reached
the
time
to
see
him
just
cover them.
Place cover on jar, and put in church at Pittsfield. Rev. J. P. Simoncome a summer resort.
in
close
the
water
to
a
He
cellar or some cool place.
log.
ton, who has been at Stonington three disappear
Herman Patten and sister are entertaindid not again come to the surface. He
years, goes to Cherryfield and Mil bridge.
ing friends from Amherst, Mass., at their
PUT UP BY
was an expert swimmer, and it is believed
Announcement is made of the approachcamp. Herman has purchased a fine sail
he must have been
in falling.
G. A. PARCHER, Druggist ing marriage in Millinocket of Frederick The body was injured
boat._
and
was
recovered,
E. Doyle and Miss Mary E. labey, of that
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
home here for burial.
to his
MINISTERIAL, APPOINTMENTS.
town. Mr. Doyle is the son of Daniel brought
The funeral will be held this afternoon at
Doyle, of this city, and is a rising young
home.
the
Methodist Pastors Assigned to
lawyer. The wedding is to take place
Deceased was the son of Luther Giles, of
Hancock County Churches.
next Monday, May 2.
or
and
a
and
this place,
very promising
appointments of
Following are the
The rummage sale, under the auspices of
man.
He
was
in
the pastors in Hancock county made at the
popular young
the Oak-Park-Lincoln street branch of tbs
of
his
twenty-second year
age. He leaves session of the East Maine conference in
Village improvement society, will open a bride of less than a year, his father and
Calais, which closed Monday.
For Good. New, Clean
to-morrow in the store on Franklin street,
two sisters.
District superintendent of Bucksport
in the Manning block. Mrs. James W*
Orocerles, Provisions, Flour, Fruit,
district, Rev. Horace B. Haskell, of Ellswill
be in charge of the room. ConSmith
Tobacco
and
Suicide.
Confectionery,
Cigars
Attempted
worth.
tributions for the sale are solicited.
Howard Moore, son of John Moore, of
Bar Harbor—C. N. Garland.
at lowest prices FOB CASH, at mjr new
Dorr
arrived
home
from
who
was
C.
P.
school
at
Monday
Lakewood,
teaching
store, MalnSt.,nearsoap factory.
Brooksville circuit—Supplied by J. N.
to
where
he
his
North
suicide
trip
Carolina,
spent Marsardis, attempted
Friday, by Palmer.
GOODS DEMVERKD.
He reports a cutting hit- throat with a razor. When he
several months shooting.
Bucksport—Harry Hill.
most delightful trip, and one of the best did not return to his boarding place for
Bucksport Centre and East—Supplied
A. I. RICHARD80N
seasons for game he ever spent there.
At supper, a boy was sent to the schoolhouse
by A. E. Babb.
Lewiston he joined Mrs. Dorr and daugh- to call him, and found him. He has reCastine—To be supplied.
ter Bernice, who returned home with him. covered sufficiently to be brought to his
Ellsworth—O. G. Barnard.
there
home
last
at
Lakewood, arriving
The Milbridge and Ellsworth boys’
Franklin—F. L. Grogan.
basket ball teams played a hard game at evening.
Penobscot—E. A. Carter.
Sweet Pea Seeds Hancock
hall last Friday night. At the
Moore is a bright young man, a graduate
Prospect Harbor and Gouldsboro—Supat
call of time, the score was 16-16. The tie of the Ellsworth high school, and popular plied by Alfred Barratt.
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE. was
Southwest Harbor—R. W. Brown.
played off for the first basket. For; with Bis classmates and acquaintances.
Collection ot Eight verities 25 cents. fully half an hour neither side scored. The cause for his act is not know'n.
W. A.
Stonington and South Deer Isle
Telephone 43.
Then Milbridge made a basket, winning
Hanscom.
Eden to Celebrate.
the game. Score 18-16.
Sullivan and Sorrento—C. E. Bromley.
The Eden agricultural society will hold
G. W. M.
The amateur minstrel show, to be given
Surry and East Bluehill
a celebration at
Eden park on July 4a Keyes.
next Wednesday evening at Hancock hall,
There will be horse-racing, a merry-goSwan's Island—J. O. Ratter.
under the auspices of the Village society,
an orchestra for dancing, a brass
West Tremont circuit—Supplied by C.
GREEN MOUNTAIN
promises to be a great success. The first round,
band for general music, and fireworks in L. Warren.
True to Name.
part will be a genuine minstrel performthe evening.
Price, 60 cents a bushel, ten bushels ance; the second part will contain some
The fair dates of the society this year
NICOIdN.
for C5.
interesting vaudeville stunts which are
22. Harold Jellison,
Ellsworth, Me. sure to “take”. A dance will follow the are Sept. 21 and
W. H. BUTLER,
Frank Goodwin, of Bangor, came to
Eden, is the secretary.
performance.
Branch pond Saturday alone for a day’s
The annual county road meeting, under
Deer Isle Boy Killed.
fishing, and succeeded in landing three
the auspices of the State department of
Elmer Stinson, aged sixteen, of Deer
large salmon, two handsome trout and
highways, will be held at the court-house Isle, hunting sea birds last Wednesday, three large bass—a large and handsome
UNCSB sons IT «U NMU.
in Ellsworth to-morrow. State Highway stepped into a boat, picked his gun up
string.
Commissioner Sargent will be present to by the muzzle and pulled it toward him.
Regular Dinner, 25 eente.
address the meeting. It is hoped there The charge entered his breast, killing him "The more eyes an adcertieement catches
HERBERT COUSINS, rrop’r.
the more dollar! it it worth.
ElUworth will be a large attendance of highway instantly.
Oaynor Bldg, Wster St,

the

No. 17

i

ers.

Bev. O. Q. Barnard, who has been appointed pastor of the Methodist church
here, is a graduate of Drew theological
In effect Oct. 4, 1909.
seminary. For the past four years he has
MAILS RBCSIVED.
been pastor of the Methodist Episcopal;
From West—7.13 a m; 4.28 and 6.08 p m.
church at Southwest Harbor, and was
From East—11.07 a m; 12.05, 5.55 and 10.22 p m.
loved by his people and esteemed by the
MAIL CLOSB8 AT POSTOFFICB.
community. He is a man of high integGoing West—10.45, 11.30, a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.90 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
rity and ability. Mr. Barnard will
No Sunday mail. Postoffice open on Sunday occupy the pulpit next Sunday forenoon
from 9 to 10 a m.
and evening.
The social circle of the Baptist church
Michael Linnehan, who has been criti- will have a
supper and sale in the vestry
cally ill of pneumonia, is improving.
this evening, April 27. Miss Cora AnderMrs. C. K. Foster, who has been in son and Mrs. Killam are the committee in
Massachusetts since last fall, is home.
charge of the supper, which will be served
Mrs. William B. Tracy went to East at the usual hour. There will be a table
on which will be
displayed may-baskets
Surry Monday morning to teach the
of every shape and hue, in charge of Vera
spring term of school.
Anderson. Mrs. J. G. Leighton and Mrs.
Mrs.
j home Henry Rowe, who is making her Harriet Curtis will look after the table of
with her daughter, Mrs. J. T. Giles,
aprons and dolls’ clothes.
is in Aurora visiting her son.
Henry C. Emery of Ellsworth, Me.,
The office hours of the superintendent chairman
of the tariff board, has already
of schools are Tuesdays from 3.30 to 5 p. m.; entered
upon a very extensive inquiry into
the
tariff
law.
Further authority to that
Saturdays from 2 to 5 p. m., at Hancock end is
expected soon from Congress, tohall.
with
a
gether
good large appropriation
The Thursday club will meet with Mrs. which will enable the boafd under Mr.
E. Milliken Thursday at 2 p. m. A full Emery’s .direction to employ a considerable number of
The task is a
attendance is desired, as there is special very considerable experts.
one, and offers an unwork.
usual opportunity for a man like Chairman Emery to make a
reputation. He has
Mrs. Daniel Carroll is to make her home succeeded
so well with tne tasks put bewith her son Lawrence in Manchester, fore him thus far that it is certain he will
N. H. She expects to leave Ellsworth the be continued in the office as long as he is
willing to serve.—Washington cor. Banlast of this week.

Sunday.

/

UNION TRUST COMPANY, OF ELLSWORTH, ML

collecting

station here, or reopening the creamery,
writes that he will come to Ellsworth as
soon as the roads are in good condition
for him to make the trips about the vicinity of Ellsworth to interview the farm-

AT ELLSWORTH POBTOFF1CB.

Rev. K. B. Mathews will leave to-day for
Newcastle to join Mrs. Mathews for a
short visit, and to attend conference in
Waterville. Prof. J. S. Sewall, of Bangor,
will preach at the Congregational church

AS MOOWD- CLAM MATTIB
BLLSWOATB POSTOFPIOB.

'46dmi«nntnts,

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

Open

I

from all

the Ellsworth Merchants’ association with

regard

| IKTIIU)
AT TIB

Mrs. E. A. Lowell, of North Penobscot*,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Selena Lord.
Mrs. France Moore, of Portland, is home
for a visit of a few weeks with her parents, Oscar Staples and wife.
C. J. Treworgy and wife were guests of
M. H. Haynes and wife at their cottage at
Green Lake over Sunday. Mr. Treworgy
was lucky enough to get three salmon.
Mrs. Charles Jordan
and grandson
Sidney, of Waltham, were here Tuesday
and Wednesday on their way home from
Bangor, where they have been visiting
Mrs. Jordan’s daughter.
Sewall E. Nickerson, of Amherst, who
for two weeks w-ith C. WSmith and wife while on jury duty at
court, went to Bar Harbor Tuesday
morning for a stay of two or three days,
the guest of Dr. J. H. Patten.
has been here

The many friends here of Harry T. Laffin
will be glad to know that he has been
offered

a

fine

position

and

will

shortly

Mr. Laffin has
been employed for several years in the
office of the Berlin Mills Co., at Portlandleave for Kansas to

accept.

MOUTH OF THK

RIVER.

Roy Ray
Hallowell, where
employment.
Mrs. R. B. Carter, who has been ill,
seems to be improving.
has gone to

he has

Mrs. W. L. Pratt has returned from
Massachusetts where she been visiting her
invalid

daughter.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday evening, April 27, at Baptist
vestry—Supper and sale by ladies’ circle.
Beginning Thursday, April 28, at Franklin street store in Manning block—Rummage sale under auspices of Oak-ParkLincoln
street branch of
Village improvement society.
Thursday, April 28, at county courts
house—County road meeting under auspices of the State department of highways.

Thursday evening, April 28, at Methodist vestry—Sale and supper. Supper tickets, 25 cents.

—

HOUSE CLEANING
MADE EASY!
That sounds like
™>n« but the

an

impossible propo-

Santo Vacuum Cleaner
do bouse
furniture
irom rooms. Operated from any electric
light socket from your own or near-by

it. I am prepared to
cleaning without removing

home. Prices reasonable.

George
UO

Water St..

B. Jameson,
Ellsworth. Me.

SEED POTATOES

NEW RESTAURANT

Friday evening, April 29, Society hall
—Dancing school and extra.
Saturday evening, April 30, at Society
hall—Social dance.

Monday evening, May 2, at Agricultural
hall, North Ellsworth—May dance, under
auspices of Nicolin grange.
Wednesday, May 4, at Hancock hall—
Minstrel and vaudeville show for benefit
of Village improvement society.
Dance
to follow performance.
A record is better than a prospectus
Newspaper circulation is what counts fm
advertisers.

~

grayer Meeting Topic

EDITED

For the Week

Christ our Kins.—John xvill,
Topic.
Comment
13-40.
(Consecration meeting.)
by Kev. Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.

The kingship of Christ is here suggested in connection with the examination of Jesus by the Roman governor, Pilate, before whom the Jews
had brought Him. The night before
Jesus had been arrested. He had been
the high priests
But, while they

blasphemy

upon

therefore worthy
of death by the Jewish law, they could
not execute Him, because the Roman
conquerors of the Jews had deprived
them of the right to take human life.
Only the Romans could condemn to
death; therefore it was necessary to
take Christ liefore Pilate and get his
consent to put Him to death. They
had probably charged Him before Pilate with claiming to be the king of
the Jews in order to

arouse

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—U is for the mutual
benefit, and altos to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is ferthecom
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits

Yet Pilate found no fault in Him and
so announced to the Jews. Finally he
released Barabbas unto them and delivered Jesus to be crucified, the Roman
method of execution, and this
was done.
Ki ,g? Yes. Christ was a
King—yea, King of kings—yet He died
for those who belonged to His kingdom.
Christ was and is today a King. His
kingdom was prophesied in the Old
Testament and declared In the New.
On one occasion the people wanted to
take Him by force and make Him
their temporal king, but He left them
and went out to be alone with God.
On another occasion, as the shadow of
the cross was falling upon Him, He
did for once, at His triumphal entry
into Jerusalem, allow Himself to receive the homage paid to kings alone.
But this was for a short time only
and was soon overshadowed by His
death upon the cross. Christ's kingdom was not of this world, else His
friends would hare supported His
claims to It. To Pilate's question He
answered, “My kingdom Is not of this
world; if My kingdom were of this
world then would My servants (officers) fight that 1 should not be delivered to the Jews, but now Is My kingdom not from hence.” Christ meant
that His kingdom was a spiritual one:
that He was to rule over the souls and
hearts of His subjects. Neither the
Jews nor the Roman governor could
comprehend such a kingship or kingdom. The day had not yet dawned
when the world would understand it.
But It does understand it today, and
In millions of hearts Christ reigns as a
King, directs and defends the spiritual
Interests of His subjects, ruling In
their hearts by love and not simply to
a limited extent over their outward
lives by force. No king In ail the
world today has so many loving and
obedient subjects as King Jesus, and
they will continue to Increase In numbers until “Jesus shall reign where'er
the sun doth his successive Journeys
run.”
As our King, Christ Is Ideal In His
Kingship. The true king seeks only
the best interests of his subjects. He
la indeed no king who seeks only his
own interests in ruling the lives and
destinies of his subjects. But Christ
la no such King.
He even died for
us, and what better proof can we demand to show that He reigns for our
best Interests alone? As His subjects
we should strive to be as ideal In our
relation to Him as He Is to us; therefore on this consecration evening let
us dedicate our lives to a more loving
and devoted service to our King.
BIBLE HEADINGS.

Isa. lx, 6, 7; Ps. li, 24, 72; Matt, v,
1-10; xxviii. 19, 20; Luke xvii, 20, 21;
Matt xxi, 1-11; John xvii. 1-5; xix, 19;
Acts v, 31; Rom. vili, 10-18; II Tim. li,
*
12; Rev. xix, 11-10.
Vine.
Twenty-nine years ago, on Feb. 2,
1881, Dr. Francis E. Clark organized
the first Christian Endeavor society in
the Williston church of Portland, Me.
a

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

Ubor-mvin, machinery,

?'

tbt

,V°r th'

the

N1COUH, 38B, NORTH
KUSWORTB
Nicolin gran Re will hold a sneei.i
ing Saturday evening. April
m'
bera are requested to be present.
m

ALAMOOflOOK, 40B, EAST ORi
°
,be
the
small at the regular meeting of
sook grange Saturday, but an
meeting was held. An invitaii.c ’* "*
tended to Arbutus grange to mwt
""

ninf,t1?

"t?rm

tntorJS^

Thursday, May B—Meeting of Hancock
grange with Massapaqua grange,

next

Saturday evening.

*t

Pomona

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVILLK
Kainbow grange met in r-gulur
with thirty-five members present
in00
business a fine program was given
MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
Vi?'
tors were
from South HrcmL-.Ui!'
The regular meeting of Mountain View and Northpresent
A “povert, gr,n«S
Sedgwick.
grange was held Friday evening, with 104 and supper will be held at the nen tn«t
patrons present, including twenty-two ing. X prize will be given to
1
re‘l
visitors. Six applications for membership dressed person.
It was voted to have a
were accepted.
The Solid Hoofed Hog.
real old-fashioned Fourth of July celebraThere are some solid hoofed
tion, with all the drawing features
hogs h,
the world, but they are few and
possible.
tu
The final degree was conferred on five between. Darwin has a great deal to
brothers and two sisters, after which a re- ■ay about aucb pigs In his Origin of
cess was declared for the harvest feast.
Species." as there were only three la
During the lecturer’s hour, Bro. Edward England at the time he wrote this
The solid hoofed hog is not
Evans, chairman of the executive com- book.
a
freak of nature, as many suppose, bnt
mittee of the State grange, gave an incase
of
a
address.
reversion
to a prlmh
genuine
teresting
There will be w ork in the first degree at tlve or ancestral type. It scons that,
of
the
the
unlike
prehistoric nneestor of the
the next meeting, and Mr. Brown,
University of Maine, will give a lecture on modern horse, which has four toes or
poultry raising. Ice-cream and cake will hoofs, the old clotherlum. fr
which
animal all members of the swine fambe for sale.
ily are descended, had a solid hoot
HIGHLAND. 364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
and In the course of ages, as the old
The bad weather prevented as large an
parent form died out and tin nndera
attendance as usual at Highland grange wild boar, domestic hog.
I*
ry. etc.
a
but
meeting
pleasant
Friday evening,
were evolved this stolid hoof twame
was held.
The lecturer presented a short
throngh whnt Darwin 'nils adaptsprogram of readings, clippings and a pa- tlon" and "natural selection" divided
and
the
“Home
on
High up Into two parts, so tbai all modern
Economy
per
Cost of Living”.
hogs are cloven hoofed. Occasionally,
however, a hog Is bom with the old
BAY8IDE, 476, KLXarWOBTH.
original solid hoof of the primitive hog
session
in
met
regular
Bayeide grange
ancestor, thus demonstrating the tendApril 20, with an attendance of thirty-five ency In all animals to revert now and
members and three visitors. After readiug
then to the parent form.
and adopting the minutes of the meeting,
the names of four candidates were read
VotIn Pawn.
and referred to the committee. Edward
In the delightful days of yore a vote
Evans, of Belfast, delivered a fine adfrequently fetched hundreds of pounds.
dress on grange work and the good it has
Poor electors would not wait for an
done and will do in the years to come.
election, but would borrow from the
After the lecture, supper was served.
candidate sums of money, for which
they would give promissory notes.
PAMOLA, 265, HANCOCK.
Pamola grange, Hancock, held ita regu- And when the reform bill was spokea
of to some electors In Stafford they
lar meeting Saturday evening, April 23,
with a good attendance. Committteea were
expressed their pleasure at It and
appointed (or Memorial Day. Herbert S. hoped that there would be Introduced
Hill, of tbe University o( Maine, will Into the bill some plan for the I letter
speak here Saturday evening, April 30, at payment of poor voters! For the con8 o'clock. Subject: “Farming as a Busi- venience of would be M. P.'s seats
ness.” Tbe public is cordially invited.
used to be procurable for £5.c«tw* or £8.000 cash down, while toward the close
JOHN DOR1TY, 381, SfLUYAN.
of the eighteenth century the borough
John Dority grange met April 22, with of Gatton and many others were acan attendance of twenty-five
members, tually publicly advertiser! for sale by
and visitors from Bising Star and Ureen- auction. The sales were not for a sinwood granges. The work of the first and
gle parliament but the fee simple Insecond degrees was exemplified on one
cluded the power of nominating the
candidate after which the lecturer pre- two
of
representatives forever--Loudon
sented a program of music, readings and
South Bluehill.

The Americas.
Ellsworth. Me.

thVp,S

ONLY

A

WORD.

a word in pity spoken,
A word of comfort by love made sweet.
But it came as a balm to a heart half broken.
And smoothed a pathway for bleeding feet.

Only

a word, but the heart that heard it
Turned from the* darkness [and sought the

Only

As

a

blossomfdoes, when the wind|has stirred

it
And loosenedfits

petals

one

by

one.

The soul that sorrowed found peace believThat others share in a comrade's 'pain.
And long to lesson another’s grieving.
And the heart that was wounded grew strong
a word.’ but know this, mylbrotber,
word may bless.|and a word may blight,^
May blot the sun out of heaven for another.3
Or lead him into^God's own sweet light.

Only
A

a word! but thejpower in it
God and the angels alone can know;
To break a heart, or by love to win it.
To lift a^life or to crush it low.

| Only

Comrade mine, let us help each other
By words that strengthen and cheer and
The good that’s done^to a needyjbrother
God makes the measure of man's success.
—By Eben K. Rexford
Selected by Aunt Smma

Friends:
question “What is success?” is one
| that has been presented for argument, de| fined by different ^writers in various
! papers and magazines, and answers have
! been given from many standpoints.
The time has passed when a man's success can be
reckoned by dollars. The
Dear M. B.
The

word has

come

to

mean

more

than finan-

gain; it has been disconnected from
political power;i it is even disassociated
from brillianjt scholarship.
Perhaps it is one of the good signs of the
times that it is more and more being
separated from material things; it is comcial

addressing Mrs. Pinkham you are conills
to a woman—a woman whose exfiding your private
perience witn women’s diseases covers twenty-five years.
The present Mrs. Pinkham, daughter-in-law of Lydia E.
Pinkham, was for years under her direction, and has ever
since her decease continued to advise women.
Many women suffer in silence and drift along from bad
to worse, knowing well that they ought to have immediate
assistance, but a natural modesty causes them to shrink

Thi* Fact

—

that in

from exposing themselves to the questions and probable
examinations of even their family physician. Such questioning and examination is unnecessary. Without cost
you can consult a woman whose knowledge from actual
experience is great
MRS. PINKHAM’S STANDING INVITATION:
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass. All letters are received, opened, read and answered by
A woman can freely talk of her private illness
women.
to a woman; thus has been established this confidence
between Mrs. Pinkham and the women of America which
has never been broken. Never has she published a testimonial or used a letter without the written consent of the
writer, and never has the company allowed these confidential letters to get out of their possession, as the hundreds of thousands of them in their files will attest
Out of the vast volume of experience which Mrs. Pinkham has to draw from, it is more than possible that she
has gained the very knowledge needed in your case.
She asks nothing in return except your good will, and her
advice has helped thousands. Surely any woman, rich or
poor, should be glad to take advantage of this generous
offer of assistance. Address Mrs. Pinkham, care of Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

ing to mean the best use of life in its
broadest sense. Now I do not propose to
enter into any analysis of its real or relative position or properties, bat 1 leave it
for you to take note as you read current
events, and observe the trend of public
opinion, how the application of the word intend to be looking it up soOn. I reto present-day times is used. One de- member the comet of ’81.
finition you will find in the poem above.
It eeems to me a matter of regret that so
many are getting nervous to a serious deDear Aunt Madge and M. B. Friend*:
gree over the approach of this comet, but
How are you all this beaatifal spring I do not wonder at
it, its advent and
weather? I suppose, like myself, yon are all
brilliancy and position have been talked
into the spring cleaning. Are any of you
of, for so long time. When we think of
looking for Halley’s comet? I am, to the exthe limitless space through which it purtent of jumping out of bed at 8 in the morning
and slipping on a long kimona and slippers, sues its course, we can only admit that the
going out into the field where I can get a good wonders of the universe are vastly beview of the eastern horizon, bat I have not yond our mortal comprehension.
seen it yet. They tell me I am looking too
for it. I did not see the one of last winter, but I am determined to see this one if I
can do so by early rising.
Now, why don’t they tell something about
the comet that was seen in the early 'sixties
and again the the one in the early ’eighties?
Whose comets were they? I saw them and
enjoyed getting up to see them, but they are
not even mentioned now. But the comet of
1835 was too early for me. That was Halley's;
was it not?
Now, Sister B, 1 was glad to hear your name
called by the Phoebe bird in the early spring,
and soon after I heard you were getting better. Then, later, saw a line from you in the
column. Hope you are still improving.
A. M. D., yon tell your John he used to wear
my sweeping caps out to the stable, and sometimes he use to get at the pies uninvited.
Yes, I know his taste for pie.
Such good letters as we have had in the
winter and all along does one good to read.I wish I could talk, not politics, but something interesting. To the sister who wanted
a recipe for rhubard pudding, I will give
my
way, hoping some one else may send a better
if
can
one,
be made of rhuanything good
barb. I don't care for it, but my John does. I
make mine as we do brown betty, with bread
crumbs. A layer of crumbs and a layer of
rhubarb, sprinkling the rhubarb generously
with sugar
laying bits of butter over sugar,
and seasoning with spice, any kind you like
best. I always use nutmeg for rhubarb. I
have no regular recipe, but I use more bread
crumbs than rhubarb, so there will not <>e so
much juice. Moisten with water, just enough
to start it cooking, then bake slowly until
rhubarb is done. Serve with whipped cream,
or if no cream at hand, with a
good pudding
soon

—

Dear Aunt Madge:
Here are two receipts which I have tried
and proved to be good, and which I would like
to pass on to the M. B. members. The first
was given by a neighbor; the second is taken
from a paper:
Vegetable Plum Pudding
One-half cup
potato, one-half cup grated carrot, onealf cup molasses, one-half cup sugar, one
cup raisins, one-half cup currants, one-half
cud (scant) butter (or suet),
one-half cup
milk, two and one-fourth cups flour, one teaspoonful soda, salt and spice to the taste.
Steam three hours.
Beef Loaf—One pound of lean beef, rump
or round, chopped very fine, half a cupful of
bread crumbs, one sliteof onion chopped fine,
one tablespoon of chopped
parsley, tne yol1'
of one egg. one teaspoonful of ’vinegar, or
lemon juice if you have it, a teaspoonful of
butter. Put all the materials together in a
large bowl and mix them thoroughly. Form
into a loaf, wrap in a paper greased with
butter and bake in a hot oven half an hour,
basting it two or three times with melted
butter. A brown sauce may be made of the
drippings left in the pan. I have been told
that a quarter of a pound of salt pork added
is an improvement.
—

Erated

Thank you, Ann, for the recipe for homemade silver polish. It works like a charm.
Am glad D likes the asbestos mat for baking
potatoes. Yes, it is nice for toasting bread,
and, I have made my toast in that way for a

good many years.
C.
Tested recipes are very welcome, and
knowing the authority from whence these
come is of the best, no one need hesitate
about trying them.
Thanks to all for this week’s help.
The close of the column shall be another
tribute to Erne Stine from one who has
shared and appreciated her friendship.

sauce.

I make brown betty with apples the same
way; also strawberry padding. It is a good
way to use up stale bread.
In closing, I send sympathy to all the griefstricken ones, and to the convalescent ones
recovering from illness, congratulations. To
Aunt Maria I want to say my amyrillis has
two large fine blossoms, dark red,
striped
through middle of petals with a clear white,
and more blossoms are comiqg.
Hope I have not wearied you all by my
lengthy letter. Will close and get to bed, becaused I must be up and
looking for the
comet in the early morning; also to
get my
raised bread in the tins, Qood-night, all.
IaisH Molly.

»*• CLARK 8TAJTDISO TODKB A OBAPaVUlZ.

reason.

DATES.

to

Pilate's

jealousy and fear of losing his high
position; hence Pilate questioned Him
upon this point. But the answers of
Jesus were incomprehensible to Pilate,
though He did not deny His kingship.

Christian Endeavor,

women.

This column is devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

“AUHT MADGE”.

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

It a Motto:

—

BY

and decided in
The qnestion rivenf,vor
om
meeting was, “Which has

discussed,
next

Beginning May 1, 1910.

general times before
and the sanhedrin.
found him guilty of
false testimony and

3moti9 tt)( (Srangrrs

3t)btrti«nntnti.

Mutual fienttat Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

I do hope your early rising will be rewarded: bat as this celestial visitor is
expected to be in our vicinity for some
time, those of as who have not the courage to forego oar early morning nap, will
not be likely to give it a welcome so soon
as you do.
(Really, though, Irish Molly, I

Since then, under the favoring providence of God, the society has reached
ON* CONDUCTOR WHO WAS CURED
a worldwide usefulness.
Mr. Wilford Adams is his
A fitting symbol of the far outreach
name, and h
*bout
time ago I was con
ud blessed Influence of Christian En- fined to my bed with chronic
rheumatism.
of holey’s Kidney Bemed
deavor Is this picture of Dr. Clark
tw°, effect,
b2ttle8and
with good
the third bottle put m'
standing beneath a mammoth grape- OD
1 r«*u*ned work as conducto
11
*ind
vine at Carpenterla, Cal.
As It was on the Lexington, Ky~ Street Railway."
gave me more relief than
bu»u may medicine
medicine I11ns
not then the season of grapes. Dr. ever used, and it will do allany
you claim in case
Clark has in his hand a bunch of Cal- of rheumatism. Foley’s Kidney Remedy cure
rheumatism by eliminating the uric acid froz
ifornia oranges.
the blood. G. A. Parch a*.
~

cuci

Dear Aunt Madge and Mvtuale:
I feel I must express with you my sincere
sorrow for the going out of our dear Erne
Stine. Her illness was uo brief, 1 didn't hear
of it until I saw her death in the paper, and I
assure you it came as a great shock, for who
would have chosen her to be the next to go
when she always seemed so well.
To say we shall miss her is putting it
mildly, when we recall the pleasant times she
has given us at the little cottage by the sea,
so self-forgetful and willing to serve,
only
that we had a pleasant time. Her life was
certainly worthy of emulation, and I often
think of the dear girls and how they most
miss her in the home where they were always
so happy together.
My heartfelt sympathy
goes out to them and the companion in their
lonliness and bereavement, and may the kind
Father above comfort and aid them in
their great sorrow la the sincere wish of
8. J. Y.
_

The American print*

more

vital sta-

tistics—births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them if
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
contemporaries.

Feel languid, weak, run-down? Headache?
Stomach Moff”?
Just a plain case of lasy
liver. Burdock blood Bitters tones liver and
—

stomach, promotes
blood.—Advi.

digestion, purifies the

ELLSWORTH

MARKETS.

The quotations below give the range
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Ratter.

_

Creamery per a...40445
Dairy.30* tt
Oleomargarine.is
E«f»Fresh

laid, per dos.22 §24
Poultry.
Chickens.

2**30

Fowl.2Q&22
Bay.
Best loose, per ton.18*20
Baled.
20S22
Straw.
Loose
sail
Baled.
is
Vegetables.

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, ft
Beets,
Lettuce, head
Celery, i>uncb
Spinach, pk
Tomatoes, tb
Beet greens, pk

13§I5 Onions,*
02 Squash, tb

04g05

03 Carrots, tb
10 Cabbage, tb
20a 2* Parsnips, tb
25 Radishes, bunch
15 Rhubarb, tb
25 Cucumbers, each

Globe._

chips.

Country Prod no*.

03
02
03
05

HARVEST HOKE,

403,

WEHT

ELLSWORTH.

Harvest Home grange met April 23, a
good number being present, with visitors
from North Brooksville, Nicolin and Alamooeook granges. After tbe roll-call and
business, the lecturer presented a fine program of songs, reading, speaking and
stories.
The quartette gave selections.
The question, “Can the fertility of the
soil be kept up without commercial fertiliser?” was ably discussed and left for
further discussion at some future meeting.
At
as

recess

well

as

games

were

enjoyed by

the old

the young members.

The Caetle of Deepond.
One of the finest French renaissance
buildings In France Is the Castle of
Despond, famous In the legendary lore
Of the Toulousaln country in which It
stands.
Over the window of one of
the Inner courtyards Is sculptured la
the atone a head above the motto.
“Plus d'Eapolr." These were the last
words of Rose de Martial, whose story
baa been sung by tbe poets of Toulouse.
She was tbe daughter of the
house of Martial, to whom the castle
belonged, and she waa courted by the
lord of Castelnat, whose manor she
could see from her window. But, although she was beautiful and tender
hearted, the lord Jilted her, and she

VIEW. 451, HAPPYTOWN.
View grange held its regular meeting Saturday evening. Owing to tbe stormy
fell Into a melancholy. She sat every
18& 10
weather, there was a small attendance.
Fruit.
she could
The committee on the seven-cent sociable day by the window, whence
85*50 Lemons dos
Oranges, dos
30*35
see
the fickle lord of Castelaat's
8trawberries,bx lSa22 Pineapples, each 15(£20 to be held May2,reportedthatallarrangemanor.
One morning he pass-d by to
Oroeerles.
ments have been made. The next regular
Co flee—per b
the valley below.
She sang to him.
Rice, per *
oe#c« meeting will be held May 7.
20 #25
Rio,
16#25 Vinegar, gal
but he never looked up. “Flu- d’Es35 Cracked wheat,
05
Mocha,
35 Oatmeal, per b
20
Java,
polrl” she cried and threw herself out
SEDGWICK, 244.
04
Tea—per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
of the window on to the flags below,
45#65 Graham,
14
Japan,
Twenty-five members and all the offiwhere she waa killed. The manor of
04
Oolong,
30#05 Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02)4 cers, excepting two, Ceres and gate-keepSugar—per ft—
Martial was known thenceforward as
Granulated, 5)4^06 Oil—per gal—
er, were present at the regular meeting of
06
the Castle of Despond. The lire buildYellow, C
Linseed,
65#70 Sedgwick
22.
Two
candigrange
April
08 #10
12
Powdered,
Kerosene,
1>
dates were instructed in the first and ing was falling to ruins when M.
Molasses—per gal
35
Havana,
callle bought It, and he had it comsecond degrees and two applications were
Porto Rico,
50
received. As the hour was late, the lec- pletely and skillfully restored before
Meats and Provisions.
turer did not take up her program. There
making a gift of It to the natie;
ft:
ft.
Beef,
Pork,
IS *35
Steak,
Chop,
Xtfc-28 will be degree work next meeting.
Roasts.
Ham. per ft
12*25
20*30
Cornea,
10*18
15
Shoulder,
SbbrrttarmmU
Tongues,
17*18
Bacon,
23*3C
GOOD WILL, 376, AMHERST.
Teal:
Salt
16*17
25
Steak,
Lard,
Good Will grange held its regular meet18*20
Boasts,
15*16
ing April 16 with a good attendance.
Lamb*
Lamb,
15*30
There was one application (or member05
Tongues, each
ship. It was voted to paint the grange
Fresh Fish.
hall this spring.
The lecturer gave out
06 Clams, qt
Cod,
20
06 Scallops, qt
Haddock,
40 the question “Resolved,
That men are
lb
Halibut,
12
12*20 Smelts,
more inquisitive than women?” to be dis60 Shrimps,iqt
40
Oytiters.fqt doz
{statUsS'd 1IS1.
cussed at the next
30
Flounders,
meeting.
makes the old feel young
Floor, Oraln and Feed.
Good Will grange met April 23 with a
Keeps the stomach strong,
62 small attendance.
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
A literary program
6 50*8 ro Shorts—bag—1
appetite normal and nerves
ol
a
1
50
Mix.
consisting
Corn,100ft bag
feed, bag 1
reading by Sister Celia
steady. Relieves constiCorn meal,bag
1 50 Middlings, bail 60*160
and “Grange Enterprise”
Silsby
pation and biliousness.
by Sister
Cracked corn,
1 50
Bernice Clarke and Brother
Expels worms from
Walter
children and adulta
Fletcher was enjoyed by all. The
LAW BBOARDING WKIOHT8 AND MKA8UKKS.
quesSjc.jec, ls.ee
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60 tion that was given oat last week was also
<r
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and St for shipping, Is 60 pounds:
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
three time* as muoh money
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 62,
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
to roast Fifth Avenue Coffee as is
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
m
10

LAKE

Lake

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

82

pounds, or even

measure as

o? agreement.

Men can never be neutral in great religions contests; and if, because of the little
wrong in the right cause, or the little evil
in the good man, we refuse to take the
side of right, we are, by that very act,
silently taking the side of wrong.—
Elizabeth Charles.

USE ALLEN’S FOOT EASE.
The antiseptic powder to be shaken into the
shoes. If you have tired, aching feet, try
Allen's Foot-Ease. It rests the feet and makes
new or* tight shoes easy.
Cares aching,
swollen, hot, sweating feet. Believes corns
and bunions of all pain and gives rest and
comfort. Always use it to Break in New shoes.
Try it to-day. Sold everywhere. 25 cts. Don't
accept any tubetitute. For FREE trial package, address, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, N. Y.

WE

spend

spent for roasting ordinary coffee.

We prepare a coffee three times aa good.
Vet Fifth Avenue Coffee coats no more than cofiee that
goes only one-third aa far.
*t>U "*v*
gain by using Fifth Avenue

InfjnT

In scaled, air-tight tins
38c the full pound.

mediately straightens up in

MANNERS.

BRIDGE

THINGS THAT REALLY

jjjrLE
u

AMOUNT

TO CHEATING.

PLAYEKS WHO WILL HOT
OF A PABTTAKK ADVANTAGE
NEB’8 MOWS.

iTCAStONAL

code of Uw» for the
the end of every
.everml parsof bridge there are
*V under the cmption of “etiquette”,
suppoeed to cell Attention to
of decorum pcculier to the curd
brenm«
®
Hundreds of decisions ere Asked
veer to settle wagers upon the
p( the same, but there is not on
esse of Any one having
^,rrf « single
rules of etiquette.
„ hel upon these
t here rules Are probably broken
At

JJfchsrc
!°rfVerv

Although
more frequently,

more

flagrantly than all

more

kperhsps«l the

consistently
the

others

and
oom-

fault is
>»"' No. *• "rhieh ”*d":
breach
not give any indication
pjAjer should
,r gesture as to the nature of

band
it

or as

the

to

most common

bis pleasure

or

“A

by
his

no

bridge,

comment

partner's

would scorn, outside the
steal or cheat, seems to
hesitation in expressing his

his
about
even when it

partner’s

is clear that the

may influence very largely tbc
future course. Perhaps it is
but a frown; sometimes it is a

sec

play?”
expression ia the

sucb rotten

An Easter
Gift
How

one can watch a bridge game (or
half an hour without being forced to
the conclusion that a cloae observer could
tell pretty nearly the character of the hands
held, especially by the dealer’s partner.
In poker a good player makes a special
effort to conceal alike his satisfaction
and his sorrow, but in bridge the dealer s

No

even

a

COUNTY NEWS.

la the EagUi Qnrch
Wu Batomd.
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BROOKLIN.
Miss Musa Dollard spent several
days in
Caatine this week.
A.

In March, 1758, there appeared In
the London Chronicle the following ad
vertlsement:
A living of £100 a rear will be given to

E. Farnsworth has closed his clam
at the harbor.

factory

Jennie Tyler is at home from Bluehill,
where she has been employed.
Mr.
ter in

Thompson,
town,

who has spent the winhas gone to Rockland.

Mrs. Frank W. Cole has returned from
Boston, where she has spent the winter.
Mrs. H»rry Grindle and Miu ElaieSherspent several days in Rockland last

week.

Mrs. Hattie Joyce
and
daughter
Brooksie came borne from Revere, Mass.,

Tuesday.
The church aid circle will meet in the
ladies’ parlor in the chapel Wednesday
afternoon, April 27.
Rev. E. E. Small delivered an interestto the Odd Fellow and Rebekah lodges at I. O. O. F. hall, Sunday
afternoon.

ing address

means of inIf such an
ducing the partner to change his play
The library circle met with Mrs. Laura
either at that time or later in the hand,
York last Wednesday evening, April 20.
both are clearly partners to a species of
The next meeting, April 27, will be at the
frtud, all the more contemptible on account of it* pettiness.
library room.
The president of a woman's bridge club
Byron Sellers and family have gone to
in Brooklyn tried very hard to cure a cer- Somerville, Mass. Mr. Sellers has gone to
tain member of the habit of sorting her join his yacht, and Mrs. Sellers will spend
cards very rapidly when her partner dealt, several weeks with her parents, Capt. Q.
ted tben beaming upon her if she were W. Herrick and wife.
willing to have the make passed. Every
Une Femme.
April 25.
time she did this the dealer made it spades
no matter what she had, but the partner
SOUTH OOULDQBORO.
was too obtuse to see the point, and left
Harry White is in poor health.
the game with a settled conviction that
Mrs. Joan Sargent has returned from
the president was the worst that ever hapAshville.
when it came to makes.

pened

Miss

Viola Davis spent

a

few

days last

week in Corea.

Miss Carrie Bickford has gone to Lower
Harbor to teach.
Holt and wife

in Ban-

Capt.
Friday and Saturday.
Miss Shirley Crane, of Birch Harbor, is
teaching her second term here.
Miss Nora Sargent is visiting her aunt,
A. B.

were

gor

partner seems to exaggerate the contortions of the features that would be approximate to the hands be holds. The ex- Mrs. Emma Sargent, in West Gouldsboro.
Miss Olie White has returned from
pression of assumed indifference which
immediately appeals on the face of the Winter Harbor, where she has been workholder of four aces at poker and the suding.
den look of joy and expectancy which the I
Will Cook and wife have returned home
same cards call forth at bridge are a fair
from Nashua, N. H., where they have been
study for the psychologist, if not for the !
employed.

curate on condition that he marry the
He muat be young, well recommended tor morale and good temper and
firmly attached to the preeent happy establishment. Anawera may be left at the
bar of the Union Coffee Houae, Strand.
London, directed to Z. L. The utmoet at*
crecy and honor la to be depended upon.
a

giver.

Gerard Wentworth, a young man of
twenty-two, saw it and waa attracted
by it for the following reason*: He
had barely completed hi* studies preliminary to taking orders when simultaneously a lawsuit involving the family property was decided adversely
and Gerard's father died.
This left
the young clergyman on the threshold of life with two sisters and a
mother to provide for. He was thinking of giving np bis profession and
accepting a clerkship In a mercantile
house where be could earn more money than in the church when bis eye
fell on the advertisement.
"Is there not in this.” he mused, "a
chance for me to follow the career I
love and am fitted for? If I should
marry this woman 1 might eventually
become a bishop."
So he left a note at the Cnlon Coffee
House stating that he would be happy
to meet the holder of the living and in
due time received an invitation to call
at Twickenham, a suburban town a
couple of hours’ ride from London.
Ur. Wentworth alighted from the
coach at an Imposing gateway and
walked up through attractive grounds
to a manor house. Dreams of marryleg a fortune were kindled In his
brain, but they were soon put to Sight
by a housemaid who answered his

knock, pointing to a dilapidated looking cottage In one comer of the Inclosure and telling him he would Bnd
the advertiser there. With a sigh he
turned and, walking over to the bouse
In question, knocked again.
A servant who had apparently left the washtub replied to the summons and showed him Into a dingy living room, the

blinds to which were all closed. Presently an angular woman of Sfty entered and announced that it was she
who had the disposal of the living.
Wentworth was too much of a gentleman to get up immediately and take
bis leave.
He talked In a desultory
way and among other things told the
criminologist.
lady that bis purpose In getting the
Miss Gladys Hooper was obliged to give
To the student of human nature noth- !
living was to be ab.e to continue In his
on
district
her
school
in
the
Pond
ing is more remarkable tban the 9udden up
career and provide for his mother and
account of ill health.
changes of humor which the average
sisters, whereupon the woman told
The selectmen have had a room at C. F. him
bridge player will undergo in the course
curtly that his application would
of a rubber. Hand after hand he will Jacobs', and for the past two weeks have
not be considered for a moment
sit th re like a bump on a log, and as been busy assessing taxes.
Wentworth rose to go, but the womthe cards fall from his hand the reason
F. K. Haskins, of Kockport, Mass., has
an asked him to wait a few minutes.
for his gloom becomes apparent. He arrived to spend the summer here, engaged She then left the room and was
gone
has absolutely
When she returned she
some time.
nothing in his cards, a in the Ash business as usual.
fact to which he calls repeated attention
said that after all, his love for his
There was a baked bean supper in the
by the remark that he is notorious as a church vestry Saturday evening. In spite mother and sisters had affected her
poor card holder.
of the bad weather a good crowd attended. favorably toward him and that she
All at once, as he
would think the matter over. Would
begins to sort a particH.
April 25.
ular hand, his whole
he call again In a few days?
expression changes,
tnd a smile
DEER
ISLE.
flits over his face. He j
Wentworth
“Thank
said,
you,"
even ventures some
jocular remark or ! W. A. Ricker, of Castine, is in town for which might mean anything or nothbeam- upon the man who sits behind him 1 a few
ing and took his leave. As the door
days.
witching the game.
closed behind him a figure emerged
Capt. W. 9. Pickering went to New
What has occasioned the change? He
from the manor house—a young girl
York Monday.
has not had any
champagne, although the j
dressed like a lady and withal comely.
Frank L. Greene made a business trip to
effect looks it. No one has told him a rich
She and Wentworth met at the gate,
uncle has just died and left him a million. Bucksport Thursday.
and It seemed to him that she must
Then- :s only one rational
Dr. H. W. Small was called to Swan's
know that he was an applicant for the
explanation and
that is in the cards. It is
they that have ! Island Saturday on business.
living to be disposed of. for she looked
changed, and he now holds four honors in j Mrs. Martha Eaton is spending two amused. Wentworth, who had reachheart* or nine diamonds or
ed the little gate beside the driveway
something of j weeks with relatives in Boston.
that kind, and sees that he is
a few paces before her. paused to let her
going to win
Mrs. C. A. Haskell left Monday for Bos» rubber at last.
go through, taking off his hat politely.
where she will join her husbands,
ton,
Take the case of the
“I wish you joy with your living
player who picks up vessel, the Jessie A. Bishop.
his cards on his
partner's deal, with the
and your bride.” she said, a snap In
for
left
John*
Marshall
Monday
Capt.
•core
twenty-four to nothing against
her eye and a pair of dimples on each
them, rubber game. The feverish haste Philadelphia, where he will resume com- cheek flanking a smile.
season.
for
the
mand
of
his
j
yacht
with which he
runs through his hand
"I have not yet been accepted, nor
Mrs. Frank Davis is entertaining her have
plainly shows that he knows this is their
I accepted.” he replied, walking
and her sister,
l*st chance. After the
first rapid survey mother,;Mrs. McDonald,
on beside her.
of hi- cards if the
from Stockton, Canada,
Mrs.
Murrey,
is
continued
sorting
"Why should a young man of your
with alacrity and the outside conversation i Miss
Mary E. Greene has returned home age need to marry an old woman for
«maintained with a rising inflection all j from Massachusetts, where she has been a
living of’— She hesitated.
w well.
He has the goods and the rubber visiting friends and relatives the past
“One hundred pounds.” he supplied,
is saved.
on
the
month.
If,
contrary, the cards of
□e told her that he was bound by hon«®eh suit are
stuck slowly and spitefully
Mrs. Julia E. Lufkin returned home or and affection to consider his mothmto their
respective places, and he sud- Saturday from New London, Conn., where er and sisters.
reduces his part of the dialogue to she has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. W.
The girl walking in the same direcmonosyllables that rubber Is already lost. L. Greene.
tion as the curate, they continued tothe dealer has a
phenomensl hand
e
Guy E. Torrey, an employee of the Ear j gether to the Inn from which the
may as well make it spades himself and
Harbor Banking <Jfc Trust Co., spent a few : coach started. When they parted she
®*Ve
time and his breath.
said to him:
last week with his parents, Capt.
very common and also a very bad days
Judson Torrey and wife.
“Come and see me. I have a friend
it is that of
drawing a card before
Rkx*
who has at her disposal a living much
* time to
April 25.
it. The momenta card
play
better than the one you have applied
9 ®d
the fourth hand
WEST SORRY.
yanks one from
You needn't marry her. but I
for.
11 ovs n
b*nd and holds it up with
pretty
School begins to-day, taught by Miss
can Introduce you and will use my Inne Mmc sort
of expression on his
of
Surry.
fluence In your favor. 1 think when I
Myra Billington,
ce thst we
see upon a cat's when about
Mrs. Joanna Ober is confined to her tell her that you are ready to sacrifice
spriug at a bird. Of what use is it for
:
bed. There is little hope of her recovery. yourself for your mother and sisters
c°nd hand to
cover tinder sach cirshe will be disposed to help you. Our
cumstances?
Eugene Leach and wife have moved into !
It, cm the other band, tbe card ia drawn the bouse owned by Capt. Ben Stubbs, of clergy, as you know, are chiefly Interested In gambling and cockflghtlng.
j!1 4dh an expesaion of dejection or in- Bucks port.
It's not easy to find a real true heartI*
it abonld not be diflcalt for
April 25.
ed man among them.”
second band to infer that uni ear he
Wentworth, quite delighted with so
Pineapple Juice as a Medicine.
* todtor
that trick any old thing
ts.
A California medical paper says that fortunate an encounter, smiled a pleas1
"in it, so far aa tbe foarth
player ia physicians have lately observed that the ant smile, and a day for the Introducconcerned.
pineapple is valuable for something be- tion was appointed.
You
continoaUy aee a player following sides its pleasing flavor.
Before the time for the Introduction
1 to
trick after trick with an
expreaExperiments have been made in Hawaii came round he received a note from
°! ab*°iote weariness on hia face an- which
indicate that the juice of this fruit the young lady—signed Alice Trelawney
suddenly a new anit or an unexpected contains a digestive
principle resembling —saying that the person who had the
u
led, which appears te act upon hia
pepsin in its action. In diphtheritic sore living to dispose of desired to hear
ea li‘t«
a galvanic
He
iaibattery.
throat, too, it seems to exercise a whole- him preach. Would he do so la the
some influence by helping to dissolve the
church at Twickenham on the follow"ATCB W« TBI COMET.
T.
false membrances which form in the j ing Sunday, and would he be a guest
o<
the
Watch
tbe
much
more
DrH°"
a
is
It
cklldm^L
sky.
throat.
j at her bouse between
certainly
Saturday and
ful moihi? ‘Jong coughs and colds. Careagreeable medicine to take than many
Monday T
*«»«». and Tart,
tion s“5*' 11 *• th* beet and safest presenWentworth accepted with Joy In Us
brgentanrf?r* loI *°*P where the need te
If he succeeded In this case
Coot»i„.“?■•*"«* * rital neceeeity.
uSo one is more injured by wrong-doing j heart
4rm**- B€tmm
there need be no marriage with a
than the wrong doer.”

J-nless

__

ference,

t,[>n

_

tk.K&'VffP'WS*

venerable spinster,
a roseate Hope
flattered In bis bosom that be might
marry tbe girl wbo was endeavoring
to benefit blm.
Tbe following Saturday tbe afternoon coacb stopped at the Oaks, tbe
curate alighted, and bis portmanteau
Be was
was set down from tbe boot
received by Miss Trelawney and Introduced to ber annt tbe Head of tbe
boose, for Miss Trelawney was an orphan. He spent tbe rest of tbe day
and tbe evening with ber, and. being
an open hearted, frank yonng man.
Miss Trelawney with in a few boars
knew more about him than he knew
himself. At any rate, she knew him
to be a very lovable young man, a
matter of which he was entirely Ignorant
But tbe next day when Wentworth
stood in tbe pulpit to preacb Miss Trelawney discovered something else In
him
His heart was In what he said,
and be bad the gift of language to say
what was In bis heart He spoke extemporaneously, his sermon being tbe
first beard there In many years that
bad not been written, to say nothing
of having been purchased by tbe Incumbent from some more gifted person than the preacher.
Indeed, the
congregation was carried by storm.
When the curate, after the benediction, stepped down from the chancel
many people advanced to encourage
Miss
him by appreciative remarks.
Trelawney waited for him at the
church door, and they walked to her
home together.
"Was the person wbo baa the living
to dispose of In church?” he asked.
“She was.”
“And bow was she pleased with my
effort T
“Very much.”
“Then 1 presume there need be no
further delay to my meeting her?”
“None whatever.”
They walked on to tbe bouse, dined
and spent the rest of the day together,
Wentworth expecting all the while to
receive the promised Introduction. To
this, however. Miss Trelawney made
no reference till be was about to depart on Monday morning, when she
said:
“The Introduction I promised you Is
The lady haring the
not necessary.
living to give heard you preach and
bad a much better opportunity to
Judge of your merits than If she bad
met you, you knowing who she was.
She has In this way met several young
clergymen and has heard them preach.
She has decided to invite them all to
band In a written sermon on Easter
Sunday appropriate for that day. He
whose sermon pleases her most will
be Invited to preach It and will receive the living.”
“1 am no
Wentworth's face fell.
writer,” be said. "1 shall lose the

a

Mrs. Blaisdell, of Surry, who has been
visiting her son Maynard, has returned
play home.

nothing
a grunt or perahrug; occasionally it la
shared with the spechspe a look of-pity
The Interpretators or the adversaries.
tation is always the same: “Did you
ever

sparkling and

man

play.”

opinion
in

the

displeasure

A man who
jAfd room, to
Mvc

his chair, his
smile spreading itself over his features as he shoota
out his
cuff and frees his neck from
his collar.
Even if he does not
actually say: ‘‘Ha, ha!
Now I’ve got you,” you know that is what
it means. He might juct as well
say to
his partner: “You
keep off this trick
now. lean attend to this
thing from now
on myself.”
Certain mannerisms of this
kind render vernal directions
quite
unnecessary.
©yes

■

April

25._G.

Friends should not only live in harmony
but in melody.—Thoreau.

Ignorance is lesB distant from truth
than prejudice.—Diderot.
Whoever will cat the kernel must cnck
the nut.—Danish Proverb.
There are more quarrels smothered by
Just shutting your mouth and holding it
shut, than by all the wisdom in the world.
—Beecher.

THIS SOUND NLKEP OF GOOD HEALTH.
The restorerve power of sound sleep can
not be over estimated aud any ailment that
prevents it is a menace to health. T. L.
Southers, Eau Cfair. Wis.. says: “For a long
time I have been unable to sleep soundly
nights because of pains across my back and
soreness of my kidneys.
My appetite was
very poor and my general condition was much
f have been taking Foley’s Kidrun down,
ney Pills but a short time. and now sleep as
sound as a rock. I eat and enjoy my meals,
! and my general condition is greatly improved*
recommend Foley’s Kidney
I can honestly
Pills as I know they have cured me.” G. A.
! Parchkr.

•lODmurmrnit

SWIFTS—I SUPERIOR CUSS OF FERTILIZERS.
“Having

used Swift's High-Grade • Animal Brand' of Fertilizer, 300 lbs.
five acre piece of ensilage corn the past season, must say, notwithstanding its being a very dry season, I harvested the biggest crop of corn per acre
I ever raised. It was immense, thick and well eared, averaging fully 12 feet high,
after several hard frosts. I managed to get it nearly all into a 57 ton silo during
two weeks settling before it froze or it would doubtless have
required a great deal
more room.
Have also used your fertilizers on potatoes and other crops with
results.
splendid
It is with pleasure that I give this testimonial having used Swift’s Animal
Fertilizers for several years, and can say I believe them superior to any other
class of fertilizers on the market, being Animal Blood, Meat and Bone, they furnish a large amount of concentrated organic matter for humus, which greatly aids
in absorbing and holding moisture, thus hastening dissolution of all soil elements
for plant life.
I would recommend all up-to-date, progressive farmers to try Swiffs Animal
Fertilizers and learn of their real merits and great value”
Nov. 16,1909.
HENRY W. RUSSELL, Harrisburg, Vt.
per

acre on a

See local agents or tend for price*. Our terms

are easy

and our price* right.

Swift’s Lowell Fertilizer fo.AS *^c££!£}?40 No. Market St., Boston.
A

handy booklet of useful Information Bat Frw.

Bronchitis can b«

prize.”
"Do your best and keep up a good
heart I shall do all In my power to
turn the scale in your favor.”
Easter fell two weeks from that day.
Wentworth worked bard over his sermon, for his career depended upon his
winning the prize. But be produced
nothing that satisfied him. “It they
would only let me tell them what I
feel without tying me down to this
miserable pen,” he exclaimed, throwing It down testily on the table at
which he wrote. “I could Impress
them. I’m sure. As It Is, I am a sure
loser and shall go from the church to
the counting room.”
However, a few days before Easter
Sunday be dispatched his sermon,
writing at the same time a lugubrious
note to Miss Trelawney bewailing his
Inability to write Instead of speaking
what he had to say. Miss Trelawney
had told him that the candidates must
all be present, and he was to stay at
He arrived late Saturday
the Oaks.
night and Sunday morning went to
the church, where be dreaded to meet
the other applicants for the vacant
living. As he was ascending the steps
the sexton handed him a note. Tearing It open, be saw that be had been
chosen and. with “My hearty thanks
to you for this Inestimable favor,”
handed the note to Miss Trelawney.
A pressure of the hand and a smile
was her only response.
Wentworth expected to find hl3
written sermon on the pulpit
Not All
finding it there, he could only begin
to talk extemporaneously.
Bis heart are
was full of joy and gratitude, and be
preached delightfully. Then when it
was over he joined his benefactor. As
soon
as
they reached her home he
said:

,

JOHNSON’S

quickly relieved if Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
sprayed into the bronchial

Lis

j

RITTER Y TO CARIBOU

PRETTY MARSH.

Miss Con Galley,-of Tremont, U visiting i
Herbert Randall, of Old Town, > woodaMn. Curtis Young.
man, about fifty yeara of acre, waa killed
by the Accidental discharge of a revolver
The fuuenl of John W. Smith was held in
the band of his campmate Friday on
j
2
m.
at
at hie residence on Tuesday,
p.
I Sourdnahunk stream, where Randall was
at
on a drive.
work
officiated.
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, of Mt. Desert,
Bitting in his office in Kennebnnk last
Mrs. Harvey P. Freeman, who has been
Thursday when officers entered with a
with Mrs. Rumill for some weeks, leaves warrant for his arrest, charging a criminal
to-day for Bar Harbor, where she will operation. Dr. J. R. Haley, a leading phyvisit her aunt, Mrs. H. H. Young, for a sician of York county, pulled a revolver
from his desk, placed it at his head and
few days, after which she will go to Rockshot himself dead.
land where she will make her home.

ANODYNE

UNIIUENT

tubes several times
daily. It is also

tried and true remedy for Colds, Asthma,
In most case;
Diarrhoea and most human ills.

a

where internal use is necessary a few

poured

on

sugar

or

in sweetened

For 99 yean the

Always keep

drops

are

water.

Family Doctor

supply in your home, because
it is invaluable for applying to cuts, bruises, spfaifls,
burns and scalds. It is the emergency remedy
almost

a

a

century old.
Mokt mi 23c

It
m

never

fails.

ISOmmkmtOm

fin■■■> Ptfl>

for bilious
indigestion and
constipation.

L S. JOHNSON * CO.
Bmtmm• ICbm.

I 'W^m9mm.73ie0h/ysrsaf

LEES

Liniment

dealers sell Lee’s Liniment for 25c.
The bottles
large size containing TWICE THE USUAL 25c QUANTITY,

“And now do please introduce me to
the person to whom 1 am to be indebted for being able to follow the
career of my choice."
"You do not need an introduction.
X have arranged it all for you.”
“Yes; that 1 know. By your influence I have won.
But she who makes
the gift? 1 would seem an ingrate if
I did not thank her.”
She bad sauntered to a window. He
followed her as he spoke. She turned
to him and Bald:
“I own the living. I wished to test
Buy William Tell Floor
by the
the man to whom 1 should give it and ! barrel, if possible. You thus protect
advertised for one to 611 it coupled I yourself against “wheat corners’’ and
with the condition that he should mar- j rises in the price of flour. And you
When you interviewed i wili always be sure of food Sour and
ry the giver.
our housekeeper I was in an adjoining
food bread—biscuits—pies and caVes.
I saw you and revered you for
room.
William Tell is made from the finest
You were
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
your high sense of duty.
detained, and the housekeeper recalled
any flour authority. He will tell you
there i3 no other flour in the world that
by my order her refusal of you. 1 esmakes a finer grained or more delicaped and gave a signal to dismiss
cious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
you, I leaving this house at the same
moment as you.
wheat for our William Tell is stored
I have given you the
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned
living, knowing how well you deserve it”
si* times before grinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags, is done
Wentworth stood looking at her in
astonishment
The first words be
by bright, clean machinery.
Ask your dealer and insist on
spoke were:
“The
Was
marriage condition T
having
thaf“That rests with the successful applicant** she replied, turning away.
Wentworth's mother and sisters did
not live with his wife, but she provided for them.
ELLlWOKTH FALLS. ME

Keep Flour
Bilk Down
—

VALUABLE VETERINARY
BOOK
W rite

FRg

to-day tor Veterinary
Experience'*— a book t>w*
u

vlii enable you to be yoat
own veterinarian.
It ta am
invaluable treatise on tbm
borse, Lorse disease*, and tht
treatments and remedies
wnxcn care.
Atnong other
of Titxl importance to ererr bone owner,
things
it tells how aukl w hy
...

TUTTLE’S ELIXIR
Spljnt, Spavin Lameness, Bon?
Bpraius, Swellings, Shoe Boils and
Founder, Distemper and Co he. Also makes tbs

Growths,

Best Lag and Body Wart.
Tattle’s Elixir has for many years been the
main stay of veterinarians and operators of lanrs
.•tables everywhere.
it is quick and sars in action,
non-poisonons.
aanot injure, pain or blemish the horse. Writs
for the proofs of oar claims. If
yoor dealer
doesn't keep Tuttle’s, send os his name and 60
cents in stamps, and we will send a
large size bottle prepaid. Don’t experiment. Get Tuttle’a and
be sore. Ask also for Tattle’s American Worm
and Condition Powders and Hoof Ointment
Send os yoor name, address and 2c. stamp now.
so we can mail you the Free Book.

TVTTUV EIJHH 00., 200 Stwl, St,

—

William Tell

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

5 hr Ellsworth 3.mcrican.
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
«£VKRY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
▲T

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BY THE

HiNOOOK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
a year; $1.00lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If aid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. 81ngle copies 5 cent9. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

Mab-crlptlon Price—#2.00
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to, and all checks and money orders made payable to Thb Hancock County Publishing
tX>., Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,400 copies.

Average for the year of 1909,
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WEDNESDAY APRIL 27, 1910.
The apparent indifference of many
of the business men of Ellsworth as to
whether the proposed grange fair is
held here or not, seems likely, unless
something is done mighty quick, to result in the abandonment of the pro-

ect, so far as Ellsworth is concerned.
There has been raised of the required
fund of $1,000, abont $700, of which
$300 was subscribed by the board of
trade, $100 by the Merchants’ association, and $300 by twenty-five public-

spirited

men.

remains to be
Saturday about

at the attitude assumed by
many of the citizens, and feel inclined
to throw up the whole thing.

couraged

As a consequence of the appointment
Judge E. P. Spofford, of Deer Isle,
to the position of chairman of the
railroad commission, Mr. Fernald has
of

his hands the appointment of a
judge of the Western Hancock municipal court. There are in the western
section of Hancock county three republican attorney s—ex Judge- of-Proon

bate O. P. Cunningham, of Bucksport;
Forrest B. Snow, of Bluehill, and
Sumner P. Mills, of Stonington. Judge
Cunningham has formally announced
bis candidacy for the office, and while
the other two gentleman have not, it is
understood that both are candidates.
Ur. Snow’s friends are especially active. The recorder of the court is W.
A. Remick, of

Bucksport.

The President has nominated Charles
E. Hughes, governor of New York, for
associate

justice

of the United States
supreme court, to succeed the late
Justice Brewer, and Oov. Hughes has

\

No sound. Till, clear and plain
As though the dusk would sigh.
The whistle of a train
Brings to me, where I lie,
The old heart-breaking call
Of distances, and all
Fair fates that elsewhere fall.
Oh! to be in that chain
Of golden-lighted cars!
Through iqisty field and lane.
Quick stringing lines of stars!

quire
possible positions

On, onward! till the night.
Rimmed by the dawn’s first light,
Finds cities strange and white.

GOSSIP.

horse, “Old Dick,” is thirty-seven years
old, and was once owned by Peter Mills, of
Deer Isle, father of Hon. Sumner P. Mills.
conclusive evidence of

a

hen

years.

_

POLITICAL NOTES.
T. McDonald, of Ellsworth,
'announces himself as a candidate for the
republican nomination for county commissioner. Capt. O. W. Foss, whose term
expires at the end of this year, is a candidate for renomination.
Dr.

3.

Ex-Gov. William T. Cobb, of Rockland,
has given formal notice that he will be
a candidate at the coming session of the
legislature for United States senator.
Others who are mentioned for tne same
office are Congressman Burleigh, ex-Gov.
John F. Hill and Hon. Herbert M. Heath,
«! Augusta.

Cunningham,
of Backsport, has announced his candidacy
for the position of judge of the Western
Hancock municipal court, in place of
Judge E. P. Spofford, who has been
dlx-Judge-of-Probate O.

P.

the board of railForrest B. Snow, of
goad commissioners.
Btaehill, is also an active candidate, and it
fa reported that Sumner P. Mills, of Stonington, is also a candidate, although he
made no formal announcement.

appointed chairman of

The friends of Percy L. Aiken, of Sorrento, formerly of Franklin, are urging
his nomination as representative to the
Wallegislature from the class towns of
Sullivan, Franklin,
tham, Eastbrook,
Sorrento, Gouldsboro and Winter Harbor.
In a recent interview at Franklin, Mr.
Aiken admitted that he had the matter
ainder consideration, but did not seem to
asare to make a more definite statement at
the time. In view of the excellent service
II,
Aiken has given this class in the
contests of past years his friends

political

believe he would be
candidate.

an

unusually strong

CdTTwpononut.
County Commissioner.
Ellsworth, Me., April 28,1910.
To the Voters of Hancock county and deleconvengates to the Republican county
tion:
I take this opportunity to announce myself oa a candidate on the republican tickcommissioner.
et foe the office of county
I do this after getting the opinion of the
in the .differlarger portion of the voters
six years is
ggl sections of the county that
hold the above
^ long as any man should
to the inoffice in the future, and I trust
convendividuality of the delegates the
J. T. McDonald.
For

OBITUARY.

j

of netting fish at Green lake have occasionally been beard. It is a comparatively
short stretch through the woods from
Green lake to Beech Hill pond.

WEST

French boro.
B. Thurlow,
Fish wardens—Wilmot
Stonington; Frank L. Hodgkins, Lamoine.
Edward EX Chase,
Dedimus justice
—

Bluehili.
To administer oaths and acknowledge
deeds—Edith Chase, Bluehili.
Notaries public—Jesse EX Young, Inmoine; Fred C. Lynam, Bar Harbor.
Justice of the peace and quorum—M. L.
Allen, Mount Desert.

a

W. A. Clark,

going
work

bad ill

Friday.

Misses Grace and Marguerite
visited at Manset last week.

the

Nominated by the Governor.
Among nominations by Gov. Fernald
recently announced are the following in
Hancock county:
Inspector of fish—Clarence E. McIntyre,

TREMONT.

Mrs, George W, Murphy had
turn

to work

steamer

Clark

Frank Bunker
at Seal Harbor.

on

Mytle

brings

material

Miss

Effle

visiting
Stanley, of the life-

Stanley

brother, Capt Everett
saving station.

her

E. Herrick, of Southwest Harbor, is
here with his span of horses plowing and
breaking up new land.
8.
April 25.
W.

__

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Chauncy Hutchinson went to Boston
Thursday.
Grover C. Small went to New York last

Thursday to go yachting.
April 26. ________

H-

“Courage may become the habit of life,
but it never really grows easy. There is
always required the summoning of the
highest power that is in use before we can
do the hard, brave thing. To hold rigidly
to the path of high purpose, to do our best
rather than to do what is easiest, calls for
the exercise of manhood’s finest abilities.”

Saturday evening

at

her home

on

Her death has brought
sorrow to a very large circle of friends.
Mrs. Hodgkins was a woman of charm*
ing( personality and noble character, a
social favorite, and one whose loyal
friendship it was a privilege to enjoy.
The past year has sounded the depths of
her character and found no shallows.
Hancock street.

year ago she went to Bangor for
operation, and her friends learned that

Over
an

the

a

case was

kept

from

Ingalls and George W. Lunt spent

H. Lunt, wile and daughSouthwest Harbor, spent
Grace,
Thursday night at the home of his mother,

Capt. Roland
of

who is

ladies' aid society will give a play
Mt. Desert hall next Wednesday evening. Proceeds for the church.
The

at

The steamer Tremont, from Bangor, was
delayed by fog on her first trip for the
season, arriving here Sunday morning
She was obliged to leave a lot of freight in
Bangor, there being much more than ahe
could bring.
X. Y. Z.
April 26.
SEA A ALL.
The chicken business is booming here.
Everett Newman has about 200 at present,
Mrs. R. E. Newman has 112, Mrs. Walter
Newman about fifty and Mrs. L. F. NewMrs. L. F.
man between thirty and forty.
Newman has hatched hers with hens, but
the others all have incubators and are expecting more to come out in a week or ten
days. The breeds raised here are Plymouth Rock and Rhode Island Reds.
Dolly.
April 25.

stem

as

NORTH

light

and

that

State

have

been

»
on

Alonxo Snow and wife were
railed to
Penobscot Sunday by tbe illness „i
their
grandaon, Koscoe Bowden.
The wedding reception of Lela
Emia
and John Parker Howard was
held
at tbe bride’s borne Saturday
evening
Snow

April

28._

c

OAK POINT.

George Colson and
Jobn Colson and wife.

family

am

visittn,

J. H. Galley, who has been in
Bangor
the past winter, has returned home.
Emerson Ladd and wife visited Mrs
Flora Pbippin, of West Eden.
Sunday
April 25.
c

twenty-five
than forty

temporarily

BROOKSVILI.E.
Range,

employment.

_

conservatory.

Kith° *
no*

The friends of Mrs. U. W.
Lufkin w
sorry to have her move
from here 10
t„
Brooklln.

|

more

the plan,

W. W. Black has moved his
f,mil.
Hark Harbor. Isles boro, for the
summer
J. W. Perkins, of Quaker Hill, i,
Ti|it
ing his parents, M. N. Perkins and wife
W. B. Sherwood has taken hi,
wile
Dark lUrbor, where he has

j

green

as

Green is in

business.

part
practi-

over an arc

weeks,

Mrs. Phyona

to shine

a

,“n

j

of ten points, and on the port
side a red light of similar capacity. For
vessels between twenty-six and forty feet
the lenses of these side lights must be

required

be

an

house

constructed as to show an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of
twenty points of the compass, and so fixed
as to throw the lignt ten points on each
side of the vessel. The glass, or lens,
must be nineteen square inches for vessels
between twenty-six and forty feet long,
and thirty-one square inches for motor
boats more than forty feet long.
A white light will be required aft, as on
smaller boats. On the starboard side there
will

m.» trt.

appropriation tor the new |i„h,
tender put upon the
otnnibu,
when It gets before the
Senate, and
would be a fair chance of
mieres,
omnibus bill will pass the
House
get

others to the very end.
As far as Maine matters at the eapitol
Mrs. Hodgkins was the daughter of
there is still little thought of anything
Albert H. Norris. She was born in Old go,
the recent announcement of Senator
except
a
She
was
still
child
i
Town Oct. 25,1866.
Hale that he would not stand for re-elecwhen her parents moved to Ellsworth in
tion. It caused such a shock to the entire
1871, and this has ever since been her
Maine community in Washington that
home. She graduated from the Ellsworth
the activities of the congressmen from
high school, and studied music in Boston

Cutarrh Cannot »«♦> ( ur«><t
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS. a, they cannot reach the seat of the dines**
Catarrhii
a blood or constitutional disease, and
inor*
der to cure it you must take internal remedies.
Hail’* Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acta directly on the blood and no*
coua surfaces.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is noti
quack medicine. It was prescribed by one
of the beat physicians in this country for
years and is a regular prescription. It is composed of the beat tonics known, combined
with the beat blood-purifiers, acting directly
on the mucous surfaces
The perfect combination of the two ingredients is a hat pro*
duces such wonderful results in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials fret.
F. J. CHENEY A CO.. Props.. Toledo.0.
Sold by Druggists. price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

jfor Sait.

sus-

no Maine man here has
MOTOR-A 3 to 4 horse power
She was married to Dr. Lewis Hodgkins pended. Probably
“Little (Jiaut
wster motor.
WATER
any sympathy with the light upon the ! Good asBelknap
new.
Just the thing for light power
Aug. 19, 1897. Besides her father and hus- senior
senator. Those who know how hard in town which has waterworks. Will be sold
band, she leaves one son—Norris, and one
Address P. O. Box tv
nh.
it
these days to accomplish much in be- ; cheap.
sister—Mrs. Harry W. Haynes.
FOR HATCHINO-Pure bredbarred
half of any New England state recognize!
The funeral w'as h-ld at the home
Rocks and K. C. Brown

yes-

pro- j
terday afternoon, Rev. R. B. Mathews, of j
retirement of such an influential
j
the Congregational church
officiating.; spective
man as Senator Hale is at the north end of
j
There was a large attendance of friends, !
the eapitol. However able a republican ;
and a profusion of floral tributes bore
comes in his place, it will be years before j
of love for the dead
their silent
message

and sympathy for the family.
The pall-bearers were George H. Richardson, of Old Town; Henry M. Hall, F.
Carroll Burrill and Harry W. Osgood.
Among those from out of town w ho came
to attend the funeral were Miss Louise
Norris, of Woburn Centre, Mass.; Mrs.
Horace Dickey, Mrs. Albert H. Brown,
Mrs. Frank Mariner, Mrs. F. K. Shaw and
George H. Richardson, of Old Town.

the loss

that Maine sustains in the

he can attain to the influence of his predeceseor.
The Maine members of the House persist in silence regarding the campaign tor

DANIEL

Daniel Carroll,

CARROLL.

one

of Ellsworth's old

highly-esteemed citizens, died last
Sunday, April 24, after a lingering illness
and
of

cancer

i

Representative Burleigh voiced
prevailing opinion when he said the day

a

following Senator Hale’s announcement
that it was for the people in Maine to
determine upon the man.

Leg-

_

Carroll,
PERSONAL
and

barneaaea

PROPERTY

Of

late

Daniel

consisting of horse wagons,
farming tools and machinery

will be sold at his late residence this week op
to

Saturday

noon,

April

30.

CHESTER BOBBINS HOMESTEAD}
—At Seat Cove. Apply to L. W. Be mill,*
West Tremont, Me

THE

one

fresh In milk.
COW8—Two;
street. Ellsworth.

of them
Jam a*

a

young Jertey.

Mlkpuv. Pine

OTantcB.
wanted—Lew.

ooremittee tasks
for most of the
Maine members very
recently. Representative Swasey, of the
second district, has been sitting with the
some

merchant

marine committee

pertaining

to

tions for

motor

Guernsey
visit to
been

the

has

on

matters

the liberalization of regulaboats.

Representative
just returned from a brief
Representative Allen has

Maine.

giving

attention to

a

conference

on

bill, and
Representative
Burleigh
yet pegging away on the
the time of his death.
omnibus public building bill, which is all
In the early '80s Mr. Carroll married but ready to
report to the House. Gov.
Annie Murphy, an adopted daughter of Burleigh was at the White House offices
Michael Gaynor, who survives him. Four a few days ago, when the President inchildren were born to them—N. Edward, quired of him in much detail
regarding
of Newburyport. Mass., Lawrence M., of the
political situation in the Pine Tree
Manchester, N. H., Daniel, who died at State.
the age of twenty, and Elizabeth, who died
Senator Frye is gradually recorering,
at the age of eighteen. Mr. Carroll was
but is still unable to attend tbe sessions
the last of a family of five children.
Both sons were here to attend the fun- ot tbe Senate. He is constanley supplied
eral which was at St. Joseph's Catholic with books from the library ot Congress,
church yesterday forenoon, Rev. Fr. Flana- and spends moat ot bis time reading.
gan
officiating. The pall-bearers were Senator Hale baa been out of town lor a
Jeremiah Hurley, Edward E. Doyle, Mich- tew days' rest, and bis health is, it anyael J. Drummey and Edward T. Finn. thing, a little improved. He baa been
able to sleep better since relieved ot the
Interment at Calvary cemetery.
During the first years of his life here worries ot politics in Maine.
Mr. Carroll worked in the mills; later he
The time seems not tar distant when all
engaged quite extensively in farming, and
in recent years he was in the trucking the lighthouse activities
along the Maine
business, being engaged in that when fail- coast will be conducted trom a central
office
health
in
Horton. That idea is tavored by
ing
compelled him to give it up
last faU.
Chairman Marix, ot the lighthouse board,
AU bis life Mr. Carroll was a useful who clains that the business could be
citizen, a kind husband and father, and conducted more economically it some ot
was held in high
esteem by all. The the present lighthouse districts were conwidow and sons have the sincere sympathy solidated. It was on that account in
good
of the community.
part that tbe House recently refused an
appropriation of |200,000 for the construction of a new lighthouse tender for use
WEST BROOKLIN.
Mrs. Lizzie Staples is visiting in Bangor. on the Maine coast.
Several efforts have been made in recent
Harold Seavy is visiting relatives in
years for a new lighthouse tender tor
Bucksport.
Maine. Senator Frye has tried for an
apMrs. Omar Eaton, of South Rluehill, ia
propriation. The House leaders this sesvisiting her parents.
sion pleaded that the demand for
economy
William Lnfkins’ family have moved was too pressing to allow the
money, and
here from North BrooksviUe,; into the they also pointed to the
probabilities of a
John Freethy house.
consolidation of districts before
long.
In recant years tbe lighthouse tenders
Rev. E. S. Drew and wife were here
Wednesday, the guests of Isaac Bridges in a few districts along the Atlantic and
and wife. They returned to their home Pacific coasts have become pretty well
at Winter Harbor Thursday.
worn out, and there has been
great pressure upon Congress to
B.
April 25.
appropriate for new
one*.
Home of the old tenders have been
II ridicule were used to laugh men out of sold
by the government, as new ones have
vice and folly, it might be of some use;
but it ia made use of to laugh men out of been authorized.
virtue and good sense, by attacking every“If the contemplated consolidation of
thing solemn and serioua.—Addison.
tbe offices at Boston and Portland
takes
“The way to git cheerful ia to smile place,” said Admiral Marix
recently bewhen you feel bad, to think about some- fore a House
“as
it surely
conmmittee,
body else’s headache when yer own is
moat ‘boating’, to keep on believin' the wtil, whether the bill before Congress
sun ia a-sbinin’ when the clouds ia thick
passes or whether they
reorganize the
enough to cut.”—“Mrs. Wiggs.”
bureau of commerce and
labor, we will
_

EOOS
Plymouth

horns; 60c per setting at the house; ?5c. by
express. First-class stock. O. P. Torrk.xcr,
B. F. D. I. Ellsworth, Me.

his seat.

There have been

of the stomach. He would have
part of last week in Bangor and Ellsworth been seventy-one years of age in June.
on business.
Mr. Carroll was born in Ireland; be
Schooner Monomoy, Capt. Kliu Rich, came to this country when a
boy, and
has gone to Oak Point to load wood (or came to Ellsworth in 1859. His
parents
Kockport. Capt. Isaac Oott, of Bernard, came some years later, living to a good
is with him.
old age, the father being 102 years old at
ter

1

so

hopeless. Though this fact
her, she knew, she must
have known, for a long time, yet she bore sixteen inches square,
up bravely, without a word of complaint inches square for boats
even to those nearest to her, thoughtful of | feet long.
was

to

Marion Turner.

is

HODGKINS.

Ida M., wife of Dr. Lewis Hodgkins,
died

and son William are
Sand island as soon as

with.

Otis

LEWIS

th°r“'‘

fore

in the

a

cable,

sr.

quite ill.
Capt. Charles P. Lunt went to Brooklin
Sunday to bring his vessel down here
until bis mother, Mrs. L. M. Lunt, who is
ill of typhoid pneumonia, is better.
NORTH BROOKUN.
Mrs. Laura Mayo, of Southwest Harbor,
The Kneiael cottage is ready for occn- and Mrs. W. D. Walls, of Seat Cove, spent
part of last week here, called here by the
pnocy.
illness of their mother, Mrs. L. M. Lunt.
Marion Grindle, who was stricken with
Schools are in session. The grammar
nervous prostration, is better.
school began to-day, taught by Miss ElThere was preaching in the chapel Sundridge, who boards with Mas. A. A.
day afternoon by Rev. Mr. Sanderson, of
Lopaus. The primary has been open one
Sedgwick.
week, taught by Miss Louise Heath, of
Abel Staples and wife are home from
Seal Cove.
Brockton, Maas. Mrs. Staples is in failThelma.
April 25.
ing health.
winBASS
HARBOR.
the
who
Lawrence Webber,
passed
ter here with Adelbert Seavey, returned to
Miss Helen R. Watson is visiting friends
in
Sunday.
home
his
Stonington
in Portland.
Schooner “Atalanta,” Capt. Pearl Tapley,
Maurice Thurston was home from Rockis taking on a cargo of kiln-wood for- land Sunday.
Leroy and Leslie Flye, for Rockport.
Lucy Murphy, who is teaching at Gott’s
Xenophon.
Island, spent Sunday at home.
Mrs. Cora Bragg was called to Portland
ISLESFORD.
last week by the illness of ber niece, Miss
and Fred Steele are employed

MRS.

E.

Hon.

lighthnJL

to carry life-saving; two or three
will also be a boon to laid.

bright white light
of th* vessel, as near the
show'

P. Spofford, of Deer Isle,
laying two eggs in one day comes from
Appointed Chairman of Board.
Manset. Mrs. Eliza King, of that place,
Hon. Elmer P. Spofford, of Deer Isle,
is owner of one lone hen. One day last wag nominated by Gov.
Fernald last
week she came in the house and went Thursday as chairman of the Maine board
in
her
out
the
under
lounge. They put
of railroad commissioners to succeed Col.
the shed and she went into a box. Soon Joseph B. Peaks, of Dover, who has held
out
on
and
her
going
cackling,
thsy heard
the position sixteen years, and was a canfound she bad laid an egg. Some time didate for reappointment.
and
box
in
the
her
again,
after they found
The
appointment takes effect next j
in a short time she was cackling again.
month at the expiration of Col. Peaks’ j
She had laid another egg.
that
the
term.
The law requires
lawyer member of the board shill be the
D. R. DeCourey, of Bucksport, lost his chairman. The other commissioners are !
valuable four-year-old trotter, Blue Belle, John F. Jones, of Buckfield, and Frank
He had Keizer, of Rockland. The salary attached
in a peculiar manner Sunday.
been left standing for a moment un- to the chairmanship is £2,500 a year.
Judge Spofford was born in Deer Isle j
hitched, near the DeCourey cottage at
Toddy pond. The colt walked down to forty-seven years ago. He early began the
the pond and waded out about knee deep study of law, and was admitted to the
to drink.
Immediately he appeared ex- Maine bar in 1887, having since been adi
cited, and on going to the colt DeCourey mitted to practice before the circuit and
discovered the animal's bowels protruding supreme courts of the United States. He j
from a big gash in its belly. It is thought has been in active practice for the past:
that in wading into the water, be had got twenty-four years, being one of the best- j
known attorneys in Hancock county. For |
on to an old Btump or sharp rock, or perhaps an old scythe and cut himself. The two years he was county attorney of Hancock county.
colt had to be killed.
He has served in both branches of the
legislature, and while in the Senate was
L. F. Giles, of.EUsworth, while fishing at
chairman of the judiciary committee. He
Beech Hill pond Sunday, found a gill net
was a member of the governor’s council1
set in the narrows. It was about 8 o’clock
in 1897-8. For the past ten years he has
in the morning when the net was found.
Hancock
of the Western
been judge
It was undoubtedly set the night before,
municipal court.
and the men who set it evidently found
He is at present supervisor of the United
early fishermen on the pond ahead of them States census for the eastern district of
when they went to haul it. The net was
Maine, with headquarters in Bangor.
100 feet long and fifteen feet deep with twoThis is the second time he has held that
inch mesh. Mr. Giles brought the net
office.
home, and has notified the State fish and
seems

signified his willingness to accept,
although, if confirmed, as he undoubtedly will be, he will not qualify until
that
game commissioners. It is not likely
■next October.
The appointment is
the owners of the net will put in a claim
received throughout the country with for it. This is the first evidence of poachuniversal approval.
ingdiscovered at this pond, though rumors
Samuel L. Clemens, America's greatest humorist, better known the world
over by his pen name, “Mark Twain,”
died at his borne at Redding, Conn.,
last Thursday,
aged seventy-four

HON. ELMER P. 8POFFORD.
RAILROAD COMMISSIONER.

or

measure

the owners of steamboats under forty feet
in length. As matters now stand, the law
makes it impossible for the owners of
these boats to operate them over a voyage
twenty-five miles long without hiring
pilots—unless they are willing to take the
risk of violating the federal law.
Under the new provisions motor boats
less than twenty-six feet long will be required to carry a white light aft to show
all around the horizon, and a combined
lantern in the fore part of the vessel and
lower than the white light aft, showing
green to starboard and red to port, so
fixed as to throw the light from right
ahead to two jpoints abaft the beam on
their respective sides.
The larger motor boats, more than
twenty-six feet long, will be required to

Many people of Hancock county remember Rev. Ephraim Harding, a Free
Baptist clergyman, who twenty-five years
or more ago used to ride throughout the
is
county with a black horse. That horae
now owned and driven by Samuel Harding, of Sebec, a son of Ephraim. The

What

The

belts.

Yet all would be in vain!
Some spring night I should wake
To hear the falling rain:
And then my heart would break
To think that drifting showers
Are sweetening lilac flowers
Here in my garden bowers.
—McClure's.

There

subscribed before
$300. Those who have been using
their best efforts to promote the fair
and bring it to Ellsworth, are dis-

Regret at
Relief for Motor Boat*
Senator Hale's Withdrawal.
Washington, D. C., April 25 (special)—
Some relief from the onerous regulations
of the federal government is in prospect
for the owners and operators of small craft
along the shores of Maine. A bill to that
end, which Senator Frye introduced some
time ago in the Senate, has been favorably
reported, and the House committee on
merchant marine is laboring with an
almost identical measure. It will probably become law at this session of Conto it
gress, as there seems little opposition
in the Senate or the House.
There has been a long and uphill struggle for this legislation, which will not remotor boats to display lights in im-

BY RODA HERO DUNN.

I wake to feel that rain
Is falling; though no beat
From drops upon the paue
Speaks of it, but so sweet
Have *rown the lilac flowers,
I know that drifting showers
Are in my garden bowers.

COUNTY

have omy one dletrict
offlc* for
CMlt”
tin,
Ueut. CoL William E.
Craighill
ray member of the
Z tb|
dissented from that
opinion, hut aa1
Marix instated that be had
hi,
tion from authoritative
soureea in “*
llepartment of commerce.
“If the lighthouse tender
for th. u
coast could b~ built for less
than
we would urge that it be
done
tinned Admiral Marix.
f0"'
“The, m
a new tender for the
Maine and si.
a#8|‘
ohusettft counts.'’
Seniors Frye and Gallinger

WASHINGTON LETTER.

The Train.

sell
in New England
Representatives
the market
Fertiliser

Ibe beet
to
town
Liberal
ever put on
N I. MisiiaI
terms. Write for particulars.
Fkkti lizks Co.. Room 3, 19 Exchange Place,
Boston. Maas.
GENTS-Local and travellug. Age Bto
50. Employment the whole year, if deWrite for
sired. Outfit frae. Pay weekly.
terms. Homsr N. Chasu A »~o., Nurserymen. Auburn, Me.

A

GIRL-For generaJ homeWm. 8. Cocsixi, Lamome

work.
Mas.
COMPETENT
Point. Me.

Indian

Spttfal 2touin».

is

CAKU or THANKS.
wiii
family ol the l.te D.nitl Carroll
through the columns of The ABBBICAJ
tneir
friends
to express to their neighbors and
the many acu «
sincere appreciation of
kindness and thoughtfulness shown daring
bethe long illness, and at the death of the
loved husband and father. They
to °ne
tribute
kept in memory aa a precious hIi
who tried to be lust and kind to
Mas. Daniel CabbollEdward Cabboll.
Lawkbnvk Cabboll.

THE

Ellsworth. April 16,1910.
8KALRD PROPOSAL"
ILL be received on or before May
of
Mrs. B. K. Hopkins. tieMJrer.
Village Improvement Society, for for
streeu end other Incidenul work
end teem for eeason of 1910.
*re“ L
specifications will be furnished byreserved w
kine on application. The right
reject ell or any bide.
Awe
Ellswomth Village IiireovKMBKT

1.J
cletnug
DeU‘l«££

w

JUgs: Actios.

NOTICIC^Or

POBECLOSI KK

Eve O. Gray, of Sorry
cock county. Maine, bJ
deed, dated December 8tb. a. d.
corded in the Hancock county.
Li in
of deeds, in book 417, page 141.
said
mortgage to 8. N. Goodwin, of
certain lot or parcel of land situ*ted
8nrry and bounded and
son
Beginning at the Aaron Kitfleld
corner bound; thence running n0, ,nrt,
»ndf®
eight degrees east one hundred
^
on said Kitfleld’s line and twenty
to a stake and stone; thence north
>n(1
a
to
degrees west fifty-seven rods
^
stone; thence south twenty eight degr ™ .t0
tbe
to the road; thence easterly along:
fl|iy
the first-mentioned bound, cont-in
acres, more or less, with the building
the
same
being
premises
i«5.
Levi T. Carlisle by deed dated
rtgi*|
And whereas the above*described
ns
and the notes thereby secured
der.
*"•
me,
transferred and asaigned to
her60f.
«*r
^
signed, as appears by assignment
in
recorded
and
dated April 19, 1910,
deed*.
of said Hancock registry
page
and whereas the condition of said
has been broken, now therefore, by
the breach of the condition
and
I claim a foreclosure of
fore*
hereby give notice of myJons * bTAr
close the same.
Dated April 27,1910.
_

.Mg
iJJwJJ

WHEREAS

co,“,v-rrTt»
hurrj^

dmuth***
roi*

9^

COD,v^yetlfi,h

S5»r

oiwjjjj
J1 *Jof

"J?nnK t*
intent:pLgs.

subscriber hereby

she has been dnly
THE
tratrix of the estate of

MONTOOMERY,
PORT.
Hancock.
In the county ol
JOHN

given bond,

aa

the

*

appointed
I»te ol bucks*

itce‘uiVr;
„ 0|

law direct*-

haring demand, again.I
•aid deceaaed art deelred lo »«>«'«.
lor eettlement, and all
requested to make W««l»®o0,ui•one

Bucksport, April 19. 1910.

jcrttftmnttf.

1848

State

vs

Martin V

prossed.

3tjbrrt(*rmrnt(.

Webber, perjury. Nol

State vs Millard F Webber, assault with
intent to commit rape. Pleaded guilty.
Six months in county jail.
1845 State vs Raymond H Webber, assault
with intent to commit rape. Pleaded
guilty. Six months in county jail.
1846 State vs Arthur Hunton. common seller

*

184#

Grapes-

_

Hood’s

:

—Capias.

dellaoui, healthful—
giye the most valuable ingre>

State vs Atrhur Hunton, single sale—
Capias.
vs Eng Kan, common seller—Capias.
1850-1 State vs Eng Kan, single sale—Capias.
1852 State vs Thomas Landers, common seller
—Capias.
1858-4 State vs Thomas Landers, single sale—
Capias.
1847-8

Sarsaparilla

1849 State

client, the active principle, to

For

BUCKSPORT.

All Spring Blood Diseases

Rev. Harry Hill was appointed to the
Franklin street Methodist church at the
Methodist conference held at Calais.

BakingBswder
Insures wholesome and
delicious food for every

of

day in every home

HANCOCK

FOR

ADJOrRNED

TERM

YES-

TERDAY NOON.
twenty-three
_

decreed

divorces

TRIALS

CRIMINAL

TWO

CRIMINAL DOCKET IN

—

THE

FUfL.

THE COURT.

Presiding Justice—Osoeos E. Bird, Portland.
Clerk—John F. Knowlton, Ellaworth.
County Attorney—Wiley C. Conaet, Bucks-

^Sherifl—Forhent O.

Silrrt. Ellaworth.

Crier—H- <»• 8m»lliih)B, Winter Harbor.

Peputiee-H. O. Smallioob, Winter Harbor; Nobria L. Orindle. Penobacot; Ward
W. Wrtcott, Bluehlll; Clarence B. Madden,
Bar Harbor.
Stenographer—A. H. Whitman. Portland.
Messenger

—

Edward

Downey. Ellaworth.

Anally adjourned for the term
Both the juries were Anally
Monday, but hearings and
criminal matters kept the court in session
Court

yesterday.
discharged

day longer.

a

CARTER VS. LEACH.

The trespass
went

which

case
on

of

trial

Carter
last

vs. Leach,
Wednesday

morning, went to the jury at noon Thursday. The jury returned a verdict for defendant.

Otis M. Ober, of Tremont,
for damages
es. the town of Tremont,
through the laying out of a town road,
which was next in order for trial, was settled out of court, and court adjourned unThe

til

rase

of

Friday morning.
OURNKY VS. KINO.
of Charles C. Gurney vs. MerKing, of Southwest Harbor, to re-

The

case

rill B.

due for services and for
breach of contract, was tried Friday. The
jury returned a verdict tor plaintiff for (75.
for wages

cover

OERRY VS. OILES.

action of Charles Gerry, of EllsFalls, vs. Mrs. Harriet K. Giles,
of Ellsworth, went on trial Friday afternoon.
This was an action to determine
title to school Ibt No. 66 in the town of
Mariaville.
Plaintiff, son of the late Robert Gerry,
of Ellsworth Falls, claimed a mortgage
given by the Jelliaon brothers, former
owners of the property, to their father,
had never been satisAed, and that therefore a deed given by the Jelliaons to
S. B. Giles, father of L. F. Giles, of Ellsworth, who afterward deeded It to Harriet
K. Giles, wife of L. F. Giles, was void.
The evidence introduced on the one side
or the other tended to
prove or disprove
the payment of the mortgage. The case
went to the jury Saturday forenoon. The
jury remained out until 9 p. m., and then
reported a disagreement.
This caBe was the last for trial on the
civil docket.
The

worth

1
abusive treatment.
Bunker and Stuart for new indictments, with record of
disposal
libellant.
of cases
Lena B. Sylvester, libellant, from Ouy E.
j
Continued
Cases.
Sylvester, cruel and abusive treatment. Snow
for libellant.
vs
1701 State
John Sharkey, single sale. Entered April 1908.
Oct 1908—Pleaded
Blanchard D. Bowden,libellant, from Nellie
h. Bowden, utter desertion. Chase for libelguilty. Continued for sentence. April
1910—Filed.
lant.
Georgia Wood, libellant, from Charles B. i 1702 State vs John Sharkey, single sale. Entered April 1908.
Oct 1908
Pleaded
Wood, gross and confirmed habits of intoxication. Chase for libellant.
guilty. Continued for sentence. April
1910—Filed.
Frederick W. Vogell, libellant, from Mary
vs John Sharkey, common seller.
I. Vogell, utter desertion.
Custody of minor 1708 State
Entered April 1908. Oct 1908-Pleaded
child decreed to libellant. Chase for libellant.
guilty. Continued for sentence. April
Carrie B. Card,t libellant, from James E.
1910—Filed.
Card, adultery. Stuart for libellant.
1720 State vs Sarah Rernardini, common
nuisance. Entered Oct 1908. Oct 1909—
OTATE VS. HARRY ORAVES.
Pleaded guilty.
Continued for sentence.
April 1910— Filed,
The first case to be tried on the criminal
i 1724 State vs Mike Doyle, single sale. Endocket was that against Harry Graves,
tered Oct 1909. April 1910—Capias.
under indictment for arson, he being 1728 State vs Mike Doyle, common seller.
Entered Oct 1908.
April 1910—Capias.
charged with setting fire to the barn of
1726 State vs Daniel A
Herlihy, common
Fred M. Austin in North Lamoine, on the
seller.
Entered Oct 1908. Oct 1909Plea of guilty entered by his attorney.
evening of October 29 last.
Continued for sentence. April 1910—
The case was tried before a drawn jury
Filed.
as follows:
George W. Dennett, Ells- 1730 State vs Eddie Jewell, common nuisance.
Entered Oct 1908— Pleaded guilty. Conworth, foreman; Albion S. Jellison, Maria- !
tinued for sentence. April 1910—Filed.
ville; Charles W. Joy, Ellsworth; H. M. j| 1731 State vs Eddie Jewell, siugle sale. Entered Oct 1908—Pleaded guilty. ConPease, Brooklin; Cecil Kosebrooks, Gouldstinued for sentence. April 1910—Filed.
boro; Leslie R. Bunker, Cranberry Isles;
1732 State vs Eddie Jewell, common seller.
P. L. Aiken, Sorrento; Lewis F. Springer,
Entered Oct 1908—Pleaded guilty. Continued for sentence. April 1910—Filed.
Tremont; Henry A. Eppes, Edward E.
vs
Kidder L Moore, ir, adultery.
Brady and Charles E. Monaghan, Ells- 1739 State
Entered Oct 1908.
April 1910—Conworth.
tinued.
Attorney-General Philbrook and Coun- 1742. State vs Alice May Robinson, adultery.
Entered Oct 1908. April 1910—Continty-Attorney Conary conducted the case
ued.
for the State, and L. B. Deasy and D. E.
1746 State vs Mayo H Clement, from Ellsworth municipal court, single sale.
Hurley appeared for respondent.
Entered April 1909. April 1910—Filed.
The evidence introduced by the State
1785 State vs Frank LeBrenton, single sale.
tended to show motive for the crime
Entered April 1909. April 1910—Capias.
charged in a hard feeling that existed be- 1786 State vs Frank LeBrenton, common
seller. Entered April 1909. April 1910
tween the respondent and Austin.
Austin

testified

to

having

seen

Graves in front of his house a short time
before the
fire broke
out.
That he

(Graves)
and

hailed

a

passing team, jumped
A short

later

man

Woodman,

who worked

on

3332

same cause.

“I, Harry Graves, make the following statement of my own free will and accord. Motive
—I hated Fred Austin for the lies he told that
sent me to the Bangor work jail for thirty
days. Also that he told stories about my sisters which were detrimental to their character. Un the night of Oct. 29, I went to Will
Balisbury’s and got a number of drinks—
enough to make me drunk. I then wentdown
the road, went in the froat door of Fred AusIn the
tin’* barn and aet tire to the hay.
morning, after I was sober and realized what I
had done, I was crazy. I would not have done
it if I had not been drunk.
Harry Graves.
(Signed)

Other witnesses fo.‘ the State testified
that Graves bad been drinking on the

Lyon V,. Wall,. Tracy. Neither party.
Gerry ve. Giles. Hale & Hamlin; Giles.
Deasy St Lynam. Jury disagreed.
DIVORCES DECREED.

The

following

divorces have been decreed, in addition to those previously reported:

Georgia E Scammon, libellant, from Ernest
A’ ®c*nnnou, cruel and abusive treatment.

V.^stody

of minor child decreed to libellant.
Deasy St Lynam for li-

ft""0* for libellant;
n}f!u*cJ*'

Richardson, libellant, from Eliza L.
de®ertion* Cunningham for li-

heUant^8011,

M* Jellison, libellant, from Theresa
Sl?b,l1?
Je|lison. adultery. Hurley for libellant.
Alberta M. Magnusson, libellant, fro
i—, V -‘•bummuu,

*y for

libellant;

uu«r aeseruuu

Norwood for libellee.
libellant, from Angie
desertion. Conary for libellant.
Coburn, libellant, from John F. Co>uru, utter desertion,
desertion. Conary
Conarv for libellant.
Martin, libellant, from GniMord
t
Ma^tln, adultery. Stuart for libellant.
Mary Alice Emery, libellant, from Charles
mery’ Utter de*€rtion*
P«toVa f<For libel-

Rr-r-enI?n

8-

^rsy, utter

h,£lna5*
S5rrl?
Jant

V* Frazier, libellant, from Leonora
Frazier, adultery. Mason for libellant;
Hurley for libellee.
Higgins, libellant, from George A.
pNtna
Higgins, extreme craeUy and ernef and

Alice

ported

of the tire.

a

disagreement.

STATE VS. A.

L. KNOWLTON.

SENTENCES IMPOSED.

Jail sentences were imposed as follows:
William R. Higgins, assault with intent
to kill, one year in Bangor work jail. Millard F. Webber and Raymond H. Webber,
assault with intent to commit rape, six
months in county Jail. Martin V. Web-

ber, perjury, four

months in

1767

1768

1769

1781
1782
1784

1786

1787

county jail.

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

Following is the criminal docket, ineluding continued and appealed eases and

Mrs.

Harriman was one of the oldest
persons in town, her age being ninety
years, three months and sixteen days.
She leaves two sisters—Mrs. Sarah Farnham, of Brooksville, and Mrs. Thankful
Patterson, of Buckaport; one son, Frank,
and a daughter—Mrs. Selma Nevell, both
of Buckaport. The funeral was held Sunday afternoon, Rev. E. J. Klock officiating. The interment was at Silver, Lake

cemetery.
April 26.

J.
EAST BUCKSPORT.
OBITUARY.

Augustus

E.

Aiken

died

Thursday,
aged seventy-six years. Though in poor

j

1788 State vs Thomas Kimball, single sale,
from
Western Hancock
municipal
court. Entered Oct 1909. April 1910—
Continued.
1798-4-5-6 State vs James Bernardini, gambling. Entered Oct 1909. Pleaded guilty
on all.
Sentence, fine of 920 and costs
taxed at 915 on 1796.
Continued for
sentence as to others.
1798-9 State vs John J Carroll, single saleEntered Oct 1909. April 1910—Capias.
1800 State vs John J Carroll, common seller.
Entered Oct 1909. April 1910—Capias.
1802-3 State vs Mayo H Clement, single sale.
Entered Oct 1909—Pleaded guilty to
both indictments. Continued for sen*
tence. April 1910—Filed.
1805 State vs Eddie Comiskey, single sale.
Entered Oct 1909. April 1910—Capais.
1807 State vs Frank Green, gambling. Entered Oct 1909— Pleaded guilty.
Continued for sentence. April 1910—Conx
tinued.
1810 State vs Arthur Hunton, common seller.
Entered Oct 1909. April 1910—Capias.
1812 State vs Arthur Hunton, single sale.
Entered Oct 1909. April 1910—Capias.
1813 State vs A L Knowlton, common seller.
Entered Oct 1909. April 1910—Continued.
1814-15-16-17 State vs A L Knowlton, single
sale. Entered Oct 1909. Case 1814 nol
pressed. Tried on 1815; verdict not
guilty. Other two cases continued.
1818 State vs A H McCourtney, larceny.
Entered Oct 1909. April 1910—Capias.
1821 State vs Avery Small, gambling.
Entered Oct 1909—Pleaded guilty. Continued for sentence.
April 1910—Continued.
1823-4-5-0-7-8-9 State vs Joseph Souci, single
sale. Entered Oct 1909—Capias. Pleaded guilty on all counts; continued for
sentence.

State vs Lewis Varick, common seller.
Enteied Oct 1909.
April 1910—Capias.
1831-2 State vs Lewis Varick, single sale.
Entered Oct 1909. April 1910—Capias.
New

Appealed Cases.

1834 State vs Clarence Garland, violation of
game laws, from Bar Harbor munieicourt. Continued to October; then
> be nol prossed if cost are paid.
1885 State vs Ralph R Garland, violation of
game laws, from Bar Harbor munici- 1
court. Continued to October; then
1
> be nol prossed if costs are paid.
1836 State vs Arthur Hunton, search and seixure, from Bar Harbor municipal court.
April 1910—Continued.
1887 State vs Augustus Magnusson, single
sale, from Seth W Norwood, trial justice. April 1910—Continued.
1888 State vs Charles Masou, single sale, from
Seth W Norwood, trial justice. April
1910—Continued.

Sal
Sal

New Indictmente.
1889 State vs Harry Graves, arson. April 1910
—Continued.
1840 State vs Harry Graves, arson. Pleaded
not guilty. Trial Saturday. Jury disagreed. Bail fixed at $l,->00.
1841. State vs William B Higgins, assault
with intent to kill.
Pleaded guilty.
Sentence, one year in Bangor work

jail.

]1842 State vs Martin
Pleaded guilty.

ty ]»il.

V Webber,
Four months

perjury.
in coun-

Possesses medicinal merit Peculiar to Itself and has
unequaled record of cures. Take it this spring,
in usual liquid form or tablets known as Sarsatabs.
an

Real Estate and Insurance
C. W. <& F. L. MASON
BORN.
BRAWN—At Backsport. April 18, to Mr and
Mr* Jerome C Brawn, a daughter
EASTMAN—At Little Deer Isle, April 11,-to
Mr and Mrs James A Eastman, a son.
JELLISON—At Ellsworth Falls, April 21, to
Mr and Mrs Bernard S Jellison, a son.
SALISBURY—At Otis, April 21, to Mr and
Mrs Herman Salisbury, a son.
THOMAS—At East Sullivan, April 18, to Mr
and Mrs Harvey Thomas, a daughter.
PARKER—Ac Bluebill, April 21, to Mr and
Mrs Edward J Parker, a daughter.
POWERS—At Deer Isle, April 18, to Mr and
Mrs Edwin L Powers, a daughter.

Bethia, widow of Frank Harriman, died
April 21 after being ill a number of months.

health several years, the end came suddenly after an illness of but a few hours.
Mr. Aiken was the son of Benjamin and
Matilda (Condon) Aiken. When be was
six years of age his parents moved from
Brooksville to East Buckspori, where he
bad since resided. He was one of eight
—Capias.
State vs Charles L Clark, assault with children, three of whom survive—Fred B*
attempt to rape. Entered April 1909. Aiken, of Ellsworth; Mrs. Nancy Eldridge,
April 1910—Capias.
Matilda
State vs Charles L Clark, assault with of Blast Buckaport, and Mrs.
attempt to rape. Entered April 1909. Lewis, of Everett, MaBs. He was a veteran
April 1910—Capias.
of the Civil war, having served in the
State vs Bennie Daigle, common seller.
He was also a
Entered April 1909, April 1910—Con- Maine heavy artillery.
tinued.
member of the W. L. Parker post, Q. A. R.
State vs Bennie Daigle, common nuiMr. Aiken was twice married, his first
sance.
Entered April 1909. April 1910
wife being Mrs. Margaret (Carr) Orr, who
—Continued.
State vs Bennie Daigle, siugle sale. En- died about twenty-three years ago, leavtered April 1909. April 1910—Contining one son and six daughters. Two
ued.
State vs John Powers, single sale. En- years and a half ago he married Mrs.
tered April 1909. April 1910—Capias.
Jennie (Merrow) Phillips, of Levant, who
State vs John Powers, common seller.
survives him.
Entered 1909. April 1910—Capias.
The children are—Mrs. Galen Maddox,
State vs J D Phillips, violation of town
ordinance, from Bar Harbor municipal of Ellsworth; Mrs. Bert Narbis, of Salem,
court. Entered Oct 1909—Law court on
Mass.; Mrs. Bert Hobbs, of Brownville;
agreed statement.
State vs Avery Small, search and seiz- Mrs. Ernest Prescott, of South Brewer;
ure, from Bar Harbor municipal court.
Mrs. Roscoe Gilmore, of Seattle, Wash.;
Entered Oct 1909—Pleaded guilty. ConMrs. G. A. Martin, of Marblehead, Mass.,
tinued for sentence. April 1910—Continued for sentence.
and Walter Aiken,.of Bangor.
State vs Fred Dean, single sale, from
Western Hancock municipal court. I
Entered Ofct 1909. Apri 1910—ContinBAYSIDE.

1830

The only other criminal trial of the term
was that of A. L. Knowlton, of Belfast,
on indictment charging him with single
sale of liquor at the Bluebill fair last year.
County-Attorney Conary for State; D. E.
Hurley for respondent.
The State offered only one witness, who
testified that he accepted money from
others and bought liquor from the respondent, paid him the same amount lie had
received, and delivered the liquor to those
who gave him the money.
The jury returned a verdict of not

guilty.

1759

the fire

testified to the arrest of Graves at
Holyoke, Mass., where he had gone
and to the confession
after the fire,
which Graves made to them on the train
while on the way home from Massachusetts. The confession was put in writing
by Mr. Brann and signed by Graves. It
It read as
was introduced as evidence.
follows:
case,

night

1758

in

time
Mr. Austin discovered the barn to
be all afire on the inside.
Detectives Eugene D. Brann and Stillrode off down the road.

The defense set up an alibi, his father
and other members of the family testify*
ASSIGNED LIST.
that on the evering of the tire Harry
The special assigned list, with record of ing
came home about 6.15 o'clock, and did not
disposal of cases not previously reported,
again le&ve the house until after the tire
is as follows;
broke out.
2809 Gurney vs. King.
Deasy 3t Lynam;
Against this the State introduced the
Norwood. Verdict for plaintfff, #75.
evidence of a boy that be went to Graves’
3367 Carter vs. Leach.
Mason; Giles. Verdict for defendants.
house to notify the family of the tire down
Ober vs. Mt. Desert. Norwood; Knowles. the
road, and when coming away from the
Neither party.
*>99 Clark vs. Peach. Clark; Graham. Judg- house he met Harry coming home.
ment for plaintiff, #721
The written confession, the defense
8286
Pharmacy Co. vs. Neal. Connellan. De- claimed, was obtained by undue pressure
faulted by consent.
or promise of clemency; that the officers
32*5 Havward vs. Rodick.
Deasy Sc Lynam;
obtaining it exceeded their authority, and
Wood, Benson. Neither party.
82^“! Liscomb vs.
Joy.
Deasy St Lynam: it was not to be accepted as conclusive
Wood, Benson. Defaulted for #562.45; evidence.
continued for judgment as per stipulation on file.
The case went to the jury at 9 p. m.
3300 Higgins vs.
Pray. Wood; Deasy A Ly- Saturday, court holding an evening sesuam.
Neither party.
The jury remained out until 6
*»: JellUon v,. Whiting. Harley; Hale & sion.
Hamlin.
Neither party; no further a. m. Sunday, and Monday morning resuit for

News was received here Friday of the
death in Paris, France, March 25, of
Madame Lily Hastings
DeOnativia, of
typhoid fever. Madame DeOnativia spent
sojne time here at the home of her sister,
Mrs. John Darling, who formerly resided
here, and won many friends by her charming personality and great kindness of
heart. Every one in sorrow or need was
sure of a warm friend, and her many acts
of charity will be long remembered.

—

Mr.

Bucksport.

The many friends in town of Ralph W.
Emerson, son of William T. and the late
Clara Powers Emerson, formerly of Orland, learned with sorrow of his death in
South Bend, Ind., of typhoid fever, at the
age of thirty-eight years. Mr. Emerson
leaves a wife, father and two sisters, who
have the sympathy of all.

NO ALUM

8. J. COURT.

and Ailments

The funeral of Mrs. Hannah Gray, who
died April 21, after a long ’ll ness, at the
age of eighty-eight years, was held Saturday afternoon. Rev. Edwin J. Klock officiated. Mrs. Gray was a member of the
W. R. C. She leave* a daughter—Mrs.
Byam, of Boston, and one son—Redington,

The dance at Grange hall, announced for

Tuesday

evening, has been

postponed

un-

til Thursday evening, April 28.
I

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
Sid April 21, yacht Cherokee, Winter Harbor; C Taylor. 3d, Bar Harbor, wood. Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Sid April 25, schs Ann C Stuart, Bar Harbor,
lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co; David

Faust, Bangor

Hancock County Porta.
Southwest Harbor—Ar April 21, sch Bloomer, tug Pejepscot with barge for Nova Scotia
In port April 23, ga a Sheldrake, sch Poc basset
Sid April 25, tug Pejepscot with barge for

SaubirttennnttB.

Easy

MARRIED.
KANE—MADDOCKS-At Ellsworth, April 18,
by Rev H W Conley, Miss Annie L Kane to
Ira M Maddocks, both of Ellsworth Falls.
SNOW—HOWARD-At Sedgwick, April 23, by
Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Lela E Snow to
John Parker Howard, both of Brooksville.

DIED.
AIKEN—At East Bucksport, April 21, Augustus E Aiken, aged 76 years.
BRAGDON—At East Sullivan, April 17, infant
daughter of Capt and Mrs Edward Bragdon.
BRIDGES—At Verona, April 21, Mrs Fannie i
Bridges, aged 92 years.
CARROLL—At Ellsworth. April 24, Daniel j
Carroll, aged 70 years, 2 months.
EMERSON-At South Bend, Ind. April 13,
Ralph W Emerson, a native of Orland, aged
38 years.
GILES—Drowned on Molunkus stream, Penobscot county, April 26, Lewis Giles, of :
Amherst, aged 21 years, 10 months, 9 days.
GRAY—At Bucksport, April 22, Mrs Hannah
Gray, aged 88 years.
GREENE-At East Bluehill, April 21, Mrs
Eliza J Greene, aged 6! years, 8 months, 26

‘HE above trade-made
is your guarantee of hat
elegance. The exquisite
lustre, the snappy styles,
and the wear-resistance
due to L. & H. Fur-Felt,
a special mixture of furs, and L. &
H. Dye are the reasons that Lamson & Hubbard hats are the hats
For the Man Who Cares.

Only the beSt goes into an L. & H.

BoSton-made for 30 years.
The courtesy of showing you the
latest Spring models is requested.
Reliable Clo. Co.

days.

Ellsworth, Me.

HALE—At Castine, April 24, Thomas E Hale,
aged 91 years, 11 months, 4 days.
HARRIMAN—At Bucksport, April 21, Bethia,
widow of Benjamin F Harriman, aged 90
years, 3 months, 18 days.
HODGKINS—At Ellsworth, April 23, Ida N,
wife of Dr Lewis Hodgkins, aged 43 years, 5
months, 28 days.
HUTCHINS—At North Penobscot, April 10,
Mrs Lizzie A Hutchins, aged 40 years, 8
montns. 17 days.
STINSON —At West Stonington, April 20,
Elmer Willard Stinson, aged 16 years, 4
months, 18 days.
TOOTHAKER-At Deer Isle, April 22, Mrs
Lucy H Toothaker, aged 74 years, 2 months.
TRUNDY —At Bar Harbor. April 21, Miss
Daisy Trundy, aged 25 years.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fur-

nace—if it is
sure

Main

wTucHiNrs

Beautiful Women of the 400 who
have Luxuriant Hair.
In gay New York, where women
Bananas, wholesale and
get their ideas from their foreign sisretail; Fruit of all kinds;
ters, the hair tonic called Parisian
Sage is in great demand.
the purest of Olive Oil;
Parisian Sage is .the discovery of a
Soda and Soft Drinks;
well-known scientist, and be claims
Ice Cream.
most emphatically that it is the only
hair preparation that will kill the
persistent dandruff germs.
CONFECTIONERY, NUTS,
Q. A. Parcher guarantees Parisian;
TOBACCO AND CIGARS.
Sage to cure dandruff in two weeks,
to stop falling hair; to make dull, lifeless and colorless hair beautiful and
LUCHINI,
luxuriant; to cure all itching diseases Giles
Block, Main St., Ellsworth, Me,
of the scalp, or money back.
The price is only 50 cents a large
ELLSWORTH
bottle. Oiroux Mfg. Oo., Buffalo, N. Y.

Steam

Spring

Is the time to

DR.

give

your horse

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
State St.,
Ellsworth, Me

Estey Building.

ELECTRICAL JESS.!"*

Powders
on

the

Pull Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Kidneys

DR. DANIELS’

and Urinary Organs.
book on Horses, Cattle,
and Cat, FREE at

FIXTURES.
wirl.| fe.J S.pplle. CkMrf.ll; airm.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Estey Building. Slate St..
Ellsworth.
AND

Eitia.te.

Sheep, Swine, Dog
It will oure caWHITCOriB, HAYNES A Co’S,
throat trouble if
and QEORQE A. PARCHER’S.

Cores indigestion

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching, and cures all stomach disease or money back. Large box of tablets 60 cents. Druggists In all towna

E. K.

Franklin

modem improvements.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy rugs made from old
woolen, tapestry, brussels or velvet carpets.
Carp its cUansd dun. Riturnd by next frnl|bt.

Co.,

8treot,

wishes to call your attention to his shop full of
the latest and best designs of Cemetery art
work, and to the fact that he will sell these new
goods at a small margin.
The public is
o call and inspect these
flue designs If in want of anything In marble or

M

Oriental Rug Works
Factory rebuilt—brick,

Hopkins,

Successor to Foster Marble and Granite

Bath Rooms.

PAT, NO WA8HKI1”

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

Horse Renovator
Acts

Laundry and

“MO

A. C. DANIELS’

tarrh.

MI'OHA

requirement

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth,
Street,

IN NEVVYORK SOCIETY.

Gives Vim and Strength,makes New Blood,

Breathe Hyomei.
tarrh or any nose or
Don’t lay it
yon follow directions.
aside when the snuffling, hawking and
Stick to it
spitting have ceased.
dally until you are sure that the catarrh germ is dead, and that your air
passages are free from their poisonous influence.
Hyomei (pronounced
High-o-mej is the only treatment for
nose, throat and lung troubles that
has ever been sold with the understanding that if it did not cure, it was
to cost absolutely nothing.
Hyomei can be obtained at druggists everywhere and at G. A. Parcher’s who guarantees it to cure catarrh,
croup, sore throat, coughs and colds.
A complete outfit 91.00,
which is
mighty cheap for a remedy that has
cured more cases of catarrh than all
the catarrh specialists on earth.
An outfit consists of an Inhaler, a
bottle of Hyomei, a supply of antiseptic gauze, a medicine dropper, and
full instructions for use.
The inhaler
is made pocket size, of bard rubber,
and will last a lifetime.
And bear in
mind that extra bottles of Hyomei, if
needed, cost only 50 cents.

“Clarion”, it is

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Sbfanttgrauntc.

to Cure

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat and Ca-

a

to meet every

Send for circular.

L.

!

L. MORRISON, Skowbegan, Maine.

CAMDEN WOOLENS

Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills outHe has a man who has been In the business
put. Write lor Samples.
over thirty years and can guarantee a first-class
Agents Wantsd in Every Town to Soil Those Goods
in
Job every respect, and nice LETTERING is i
F. A. Packard. Mgr. Retail Department,
his specialty. Please drop in and look at a new
Box :I6, Camden. Me.
departure In Marble work.
granite.

^tofteaional Carta.

DR. cT

e

holtT
BANGOR,

DEN^tst.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
WANTED: Hustling Agents to become District Managers (no capital required) and work
under our wide open, ground floor,
topnotched contracts, in a growing progressive
company. OUR POLICIES ARE SOMETHING DIFFERENT. Write for specimen
copies and territory 8ecure our agency terma.
Peebles* Casualty Company, Keene, N. H.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT,

_SPECIALTY MASK OF
accounting and
typewriting,
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent ol the Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., (or furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drat
Store), Ellsworth. Me.

American ha*

*«..

tf the 117 post-offices

subscribers al 107
Hancock county.

in

MU tne other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The American is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hat never claimed to
be, but it i* the only paper that can prop•
erly be called a County paper; all the
met are merely local papers. The circulation
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
Man that of all the other papers j Tinted
!• Hancock county.

COUNTY NEWS.
FRANKLIN.
William Lawrie

was

in

Bangor

on

busi-

ness last week.

Miss Mazie Smith returned to her home
in Portland Tuesday.
Cecil Butler, wife and young son, of
Enfield, are spending a week here.
Master Maynard Havey, of West Sullivisiting Thomaa Macomber.

van, is

Miss Mina E. Moon, of North Sullivan,
wus in town last week calling on relatives
and friends.
Frank E. Blaisdell, Boyd Blaisdell, Z. L.
Wilbur and J. W. Blaisdell and wife were
in Bangor last week.

Mrs. Flossie Kendall who has been the
guest of Mrs. L. C. Bragdon left recently
to join her husband in Massachusetts.
Dr. Ed ward C. Hooper, of Fairfield, is at
the home of his parents, Curtis Hooper
and wife. The many friends of the doctor
regret his continued indisposition.
Rev. Gideon Mayo, and wife, who
turned from Watervilie Friday, were

companied

from

Bangor by

their

ter, Miss Mary, who had been
there.

reac-

daughvisiting

in this village, Feb. 21, 1826. He was the
eldest son ot the late Nathan and Eunice
>■ MHUtonai County .Yews ace rtker pafm
Erandish Shaw, and the last ot their large
family. He had lived here all his life,
SOUTHWEST HABBOH.
endearing himself to old and young, and
Mrs. Susie Ward will leave this week to
all mourn his loss as that of a personal |
friend.
He was known as an upright, | join her husband In Pasadena, Oai., and
honest man in all his dealings, and gained \ will soon be eating fruit in her own home,
during his long life the love and respect of j as her husband has written her that the
house he
has hired has a small fruit
all. He was a Unitarian in his belief.
Mr. Shaw was a member of Winter Har- orchard belonging to it.
bor lodge, F. and A. M., and the funeral on
Misses Helen and Marie Sawyer rethe 13th was conducted by it.
Many turned from Paris, Me., last week, and
beautiful flowers attested to the love in will remain at home for the
present.
which be was held. Mr. Shaw leaves beHelen seems to be in very good health,
sides his wife, two sons and one daughter— but Marie was much tired with the jourCharles W., of Middletown, Conn., Fred ney. Her friends
hope her health will
K., of Old Town, and Mrs. Elliott N. soon improve.
Benson, of Bar Harbor. The sympathy
The young people of the Congregational
and love of all go out to them in this their
church have started out to raise a fund
hour of trouble.
for a pipe organ and gave their first enterSpec.
April 18.
tainmeut at Masonic hall Friday evening.
A drama, “The White Lie," was well proA TRIBUTE.
duced. Following the play, Kelley had the
It was only those admitted to the indance, which is usually held at Centennial
timacy of his home life who felt the full hall
Friday even kags.
charm of Mr. Shaw’s personality, for he
Friday of last week Hu fus Trundy went
was of those innately modest people who
to Bar Harbor to bring home the body of
have to be known to be appreciated. His
his daughter Daisy, whose sudden death
good qualities he did not wear ostentawas such a grievous shock to her father
tiously, to be seen; rather he concealed
and friends. Mrs. Margaret Trundy acthem. But as acquaintance ripened into
him on the sad errand. The
friendship, one found continually more to companied
funeral was held at the Trundy cottage on
love and admire.
Mr. Shaw 1 always found to be of un- Saturday afternoon. Rev. Mr. Tritea offiusual worth of character, a man of his ciating. Only a few montha before the
had visited her lather and his
word, honest and upright in his business daughter
full of happy anticipadealings; straightforward and frank in newly-wed wife,
tions of future joys in store for her when
the expression of his opinions; sincere;
She should have a home of her own. The
nothing “two-faced” about him; a loyal
was at Mt. Height.
The sinfriend. He was kindly and helpful; he | interment
cere sympathy of many friends
is exwas tender-hearted as a woman.
He re- !
tained to the end of his days what is all tended to the bereaved relatives.
Bpbat.
April 25.
too
the heart of a
Nor should
rare,

one

forget

which made

boy.
quiet sense of
companionship with

that

humor
him

delight.
was in
Of his home life this is not the place to
Saturday, between trains, for a call
speak. That is sacred to his family and
on her grandparents, Thomas Havey and
most intimate friends. Of him it may be
wife. Mr. Havey has rallied slightly from !
truthfully said that he was a man whom
his recent attack of heart trouble.
it was good and helpful to know; whom
The streets are in the worst condition
it will be an inspiration to remember.
ever, as last week’s rain made bad travellMrs. Victor Peavey, of Bangor,

A

WINTER HARBOR.

a

town

ing

Friend,

t

Supt.'A. W. Gordon was in town Friday.
B. E. Tracy and wife are spending a few
days in Ellsworth.
Capt. H. E. Tracy, who has been ill
several weeks, is somewhat improved.
Mrs. H. E. Frazier and Mrs. C. A. Milliare visiting relatives at Bar Harbor.

ken

j

Mrs. Annie Wescott, who has been with
newly repaired highways.
Miss Ruth G. Wood spent last week friends in Bangor and Orland, returned
were nearly impassable to
pedestrians in crossing, and rubbers were with her father. Dr. F. L. Wood, in Bar Friday.
lost in the muddy stickiness beyond re- Harbor.
Mrs. Shirley Joy has gone to West
covery.
Fletcher T. Wood, of Steuben, spent Sullivan where she has employment for
April 25.
B.
Sunday with his sister, Mrs. N. I. W, the summer.
Stevens.
Capt. C. H. Davis and wife, who have
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mrs. Arthur Young, of Hancock, is in been at Ellsworth during the winter,
Paul and Elsie Simpson are guests of
town, called here by the serious illneos of came home Saturday.
friends in Bangor.
her father, James B. Wright.
Steamer Schoodic left Monday for Cam*
Dr. F. X. Corr was in town over Sunday,
Raymond Apollonio and family, who den. She will go on the Winter Harbora guest of Mrs. Mary White.
have spent the winter in Boston, opened Bar Harbor route May 1.
Ruth Whitaker recently visited her their
cottage on Apollonio’s point SaturRev. E. S. Drew and w ife who have been
brother Frank in Orrington.
day, for the summer.
visiting friends at Brooklyn and Sedgwick
There was no preaching Sunday on ac25.
L.
April
returned home Thursday.
count of its being conference Sunday.
Irvin Willey and wife, who have been
NORTH FRANK.LIN.
Miss Sibley left Saturday for Bangor,
Mrs. Rose Hudson, of Machias, is keep- visiting relatives and friends at Cherry■where she will visit before returning to
field, returned home Monday.
ing house for Otis Orcutt.
.her home in Chelsea.
Leslie Merchant, who was in Bangor
Mrs. Melissa Abbott, who has been ill
Capt. S. V. Bennis and wife arrived
se veral days last week attending the autohome last week from Cambridge, Mass., of pneumonia, is a little better.
mobile show, came home Thursday.
where they spent the winter with their
Mrs. Ida Hardison is in poor health at
Notw ithstanding the unfavorable weaththe
home
of
Mrs.
her
Mrs.
Sanderson.
Stella
daughter,
Butdaughter,
er Sunday, quite a large delegation of Odd
There was a good attendance at Sorosis ler.
Fellows commemorated anniversary day
Mrs. Bertha Lawrie and daughter Sadie
Friday evening. The program, consistby attencfing the Baptist church in a
ng of instrumental solo by Miss Haw- were week-end guests of relatives in Eastbody. An interesting sermon was deliv- :
kins, readings by Mrs. Ida Boynton and brook.
ered by Rev. E. 8. Drew.
Miss Lillian Grey, and the recitations by
C. J. Murch and son Walter went to
S.
April 25.
Vera Seavey, was much enjoyed.
Mrs. Bangor last week to attend the automobile !
Charles Allen and Mrs. Boynton are ma- show.
SOUTH DEEB ISLE.
trons for the next gathering in two weeks.
Walter Stanley spent a few days at
Dr. Ed. Hooper, of Fairfield, with two
Noyes’ orchestra will furnish music for
home this week.
is at his
for a
on

the

_

Some sections

There was an interesting debate on
“Woman Suffrage” at the high school Friday afternoon, which was decided in the
affirmative. A miscellaneous program,
High school commences again this
followed by a debate, is held every two
weeks, to which the public is invited. morning, after a week’s vacation in which
t
Parts for graduation have been awarded Mr. Foss visited all the schools in town,
Flossie Bragdon, who was operated
as follows:
Salutatory, Fremont Brag- ! onMiss
for appendicitis at the home of her
don; historian, Ir^ne Cousins; oration, !
sister, Mrs. Blanche Bunker, last week, is
Armand Joy; essays, Florence
Havey, Seth doing nicely. Dr. Phelps, ol Sullivan,
Johnson, Marcia Havey; class prophecy, performed the operation, assisted by Drs.
Roscoe P. Noyes; valedictorian, Marion Watson and DeBeck.
I
Mattocks.
T.
April 25.

April

Why It sieceefe
Because it’s for One Thing Only,
and Ellsworth People Appre-

Boston,

be good for everything.
thing well brings success.
Doan’s Kidney Pills do one thing only.
can

one

April

Stanley

Saturday.
and

wife

came

Atlantic,

is

em-

over

H.

2&

A. E.

the

|

1

season.

has gone to

•2^5 W&f
April 26

Nellie

Norwood

i» recovering

health

a

year’s

sojourn

April

She

in

Good Health
—4s within reach of nearly every
man and woman who
earnestly
desires it. Start right with

fSeec/iamj
SaM Caaeiwbaaa.

NEVER

FAILS TO

RESTORE CRAY HAIR
TO ITS NATURAL
COLOR and BEAUTY.
Sstitfy Yomnetf by Sending Now for a

SAMPLE BOTTLE FREE
Cut this mdv. out mud mail with your
name and address, and to cent* to
PHtLO HAY SHfcCiALTIES CO.
jo Clinton ht., Newark, N J..U.S A.
t,

HOOKE, KlUworth,

ii.

harr's
PANACEA
IS MIGHTY KANDY TO
HAVE IN THE HOUSE

if you or your* should be
taken with sudden illness
You really can't afford to
be without it.

the

N.

h Bona 10c. aad 2fc.

HATS HAIR HEALTH

is much

25.

i'ltiRBa,

Strtirrtisrmnua.

_

from

The Bangor
last Sat unday.

|

Bar Harbor for ;

boat

made its first trip

Mn. Coca Bragg made
Portland last week.

a

abort

trip

to

Qipt. C. O* Martin and family have
moved to Portland. He has sold his
smack and. will go coasting.
P. M.
April 28»
_

i

For Sale by Dialers

LAMOiNK.
Mrs. Coleman Hodgkins was a week-end j
J. Coolidge.
guest of Mrs.
Mrs. Lizzie Saunders* who has been em- !
ployed at E. Hi Kang’s, la visiting friends

Thur/toniKinyburtf .fcnflor’.fle.'

j

in town.

Miss Clara Hodgkins, who has been j
in Beverly, Mass., ia at home.
She will not return tor the spring term,
owing to ill health.

A .‘iaiiaDie

The friends of Joseph Hodgkins are glad
to learn that he ia improving in health,
and it is hoped, that he will be able to
leave the Maiden hospital before long.
April 25.
b.

W.

Emerson, formerly of Woreester, Mass., died at South Bend, Ind.,
cl

typhoid fever, aged thirty
was a native of
Orland, the

eigbt years* He

CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’svnektj
is
absorbed.
Civ;« Relief at Once.

ORLAND.

Ralph

Ramsdy

FOR

teaching

!
]

Tt ek-aux's, soothes,
heals anl pro: c-eta
the diseased mera*
krane resulting from Catarrh aiul
away aCoUl m the Head <jui* kly. !
the Sense* of Taste and Smell. 1
5i» eta. at Druggists or l>y mad.
Cr« a:u Balm for use in atomizer* 7
ru Phers. 56 Warren Street. N

r«

‘hd
ri-

COO If

^ounolongerneed wear your-

in

■ ■ ■ self out with the

weakening

heat of an intensely hot kitchen. You cast cook in comfort.
Here is a stove that gives DO Outside heat. AU its heat
ift concentrated at the burners. An intenw Hn» fl.m>
(hotter than
either white or red) ia thrown upward* bat not around. All the
heat ia utilized in cooking
none ia aatside heating.

liAITlfARif
WUI III wi L

—

AMHERST.

Fred Milliken recently made a taught by Lester O’Connors, and district*
! No. 2 by Mm. Lura Dunham.
short visit to friends in Brewer.
Miss Mae Young and sister Frances are 1
They cure sick kidneys.
CU j
April 25.
and W. K. Springer have j
Harris
Taylor
W.
at
W.
Jellison’s.
boarding
They cure backache, every kidney ill.
to Green Lake for a week’s Ashing.
!
gone
Here is Ellsworth evidence to prove it.
Harry Johnston and I. L. Crabtree found
VERONA.
! Miss Lena Richardson, of Brockton,
Mrs. George W. Day, Bay side road, EllsFannie, widow of Stephen Bridges* died
! Mass., is the guest of Fred Milliken and
B. Young, of Hancock.
C.
to
worth, Me., says: tkI had many symptoms
wife.
j at l*»r home here Thursday, April ZL. She
The steamer Sappho came on to-day to ]!
•of kidney trouble. My back ached most
leaves four sons and two daughters—
M.
H.
of
Hess
was
Googins,
Concord,
which
has
of
the
take
the
|
Samoset,
of the time, and every sudden movement
place
Stephen D. Bridges, Zimri Bridges* of Vea guest of W. K. Springer and wile this
|
beRockland
to
to
undergo repairs
oaosed sharp twinges to dart through my gone
rona, Mias Fannie Bridgea, of Bucksport,.
week.
body. I could not rest well, as no position fore going on to the summer schedule.
Miga Clara Bridges, of HaverhJIl, Mass.,
C.
Mrs.
Daniel
who
25.
!
the
Gallison,
assumed was comfortable, and in the*
spent
April
Moses Bridgea, of Bucksport, and Samuel
in
is
with
winter
the
her
South,
daughter, Bridges, of Isle au Haut. Mia. Bridgea
morning I arose tired and unrefreshed, j
TRENTON.
Mrs. Pearl McFarland.
Though I used remedies of various kinds,
was ninety-two years of age.
received only temporary relief, and when
C. C. Young has returned home, after a
Mrs. Ida Richardson and two children,
Doan’s Kidney Pills were brought to my few months’ absence.
of Brookviile, Mass., have rented the
Good results always follow the use of
attention 1 did not have much faith in
Foley’s Kidney Pills. They give prompt reAllie Marshall has moved his family in- Abbott house for the summer.
lief in all cases of kidney and blander disorhem. I resolved to try them, however, to the
Sumac.
April 23.
ders. are healing, strengthening and anti-,
George Austin house.
and procured a box at Moore’s drug store.
septic. Try them. G. A. Pa&ghkr.
School in district No. 6 began April 18,
BAR HARBOR.
They acted directly on my kidney, and as Miss Clara
teacher. Charles Carson
Day,
the result 1 was relieved in a remarkably
Quick climate changes try strong constiThe recent action of the school board in
will carry the pupils.
tutions and cease, among other evils, nasal
short time. I have used Doan’s Kidney
requesting the resignation of Snperintand- catarrh, a troublesome and offensive
work
in
Lena
Head
returned
to
her
Jackdisease.
JPills several times since and have never
man Saturday, after spending a week with
Sneezing and snisfiHng, coughing and difficult
There is no cough medicine so popular as
failed to obtain the same prompt and satand the drip, drip of Ike foul disbreathing,
and
wife.
never
to
Jordan
Tar.
It
fails
care
her
and
parents, Benjamin
Foley’s Honey
sfactor.y relief.
coughs, colds, croup and bronchitis. G. A. charge into the throat—all are ended by Ely’s
May.
April 25.
Parches.
FOr sale by all dealers. Price 50 oents.
Cream Balm. This honest remedy contains
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
no cocaine, mercury, or other harmful inSoothes itching skin. Heals cats or burns
will
cure any case
Remedy
The worst cases yield to treatment
sole agents for the United States.
without a scar.
Cures piles, eczema, salt of Foley’s Kidney
and bladder trouble not beyond the gredient.
kidney
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take rheum, any itchiug. Doan’s Ointment. Your reach of medicine. No medicine can do more. in a short time. All druggists, flOc., or mailed
*
G A. Parch aa
by Rly Bros., M Warren Street, New York,
no other.
druggist sells it.—Adit,

*

uen^""

wf(e

Miss Helen Sawyer, of Southwest HarI
bor, is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. C.
D. Sawyer. MisaSawyer has recently re- I
part of the State.
improved in health.

w*

A8HVIU.E.

ice-cream and cake
ball Friday evening, April
22.
Nearly |8 was realized. Proceeds for
pastor's salary.
N.
April 23.

arestern

J**1

Jonaa Undaey ia out
again, .ft*,
con Hoed to the houae with a
bad cold.
Mra. Elmer Hanna waa calVd tr> u,
ben Monday by the death of
her
“
* ,0n °* EdW*rd

held at the

turned

**
H«

slowly.

Irving McFarland has gone to Berlin.,! Harold Kenaiaton lost a cow recently.
N. H., to work.
| Archie Johnston and wife are both in
Harris Taylor, of New York city, » poor health.
Lacins Sumner aold a horse recently to
visiting friends here.
Mrs. Ralph Moore, of tiolden, wa&a Mr. Schoppe.
recent visitor in town.
Schools are in session.
District No. 1 if.
Mrs.

laat-naXl

Town schools began Monday, with the
Bay, Mm. Nells
following teachers:
Bridges; Cove, Una B. Gray; Norths Penobscot, Irene Billings; Wilson, EtheJ
Hutchins; Leach, Annie Dunbar; Perkins, Lila White; Dunbar, Hattie* Dunbar; Devereaux, Mary Devereaux; Farnftan>, Rose Hutchins.

April 13,

M’KIXLKY.

Ford ha» gone to M»aa»chusi‘tts

Boyd Tracy

at

Bessie Joyce,
at-the Hillside.

of

Frank Babbidge is working for Mrs.
Freeman. Gott at Bernard.

to work.

Mrs. I. L. Crabtree is visiting relatives

working

Mrs.

ployed

WEST HANCOCK.

MT. DESERT FERRY.

are

GOTTB ISLAND.

bright

E.

Springvale.

Misses. Cecil and Beatrice Smith were
called beoae last week by the serious illness of their sister Hazel.

Ni,ggrsV?'

th! *“*" s"»«hS

(or himaelf at the
hare, a widow, . (.the, ,nd
t
living at Worceater. Bnrtal »„ „
ceatar on Saturday,
».
April

soon.

was

had bwn

ltaaa.,

f-

A social and sale of

Surry, has moved his

Wednesday.

community wa» graiuy snouted on
when it learned that Elmer,
the young eon of WLLliamBtinson, of West
Storungum, while out gunning, had accidentally shot himself, living but a few minutes after the accident. Thus a
promising young life went out, plunging
the family into the deepest grief. They
have the sympathy of a heat of friends.

mences.

James Shaw and wife
S. J. Johnston’s.

of

ine

Mrs. Julia Martin and daughter Elizabeth are at the Tarratine for the summer.
Mrs. Martin will make her sou Fred a
visit before the summer business com-

in

home

s' T* T- *nia*™

m
mechanical engineer he
red at Worceeter,
ployed

Lester Q. Cray went to Beverly, Mass,,
Monday to join yacht Athene.
Harry C. Annis left for Philadelphia,
Woodlocke.
April 26.
Thursday to join yacht Irolita.
New
S.
T.
Lowe
left
for
Haven,
Capt.
EAST ORLAND.
Conn., Monday to join yacht Scapba.
Mine Leone F. Dunham spentgSunday
Edward Powers and wife are the happy
with Miss Winifred Gray.
parents of a daughter, born April 16.
Miss Etta Barnes, of Morelies ’River, N.
‘I.
E.
and
James
M.
Billings
Capt.
B., is teaching at East Orland.
Robbins have started in their spring busiMks. Raymond Grindle and|two children
ness in schooner Christabel.
are
of her parents, William RobertCapt. F. D. Eaton went to New Haven, son guests
•
and wife.
Conn., Monday to take charge of a yacht
C. Mason,’fW. L.
Frank
Mrs.
E.
Mason,
owned by W illiam H. Price.
Wentworth and wife and] George White
and wife left for
Alzenas Robbins
and wife were in Bangor Saturday.
Haverhill, Mass., Monday, called there by
E. J. Wiiey caught two salmon (weighsister.
Robbins’
the death of Mrs.
ing eight pounds, and Mrs. Wiley caught
L.
April 22.
three weighing together twelve pounds
WEST EDEN.
at Toddy pond recently.
Quite a number
Miss Octavia Harder has (tone to Bar have been caught by Bucksport parties.
Harbor to learn the millinery trade at Mrs.
Sunday Man*. Prank Blaisdell was in the
JeLlison’s.
woods just back of her house gathering
Mrs. Carl Ingalls and infant son, of Bar mayflowers, Seeing a shadow, she looked
Harbor, are visiting Mrs. Ingalls’ mother, over her shoulder, and a cow ;t moose was
Mach frightened, she
close by her.
Mrs, Lillian Hamor.
Mas. Thomas Graves and little son, Percy sprang upon a larg* boulder and shouted
to frighten the animal away. After it disHawkey, of Northeast Harbor, are visiting
Mrs.
Blaisdell 'ran
toward
Mrs. Graves’ parents, C. W. Kittredge and appeared,
home, when she heard it following her.
wife.
Near the edge of the woods,£the moose j
A naw milk route has been established
turned and disappeared.
by George W. Mayo & Sons, of Grove Dale
M.
April 25.
|
farm, who will furnish milk, cream and
SEAL COVE.
vegetables to Northeast Harbor. They
are successors to A. Gilpatrick, of that
Mrs. W. D. Walls was called to West
j
place.
Tremont Thursday by the serious illness
M.
April2J.
of her mother, Mrs. L. M. Lunt.

Wednesday

day.

Doing

trip

Mies Lucy Murphy, of Bernard, is teaching the spaing terns of school here.
Philip Moore has his weir nearly comJoseph Eaton, of Stouingtoa, com- pleted, and will put on the nets as soon as
menced work Monday on a summer cottage the sea goas-dowiz.
on the Point for Mr. Van White.
i Charles H. Harding, who went to
Mrs. Harry Stanley, who has lately gone Atlantic on a fishing trip, came home
to housekeeping in Rockland, spent a few Thursday. Ha reports tiab very scarce.
|
days recently with her parents, R. W.
Cut PS.
April 23.
Judkins and wifa.

Mrs. Bessie Tufts went to Nicolin Satur-

Nothing

business

Rockland Friday, going back Saturday with their household goods.

Allen Crabtree and wife have adopted a
baby girl one week old.
Mrs. A. L. Young was called to West
Goulds boro by the serious illness of her
father.

ciate This.

came

Adrian

Saturday.

25.

a>

New York last week.

from

Mrs. W. H. Phillips is ill.
Eleanor Carter is ill of measles.

April

Capt. A. P. Holden made
to

B, Jarvis,
family here, and will build a house.
Mrs. A. H. Barbour attended the grand
council, IX of P., in Portland, returning

Smith, who spent the winter
with her daughter, Mrs. Oilman Bray, of

OMTUAHY.
After a long and painful illness John A.
Howard Hodgkins is suffering front
Shaw died at his residence in West ;
lumbago.
11.
Mr.
was
born
i
Gouldsboro April
Shaw
Mrs. P. Y. Hackett went to Ellsworth*^

fBctucal.

A. R. Campbell is buying lobster*.
Levi Knight made a business trip to
Belfast recently.

E.

Mrs. Sarah

HANCOCK POINT.
a

j

SWAN’S ISLAND.

El bridge Shepard and wife, who have
spent the winter at Vinalhaven, visited
friends in town last week.

25.

WEST GOULDSBORO.

ent-of-Schools W. H. 8. Ellingwood, and
upon his refusal to resign Id declining to
re-elect him, and at the same time in refusPENOBBCOr.
ing to re-elect Prin. A. H. Carver of the
T*fcie infant son of Windsor Bo wden and
high school, has started a lively school
row,
A short time ago 8upt. Ellingwood wife is quite ill.
and Prin. Carver were notifled definitely
Archer Bridges has returned from a
by the school board that their services short trip to Boston.
would not be required another year. One
Seymour F. Wardwell is confined to the
of the immediate effects of the board's house with a bad cold.
action was the resignation on Friday of
Mrs. John Gray, of South Bluehill, ii
Prin. Carver, and his departure on Saturher daughter, Mrs. F. W. Bowden.
visiting
in
the
middle
of
the apring term,
day, right
Mrs. Abbie Gray, of North Penobscot, is
tor Putnam, Conn., where be was offered
the principatehip of the high school at a employed at Oscar Leach's as housekeeper.
F. N. Bowden is having a wharf built at
salary fGOO in excess of what he was paid
here. A large number of citisens have his landing. David Dodge has chant® of
protested against the action of the school the work.
board, and committees, armed with petiCapt. C. M. Perkins has moved his
tions, have waited upon the board to ask family into the house which he purchased
it to reconsider it* actions, which the
recently of Mrs. Julia Littlefield.
board refuted to do. A* the matter now
B. H. Leach and sou Jaaper, A. E. Varstands, the board refuses to reopen the num and Dr. M. A. Wardwell attended
question unless a majority of the voters the automobile show in Bangor last week.
sign petitions to that egfect. Such petiMarkers have been purchased by the
tions are now being circulated.
town for all the unmarked aoldiera’ graves
in town and will be placed in ’position
REACH,

Mrs. ILL. Milan and children returned
from Boston and Portland Wednesday.
While in. Use latter city, Mrs. Milan atDorothea Stinson and Elma Stinson tended the grand council, D. of P., as a
spent Saturday with Iota Williams at j delegate frees Nanonee council. No. 32.
North Stoning ton.
Spec.
April 24.

gentlemen,
while.
camp
The doctor is in poor health.
Mrs. Charlotte Wilbur, who has been
caring for her niece, Miss Flossie Bragdon,
has returned to her home in Eastbrook.

the usual social dance.
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Oil Cook-stove

entirely removes the discomfort of cooking. Apply a match and
unmediately the stove is ready. Instantly an intense heat is Pro-

a'S*
" no
surrounding

**"’ kettle

Of

boiler, and yet there

heat-no smell-no smoke.

Why? Because The New Perfection
OH Cook-Stove ia scientifically and
practically perfect. You cannot »se
too much wick
it ia automatically
controlled. You get the maximum heat
—no smoke. The burner ia simple. One
wipe with a cloth cleans it—consequently there is no smell.
The New Perfection Oil Cook-Stove
ia wonderful for year-round use, but
especially in summer. Its heat operates upward to pan, pot, or kettle, but
not beyond or around.
It ia useless
for ii—n room.
It has t Cabinet Tap with sbelf
fee keeping plates and food hot.
It has tong turquoise-blue enamel
chimneys. The nickel finish, with the
bright bins of the chimneys, makes
the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made with 1, 3 and 3 burners; the 1
and 3-bumer etoves can be had with
or without Cabinet.
...
wn"
—

1

B. rare
jro« sat UtU non-M
w- ■«« 1
that
tW
aa-pUu I

Ntwl

Every tale every where; l( set at yotne.
tor neeertaUysCtrausr to Ike sosnatssaocy e<“"

Standard Oil

Company

(ImumlUi
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MXEHILI-

i

has

assistant, vWit expected

an

25.

•

t*w days,

living

in

SOITH SI RBY.
Miss Frances Ana You air is in
health.

in

Terr

Too Much Love

poor

H. Harden, who has been
suffering
a bad cold, is much better.
Mrs, Laura Colby, of Ms. Desert
Ferry,
spent a few days with her father.
with

Wioterport.

circle will
The ladies' Congregational
April» in the vestry.

Edgar
Treworgr, recently.
Oat ley Gray has contracted to take she
pupils from this district to Rich's coroe*.
School began this morning.

who bought the Stover
jlr, Harbour,
a as here recently.
jettat, last year,
and Mis* Eleanor Brooks
jjr Brooks
a short time at their cottage.

spending

Mr. \S ilder was here a few days t*—
week. He has sent a pair of ioe horse*
for the use of his family the
coming sea-

of the ladies'
Tbf annual
will be held May 2 in
library association
tbe library.

meeting

son.

enter-

was

Howard Cunningham has employment
in the chapel by several
•l Bsr Harbor, and is
tained April -’1
boarding with Willadies.
liam Thorn and wife, who moved there
young
is having considerable from
Curtis
Benjamin
Surry recently.
around his
work done on the grounds
Fred
Coggins and Lyman Curtis,
a
landscape gardener being with
iumim r home,
Ralph Collins and John H. Corof tbe worn.
in charge
of
tia,
Surry, left last Tuesday to join the
ball waa played at yacht Emerald in
A good game of base
Boston.
between
23,
April
IjurksTv vwp
Mountain park
April 25.
team and the academy
seminary
pctt
visitors won tbe game by a
SARGENTYILLE.
The
boys.
of 7-1. Townsend, who has played
Joseph Ray, of Bangor, was in town last
first base >n the academy team, is doing week.
this
ss
year.
pitcher
Samuel T. Leach is employed by Roei R.
good work
_

There was a large attendance of Rebekabs and Odd Fellows at the morning
service in the Baptist cbnrch Sunday,
Charles Hargrove gave an able
when K>
priate address. The decorations
and si
At the back of the
were tastefully made.
“I. O. O. F.” with
pulpit were the letters
tne dates “ISIS—1910 ’, and just below
These were sll in green.
three links.
Pink an- green were selected for the doral
The music was well rendered, and !
color*
the « bole service not only enjoyable and
interesting, but helpful and encouraging.
M.
April 25.
■

wife

Elmer E. Cummings is in Portland
business.
Mrs. Betsey Billings is visiting
Willis White.

on

Mr*.

Miss Jane C. H. Parker has teturned to
Gardiner.

her school in

Mrs. Frank Billings has been the guest
of friends at South Bluehill.
Mrs. Minnie BLaisdell spent part of Last
with her mother, Mrs. P. B. Billingi.

we*

Mrs. Ganceilo Herrick, who has been
visiting relatives here, returned home last

George V. Berrio,

Charier** Smith is visiting
Lizzie Gray is teaching in East brook.
In tows.

Jay Gal'.ison and

Dority.

week.

SIRKY.

are

in

has been the

of Charlestown. Mass-,
guest of Eben Hinckley and

wife.

August^.

Willi* n Jo nary is employed in Bar Harbor.

Will Carlisle left for Bar Harbor Mon-

Mrs. E. O. Thwaites and Mrs. Josephine
Bunker spent part of last week with relatives at South Brooksville.
Sac.
April IS.

day.
Bes*ie Treworgy is working for S. A.
McGraw.
Lemuel Fowler was called here last
week by the illness of his father.
Little Locy Gray is spending

indefi-

an

Mary Ella Gray.

her mother for several weeks.
Schools commenced

Monday

with the

East Surry, Mrs. W.
following
B. Tracy; North Surry, Ella Jarvis; West
Surry, first district, Alton Carter, second
cisu.Myra Billington; Rich’s corner,
Mibtue C^rk .substitute); village grammar.
Winfrrid
Clark; primary, Lena
t.achers:

25.

Carter

Paris

where he has

are

all

a

Miss Mifgtret Conner, of Castine, has
been visiting at Duncan Dunbar's.
has returned to his

work

as engineer st Hall's mill.
Miss Sylvia Einerton, of Bluehill, is
visaing her sister, Mrs. Percy Ward well.
Mrs. L. W Kice arrived Saturday from

where abe has spent the

Henry Leach

wife, of Penobscot,
are gue»t* of their
daughter, Mrs. Norman
Grindle.
Ross

and

Conner and family mere recent
Will Marks and wife in West

guests of

Penobscot.
Grover C. Wit ham, whose foot was injured by the falling of a stick of timber,
is at work again.
Mrs. Frank Ward well and Miss Ethel
Hutchins, of Penobscot, were guests at
Prat;;* E. Wit ham’s last week.
The friends of Howard Dorr, of Bucksport. for several years the genial stagedriver on this route, were
glad to greet
bim last
Saturday as temporary driver.

Bu-iness
er}«

Hooper A Dunbar crearathe
management of Carl

at the

under

Valuer,

is

increasing. Several prominent
dairymen have recently begun to send
their milk there which necessitates the

2&*urttsnxunti.

For

Miss Bernice Perkins, teacher at No. 3,
resigned on account of ill health, and
Miss Elsie Kench has taken her place.

The remains of Mrs.
Hutchins, of North

Grindle >
were
BluehilL,
brought to Lakeside cemetery Friday.
April 22, for interment. Mrs. Hutchins
had been an invalid many years, but

oigestion

every

and

one

troubled with in-

dyspepaia

store and obtain
sia Tablets.

to

come

Lizzie

sufferings patiently. She leaves
husband—Melvin Hutchins, four sisters

bore her
a

Mrs. Robert Ladd, Mrs. James Austin,
West Brooksville, Mrs. James Roper
and Mrs. James Campbell, of the place,
Justin Grindle, of
and three brothers
Melrose, Mass., James and Nathaniel
Grindle, of this place.
—

of

—

A.

25.

Harold

Kingman

is

very

ill of

lung fever.
Ralph Jordan and wife, of Ellsworth,
spent Sunday in town.
Jasper Wilbur has lately
potato and orchard sprayer.

bought

a

L. W. Bunker, who has been in Everett.
Mass., the past winter, is home.
Elmira Jellison and daughter
Mrs.
Elsie, who have spent the winter in
Dorchester, Mass., are expected home this
week.

Mrs. Robert Gott and her daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Julia Gott, of Southwest Harbor, made a week-end visit with Mrs.
Robert Gott’a son, C. Mortimer.
Gem.
April

25._
EAST SURRY.

Josephine Hording,

who

spent the
past two months at M. D. Challo’s, will
return to her home at Corinna this week.
has

Saunders and wile, ol West
their son Frank here last
Surry,
week. They were aecompanied by their
daughter, Mrs. Lizzie Willens.
Hollis

visited

Charles H. Scribner, ol Charleston,
in town last week

to look

over

was

the pros-

pects lor artesian wells. Hiram Treworgy
M. D. Chatto talk ol having wells

and

bored.,
April 25._

C.

BLCEH1LL FALLS.
Daniel Friend is very low.
Mrs. Abram Duffee is ont again alter an
illness.
Austin Chatto is working at the Point
Mrs. Otis Can dag e is working lor the
Friend Brothers.
Roes Colson will not return to Blue hill
Falls this season, but will remain in Mas-

Dyspepsia.

ing This Remedy.
want

there.

has

sachusetts

e

week's visit

lor R. 0. Lnatto.

You Risk Nothing by Tryft

a

to

her mother,

EAST BROOK.

Lauren Me Master has returned to
her nome in Chelsea, Mass.

Mu'-achuseUa,

Mt. Waldo

has gone to

employment.

who will make

Mrs.

Mr-.

winter.

to

our

April

25.

through the

summer.

CBCMBS.
_

“John, John,” whispered Mrs. Gidgetey,
nudging her husband. “What is ill' he
sleepily asked. "There's a burglar in the
house/' “What do you want me to do—get
up and run the risk ol being killed?” “So,
hi.*

if

ftnH in ttie

moraine that

some-

Bexall DyspepThey contain Biemutb-8ubn*trate and Pepsin
prepared hy a process
which develops tbeir greatest power to
WHAT BACKACHE MEANS.
overcome digestive disturbance.
Generally backache means that the kidneys
Rerall Dyspepaia Tablets are very pleas- are diseased. II they ate, do not waste s moant to take.
ment, but begin st once s treatment with
They soothe the irritable, Kid nets, the greatest ol kidney and backache
*e»k stomach,
a fatal ending, so
strengthen and invigorate remedies. Delay may mean »“d
dealers sell
the digestive
do not
Druggist*
organs, relieve nausea and Kid nets delay.
at 50c a box, and guarantee satisindigestion, promote nutrition and bring factory results.
about a feeling of oomfort.
11 Ton give Bexall
Dyspepsia Tablets a
POOR, FOOLISH WOMAN,
reasonable trial, we will return your
She la trying to improve her complexion by
money, if yon are not satisfied with the nxlng a face cream when the trouble ia ia tbe
tell htr.
***B*t. Three sixes, 2S cents, 50 cents and blood. If the does not read this, laxative
some one, that Lane s Tea. the great
*nd fl.oo.
Be mem her, yoo can obtain and -regulator, moves the bowels each day.
the blood and
Bexall Bemediaa in Ellsworth only at our driving ont all imparities from
making clear and beautiful akin. Druggists
store—The Bexall Store. E. O. Moo RE.
and dealers sail Lane's Tea. 14c a package.
a

box of

SWi Srfkros!

Bf OSCAR COX

and

Ctopj?i*£v»_ JSt'h &7 Aarerteaa Prw

Tot

PATENTS

Drof Gntsj Sains

it

*2**11

iLSOff.

jin, ssiiag se If it wteid
be pcssiiie for me to come down ««i
■ee him. Be »u Cl 1=d despite tbe
fact tint be was taking tbe best ear*
of hitnseif be didn't get tzj better.
Conidat I ofccaia a leave eves for a
few days?
I succeeded la setting a leave, and
I foand Dick Thsrston on a coffee
plantation. where be bad gone sotee
months before la tbe interest of aa
American grocery concern. He was
HTlng wttb a Jivanese family, coasisttng of a tact her. a daughter »rae
twenty-Ove years old and several children. The y-.ong woman was attending to tbe patient's wants. Indeed. abe
bad tbe whole care cf Mm
Dick was nfetiag from tr-alinaat
dysentery. I pot him aader treatment,
bat got oo rest- tse. A coopt* of days
after I began be was as tad as ever
What pars led me was tint bis htobie
eras
Intermittent.
At oc* time be
would appear *> w*e that I c.oida t
believe there was anything the matter
with him. Then, wh*a l was coegraralarlLg myself that he was going to
com* oat of it. down be waaid go
again, as for the drugs i gave him.
they appeared to have no effect what-

.WINDSOR HOTEL*

’Ltsa.l yattat.

•'•

g-

*V

ituGwiy cxxweea drm jucci

Flat Street.

ad
TU —ir ■t.a

primmd htmi *

*

PHILADELPHI A

Pauper >«»:ice.
winh (Ae City of E'.:*HAVISG
for tkoae wfc© !
sup'pon aod
a**!
da
4t
w

care

anattsc*
asay
naf ike aext
year? axd are Le*a* reside a:* of Ellssrcrtk. I
foekadail perseas irasti-x tkeai oa et acmmmt, a* tie re i* pleaty e< roots and aceossodatiam to care for ike ai at tie City Farm
koaae.
M J. Dae****

I hadn't teen attending tin Voag before 1 discovered that the Javanese
giri who anrsed him was in tpve with
hint
This set me to thinking. I had
seen an eitract setnewhere—I think it
was in a newspaper—from aa oii
Datcb report stating that when a
Javanese woman takes a fancy to aa
Eoropean she w£i either have hisa or
poison him if she gets the ehaaee.
Might soc this t«e a case ta point'
without saying aajthhag to Dick I
resolved to watch her. She ru very
regular ta brir.mr.g ta his meals. and
on several occasions when she did so
I concealed myself in a closet. keeping my eye to a rail hole. Bat if ate
til f eed ate didn't do it
was 7*
when she gave it to him.
“Dick.” I said to my patient, “year
nurse lores yoa.”
“Ton dc n't mean itr be exclaimed,
astonished.
“Have, yea been making tore to
her’T"
“I hare neTer tboeght of sack a

Wherefore

» wisa* toot ssocufT win
pressed
scares of

eara

A SEW SERIES
apes. Sbare*. SI jor*
■wwc*. SI per Mdn,

WHY

PAT KEPT

■sr5«*a yoc
“"

eaa borrow oc. year
ct? a 5rs; i-txms aad

Mociiily

metwjnootfe?

arc sieress wassaer
amoczs v>
Ircrl«* asore
are sow mag fee
real, i-v to Abacs ton years yoe

pajtoxena
-Kfl
tiaa yea
wtn

TOUR OWH HOMS.
Poe

yarsenlars fBqmr# of
O. W_ Tinii, SeeX
nm scan b*g* B&g.

A. W. K or*?. PreMleac.

;

is

is desert ted

tats

ahere

S<f;ruii ist StmirtMW

-.

■.

..

.**rcre
T y!oar, »:aor, of Bridgeport.
Connect test
Fust asd final account of
ikfiir feaa.H'3. svaidma. £iti fer *cti esaeat.
XaiJbaasci. utruat imhcso* of <auc«&4 aj.ud*
of Hancock. in said eeuasy
Second kcobsi
«.

of W. H. Grass. guardian. S’ed for settlement.
Barbara Bmakcr, late of Sorrento. is sard
deceased. First mad fiaai accotulc of
j county,
; Charles H. Preble, executor. Hied for setGe-

Percy S. Per kiss sad Bedford A. Per kina*
sttiaora. of Hrooksrilie. in sa;d coantv
Pe-

STATE OF MAIXK.
Hascock
—Coart of reaaiy Coamisi siosers* C^csoher Term. A. D. ISWCpoa ike fore^roiajf petition the rcaamisi' slcasers being missed thue tie petitsoaer*
| are responsible, thai an inquiry taso tie
merits » expedient. sad thus tie petitzoaers
caga; to be heard soothing tie matter set
forth in their petition:
—i s*.; tie cooasy -^aaaKoaen meet
: i: lie north line of tuu e€ Re-uben Haschias
ce Wednesday. vie
Lakh lij of Jva«. A- D.
aii, as t-Ji o'clock A M_ and vh«.»ee proceed so
vie revise menvioned in said petition,
-. n*w
iaawdia&elj after which Ties, a bearing of
vie parlies aad witnesses will be bad as some
; convenient place ia tie viciarisy. aad such
osier measures takes ia vie premise* as vie
\ coasuanoaen a bail ;*cxe proper. A ad is ia

\ tz&scNi died by Alice B. Per kiss, guardtaa. for

Orjfr«ri—Tb*t sotice of tie vise, place aad
pumewe cf vie CommussicnerT’ meeting afore| said be gives to all perse as aad cor?orations
interested by serving as attested «py cf vie
petition aad this order thereon. upon vie
clerk of tie town of Baciapcra. a like copy
■ upon
F. F. Smith. on* at vie petitiaatn.
aad by posting sp
attested
copies as
aforesaid ta tiree public places ia said vows
vie
time
as
teas*
before
| tiirvy
days
aad by pubappelatedvie for said view,
lishing
petition aad order thereon
tiree weeks successively ia vie Ellsworth
1
American, a newspaper published as Ellsj worth. ia tie county of Hancock, vie first
psblkaaea to be thirty days at least before
vie time of said Ties, via; all persons aad
eorperavioas interested stay attend aad be
beard if tbey tiiak fit.
Attest:—Joss F. KAOwtTon. Clerk.
▲ true copy of tie petition aad order thereon
Attest:—Jo as F. Exosuox. Clerk.

Ada F. Alien. late erf Seifert ia mid
coaary. deceased. Petition fief by Isaac M.
Alien, administrator. tias an order be cashed
to distribute among tie heirs of said deceased,
tie amount remaining in tie hands of said
administrator. upo* tie Sling of his Srss ac-

;•

beth

|
\!.

\

subscriber*. Samuel W. Basea. cf Bos-

line, Norfolk county, ia said Commonwealth.

BAB HABBOB TO BAX GOB.
BAB HABBOB

:• je

-■

i

j'<
!

i
;

co-tv ce tiai they iaTe been duly
| hereoy giveadministrators
with tie aril! an| appointed

s SC
4 !«
4 »

oase.

Boben Gray Late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased- Account of George Lowell,
sole surra ring executor of and trustee, fled
for settlement.
Mighill P. Patten, a person of nnscnnd
mind, of Buck-sport, in said county.
Firs*
and last account of Theodore H. Smith, guardian. lied for settlement.
Julia A. Patten, lace of Backsport. in said
Second account of Theoconntr. deceased.
dore a. Smith, administrator, lied for settle-

nexed of vie estate of
CHARLES T. HOW. late of EDEN,
SaUiTaa.
in vie county cf Hancock. State of Maine, deM: Dwe.nF*r?T
11 »
19 96
ceased. and given bonds as tie law directs.
11 IT
5 27 1# 12
W*aie*i 5 Fy.
Hsaoxi..
5 * 19 15 Not being residents cf vie Stave of Maine we
111 «
have appointed Laere B
Deasy. of Eden.
Franklin Bead.,
111 * 13 3S 19 25
Hancock county. State of Maine, whcee postWasn'cs'a 2wmc
II « :i*5T :5 4? 19 *5
£ULS WORTH
U *7 12 »
5 » to 52 j office address is Bar Harbor. Maine, as oar
agent and attorney for tie purposes speciEHrwoetA Falls
u to toe 19
4 » n# sr
Nlcoiia
:u 25 12*23 :«i« all to fied is Section 41, Chapter se of tie Revised Statutes of
Maine.
All
person*
Green, Lake.
11 is toeH
* 24 HI to
baring demands against tie estate of said
ill to 1^9 ^ i
PhiLlipa Lake
Holder.
n x 11*49
4 35 :u j*. deceased are desired to present the same lor
and
all
indented
thereto
are resettlement,
Brewer Jaae
6 5£ 11 3
12 »
1 M
BAXGOB.
quested to make payment immediate iv
12 15
1 19
T * 11 »
SaJtrm W. Bates.
? a
Fea.se C. Barss.
April IA 1ft6,
PorsLaad
4 59
5 « 12 59
4 »,
.ar
9 *
05 5 X 3 25 T'HE
H. Poor, of Ansubscriber,
George
BAXGOR TO BAR
X dover. in tie Commonwealth c? Massap a
chusetts. hereby gives public notice that he
M »
has been duly appointed executor of the »ast
will and testament of
1: :c 12 40
PortLaad.It
1 2C
M. DOWNS, late of ANDOVER,
SAMUEL
)
? x
« * 14
BAXGOR..It
1 24 5 L in the county of Essex and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts,
deceased, and given bonds as
Brewtr Jasc.
5 *: 19 3T
S K
5 £■€
15 23 ; tie law directs, and has appointed George RI* 25- to s< 13
of
Southwest Harbor, in the
Fulier.
esq.,
Lake.
*
»•
5&
32
:ii
15
to
to
PkOlips
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
4 32 15 *3
Green Lake.
44 u u
All persons
19 53. 11 25 14 19 15 4S : his agent as tie law directs.
having demands against the estate of said
4 as
BQivonk Falls.
11 »i
4 23
deceased are desired to present the same for
ELLSWORTH.
4 23
« *
U 4;
Wasirs'n Jnse.
11 r 4 34 i« u settlement, and all indebted thereto are reFranklin Read.
12 •:«
< 22 quested to make payment immediately.
Gkoesb H. Pcoe.
Aprii 5. BH
Hircx c.
5 X
to to
12 to
9 S3
Wtukesg. > Ft..
subscriber. ErV'ts* F. Rccnus. of
XtDesert Ferry.« 4.
12 25
Boston, M&m.. hereby gives none* that
BailiTan.
S 1>
he has been duly appointed executor of the
* 5ft.
last will and testament and codicil of
bar harbor..
9 25
JOHN B. REDMAN, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock. deceased, no bonds
Trains leaving Ellsworth at '.13 a 3 sad 4JS
she terms of said will, and
p =2. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.&Z a m. UtJS being repaired by
he has appointed John H. Bresn&han. of
that
awish
connect
Co,
pRy.
Wa>Ua|toc
Ellsworth. Maine, his agent in the state
; Stops on signal so conductor,
of Maine, as regained by "law.
All persons
e ^:cp» only 10 leave passengers from points
having demands against the estate of said
east of Washington Juncs.cn
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re% Stops w :«te sat act to take pss>«apert.
to make payment immediately.
connect ns Bucor wish throngh quested 3. ltl«.
Ekastc* F. Rs5ka5.
April
trains on Mi:: Line, so sad from Portland,
St
Boston sad
John.
subscriber hereby give* notice that
Piaseifen see earnestly recuestly to prohe has been duly appointed admincare tickets before eater:ng the trains, sad
istrator of the estate of
especially Ellsworth so Falls sad Falls so
JOSEPH S. EMERSON, late of PENOBEllsworth.
SCOT.
P. E. BOOTHSY.
General Passenger Agent.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
riven bonis as the law directs.
MORRIS MCDONALD.
haring demand* against the estate of said deVice President A General Manager.
ceased are desired to present the same for
Portland. Me.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediate'*.
Fo*ust B. Ssow.
Bluehill. April H. 1910.
..

..

...

H M. Gr»T. late of Blue hill. in said county,
deceased. First account of Franc P. Greene,
administrator. Sled for settlement.
Bath W. Grindle. late of B aehil 1. is said
Second account of Ira T.
county, deceased
Grindle. administrator. Sled for settlement.
Harriet N. Grindle. late of Brookrtilie. in
said county, deceased. Petition that Ralph
H. Condon or some other suitable person oe
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, p resented by Sylvester C Condon,
brother of said deceased,
Buth W. Grindle. late of BlnehiU. in said
Petition filed by Ira T.
county, deceased.
Grindle. administrator, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased. the amount remaining in the hards of
said administrator, upon the Sling of his
second account.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
>
Attest:—T. F. Masosst. Register

—
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perimect.
There was cow nothing to do but
get the pattest from oat the clutches
of this too Each kving nurse. bat my j
cariosity was aroused as to what potI thought cl
she was using.
son
watching her as she prepared the
food, but to do this was impracticable.
I weald have tested the food chemic j
ally, but had no materials for the pur j
pose. I was ponied.
1 had. among ether instruments 1 j
hs.t brought with me. a jvvkec micro- j
scope. It was by do means so power i
ful as the regular Instrument, but excellent for its grade- For the want ol
something better 1 one day took up I
this microscope and brought It to beat
on some of the feed 1 had eaten. Immediately the cause of the trouble
The substance
was revealed to me.
was filled with fine hairs—not animal

]

\

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock $s.-At 4 protiaM coart held si
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on
the fifth day c-f Aoril, in the year
of oar Lord ore thousand cine hundred and

THE

Men SMin Gipy

rrsHE subscriber hereby fives notice that
1 she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
JOHN DIX, late of SOUTHWEST HARBOR. (
ia the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto arc requested to
make payment immediately.
YIX55A S. Lvlu.
!
Southwest Harbor. April 111910.

j

!

CERTAIN instrument purporting so be
a copy cf she lass
will and testament
and codicil of
ALICE OGSTON HARRISON, late of ST.
HART'S BRAMBER.
in the county of Sussex England, Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in the probate division of
the High Court of Justice of said England,
duly authenticated, bavin* been presented to
the judge of probate for our said county of
Hancock for the purpose of being allowed,
filed and recorded in the probate coart of our
said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the third day of Hay,
a.
d. ltld. that they may appear at a probate coart then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at tea
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahcsky. Register.

\

THE

but vegetable—hollow rudes spiked
like bayonets.
And these things had been passing j
through Dick’s digestive organs. No
wonder that he was ill. A eompara
lively few of them had made me feel
Steamer ^Beoshbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 C
u If I had eaten hot lead.
s m. Mondays and Thursdays tor Seal Harbor,
1 took some of the food to a Java- Northeast
Barber. ^Southwest Barter, Masses.
nese man from whom Dick had been
S«onlngt«n,'p(onnfHsTes and Rocklaad. conhim
the
hairs
showed
coffee,
buying
necting with uesser for boston.
i
with the microscope and asked him
LeaeeHBar Harbor !i 3# noon, Tuesday and
what they were.
Friday for Stoeinrton. North Els Ten and Rock
“Those." he said, "are bamboo pot land
son hairs, so called from the fact that
Steamer Cuwriae leave* BlceUU iiN a 0,
they are used by our people who wish
Mondays and {Thersdays for South Blue ill’,
to put some one out of the way.”
Brooklla. Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargennrllle,
After a consultation Dick and I de- South Brootsrllh, Dark Harbor and Rocklaad.
cided that we didn’t care to have any- connecting wish steamer for Boston.
thing to do with Javanese Justice, so
LcncesfRlnehUi\tM soon, Tuesday and FriI advised him to keep on good terms
day for Deer Isle, Sargent vt lie and Rockland.
with his “sweetheart” for a few days
RETURNING
that be might get no me-re spikes tn
his stomach and get well NevertbeLeaves Boston 5 p aa. Monday^Tnesday,
lrss. before be ate any of the food she Thursday and Friday for Rockland.
gave him 1 examined It with my glass.
| Leaves Rockland 5.15 n ». or on arrival of
Then one fine morning we walked •seanaer from Boston. Tuesday,
Wednesday,
at
maiden
glaring
away, leaving the
Friday and Saturday for Bar Harbor, BluehllL
he
had
said
and intermediate landings.
Dick from the door where
goodly to her.
E. L. Smiths A gent. Bar Harbor.

£Iixaee«h D. W. Gilasaa. late of Balt case re,
Petition died by ElisaGC.tnag. of said Baltimore, and Alien
Gilman Wheeler, of Nee York. State of >'<e
York, praying that the appointment of said
petitioners named as trustees is the lass will
and testament of said deceased, may be rooirseed by said Court.
Joseph Tagert hEacaaley. late of ./Phil ad etphis, '-ounty of Philadelphia, and Commonwealth of Peansyieaaia. deceased. Frtitoa
died by ‘“The Sisters of St- Fraacts" ccrpwa*
lion that the amount of col la e ralfiabe ntanec
sax spec the estate of said deceased be determined by the Judge of Probate.
Francis C. Macaaiey. late of Philadelphia.
County of Philadelphia, and Co mm-cs wealth
of Penary Ituu.in. deceased. Petition hied by
Josephine 3£ Kendig. that the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon the estate of said
deceased be determined by the Judge of Pro-

Mary Uni. deceased

1

toa.

~

lioease to sell certain real estate of said
taiaora. as described la said petition.,
CLaries B- Doy le, iate of Elissrortk. is said
county, deceased. Petitw?e died by Sarah EDoyle and Fred L. Masc-u. acssio-iscraters*,
for iicease to sell eertaia real estate of said
deceased, as described ia said pecitioaPerry W. Harriaaa and lose J. Htrrmta,
suiaors. of I yaa. Massac bn setts.
Fesisioa
filed by Geer-fe P. Hoaer. parfias. for license to sell certain real estate of said ntirora*
as described ia said petition.
Belize A. Stanley. am of Brooklia. ia said
C9tsSTrdccMMl Petition died by William
J. SatMr. administrator. that an c rder he ies«? distribute among tiw heirs of said deceased the amount reaaa.iac.ae ia tie hands of
said adnxinis&iator. apca tie Sling of hi* irst
MCOaaL

Suffolk county. Commonwealth of |
THE
Massac insects, and Frank C. Bates, of Brook-

la ; Effect Nov. 29. 1909.

•.

..

te

tweak;-aiath day

F F. Strrra.
B. P. Haiiiius,
B. E. antro—.
Selectssea cf 3t<i«pon.

:f

A fwtala iaseruasear pareo«»s?. leceased
?oi usjg to be the last wf?S and .roe«ai off
mid deceased, soye'her with petition kw pieirate thereof. presented by Lw.tt M. Staart*
the aentrix tierna mwm.
Vlryiaia IX Aastu. late cf Laatotae. ia said
«wa*ty. deceased. A certain i&Krwst pv
ifimi «f
port^sf so be the ;aat will sued
said deceased, tardier with petition foe feebate : be rev', presented by WL-ita B- Aisua,
the executor sJbereia tiand.
Wii^sam W. W^Kt, ,*5* of Backsport. ta
s*sd county. deceased. Petitioa that Theosore H. batata ec knm other *a*sa4»<.e persoe
be Appeased admiUiStrasor of tfe* essate of
said deceased, preseated by Sarah J. <ottos,
as heir of said deceased.
Mary Aaa Ser ch. <ate o* Bocks per:, la said
M«aK|, deceased. Pit v«o that Ibeodo-e HSaaiik or sense ether i3i;»tl* person be sppciaied id arts:ssrater of lie estate oaf sad 4-ecraaed. srewatid by Saras J. Cette a. *n a«:r
cf said deceased.
Edasssd H Pead'etc*. ate of Bar Harbor*.
Idea. ia said oocaty deceased. A certain instrument purport* rr* 10 re tie feast«ill and.
tastaaneat vl *a:d deceased, together with petition ’or probate :hereof, preseated oy Marrar-t R:-ri-re Fesdiecoa. tbe exccsuii i.bcreia aaared.
Xe lie A_ Stas'ey. iafe ol P~oek?tu. '.2 said,
ri
*.
o- v*
lUjja
eosnty. c*ce*.>ec
J. Xatt<
a:»it:s -s fr. fi,ed J r +**.: tarn.
Sarai r.. K:aaaaaa, late
„t r'rxr k
.a mid
tfni aceec
J H. P.
ce»a~:y. -ifsctassic&*a;ade
executor. Slid for **r:. 3 -rat.
* "rx
Ac «
F.
‘.ate rf Sn't-.
in said
t Isaac M.
ra^cij a«< .seed- First aceAll"?. MSaiuaisImier. lltd
se deaaect.
S*-:= M. 1‘iiidiff. Hie
mmtj- ia sad
j« of Medbary
’coaaty. caeceaaad. F*
; J. Caacajpe- ad*r;:
S. d for *e;ie-

petitiooers *sk ti« tku

Doted it Backsport
of Marc h. A. D- ISE-L

filnerti Lfianiil BuMmfAsl
9 sr»

roar

^aud rood

1

fiar.-iir.-.

thing.”

The next day Dick was better.
I told him to keep up his k) remaking for a few days, and he did so.
with the result that his Improvement
I didn't care enough
was remarkable
for further experimenting to ask him
to cease his devotional attitude and
grow worse, so I resolved to eat some
But to get the
of his feed myself.
food that I was sure was poisoned I
was obliged to Lave him do this very
thing. He turned away free her. but
did not eat the next meal she brought
I smuggled in sense food for
him.
him, ate a little of that the giri
brought him and made away with the
The test fu'.diied
rest surreptitiously.
The whole length of
the conditions.
my alimentary canal became irritated.
This was the same symptom as ThorsI didn't care to repeat the exton's.

f® tie ff*w<awr®*#e Owft *T r«m.*j Cmn«>
*»e tie Ocat| «# Hisc-ewe*. wex* t» ft*
ftowfeo «£ JCJswrorH-k. >B Mid OMMtf}. #0 t««
MWBi r»nd«| */ ifrii, i. ix 291'X
rwrtwan
Fruak
f.
Kkilini ? Hsmsu uud SesMa
Sis fisc's. **tecta*ea of si* ten of Backspflrt, is «smS ce««t;
That so zick of tkf eoiatj rood. leod'sc
frwn mid Bhckspert to Oeri»ft©aSo** of
Suita Atwood, us i»s betweea ike uwn«uo« of tkis rout uad tie r>ood froa Bn-eks-*z :':e H-w*j
-nen: oear .sad
of Nunaa Atwood sad tie north itae of load
of Senoen Patch:**. is a<A of ewoi 00aTttieace »*d Mcnsitr:
Thus tte skshitoz:* of said Bacitspcrt at
their *er- sr taaii
nseetiejg he’d ea tie
sereotk ar of Mtrti. A- D- rSH. wode? a
proper article in their worrwt Tot«d that tie
select awes of mud wwa be ** bodied to p*~
tttisa the board of cooBSy ri~ wiiii—i rr 1 to
diseoattai* teat portae-a or said rood as is
beh’ceea the istersec? toe f sfets rood usd tie
rood lead.a< treat B ickfort
breach tic
Hewej sestieaueai a ear hod of >ataia aswooi a ad ike aorta line of lard of Beaces

Respectfully

ever.

“Hare yon any objection to doing
sor
Dick demurred, but as I toid him I
had a theory connected with his illness be
finally consented. The next
time she was with him he called her
to him. took her hand in his and told
her that her kindness was winning
She did not object to a
bis heart.
caress and a nt away
locking Tery

Suteom mm «f fg'wawa to ooirj
pond of peoonee n the mAomHoommAo
of THE AMERICAS.

w.t. bbtiaees.-1

-------

____

wrtt a wd 4i«Kj. o« tW tiird (tar
®f Mm. a.
HM. u t^> of the ekdk
sa tit lowacca. aad be heard tiercoc if tier

E. G. Hoou.

w-1-_1

«t

■

>>p»-

Get a trial bottle el 3c. it will take
awsj tbe itek rarbt asm;, asd jt» will
sleep meadijt. We f»a» nc prrtcaailr
of tke *nu of Ua rtsaeCT: foe we

Batavia,

fosiMriag
ited

foe
alter indicated. it is imkf ordered tktt ootiee thereof be *r*e* to ail perse** iswnaHi
a copy of th&» order to
a?

>**t j MMiojks.

kacwicdcm emiae.

While serviag with tty wfMit as
sorgeoa it MiiTj 1 n«iT(d
letter
from my cid friend Dick Thurston at

•

IS*
«y of Pueaek,
i*T of April, ».!!$

T!»ai miki, soctiLiatr liqwid. D. U. 0.
Pnaeriptsoa. Rope toe awt*l tick witk
tat Snt drape.
A ptwcnptkw of ae-

AsaecsaticsL.

happy.

improving.

George A. Grindle is at borne from
coasting trip to N -w York. *

Harvey Webster

for the

Miss Beatrice Roberts has returned

April

ANON.

grip patients

at home

summer.

NORTH CAST1NE.
The

are

Skowhegan, accompanied by

«

George Clark and Lin wood Curtis left
Monday for Northeast Harbor, where they
have employment.
Mr*. J. S.Horton, with three children,
of Bar Harbor, is visiting her parents,
George Sperry and wife.
Mrs. Bessie Billings has returned to her
home in Soathwest Harbor, after visiting

Sperry.
April

BROOKS VILLE.
Fred Prim and wile

grandmother, Mrs.

her

nite time with

■U UMB CMES ECZEMA.

F.

removed his family to

circle
Tbe ladies’ Baptist

It&iygutn*.
JL

___

has been in town
Mr Milt*
tireene nod family

punk fort.
Frctl cirave*

of

week.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hats cook ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth
day of April, in the year
of cmr Lord one thousand nine hundred and
4
CERTAIN instrument purporting to bw
ii. a copy of the last will and testament of
JOHN CROSBY BROWN, late of the CITY
OF NEW YORK,
in the county of New York, and State of New
York, deceased, and of the probate thereof in
said county of New York, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of probate for our said county of Hancock tor the
purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded
in the probate court of our said county of

rr^HE subscriber hereby fives notice that
X he has been duly appointed executor 1
of the last will and testament of
MARY A. FRANKLIN, late of SULLIVAN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
directa
All
bonds as the law
persons having demands against the estate of
•aid deceased are desired to present the
Ordered, That notice thereof be riven to
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto t all persons interested therein, by publishing
a
are requested to make payment immediately.
copy of this order three week* successively
Amsbosi SunOS.
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
Sullivan, April A 1910.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, prior to the third day of Hay,
subscriber hereby gives notice that a. d. 1910. that they may appear at a
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
he has been duly appointed adminisprobate
in and for said county of Hancock, at tew
trator of the estate of
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
EMMA CARTER, late of ELLSWORTH,
any they have, against the same.
in the county of Haneock. deceased, and
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
A true copy of the original order.
iving demands against the estate of said
Attest:—T. F. M&boxst, Register.
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and >11 indebted thereto ars requested to make payment immediately.
V isctvt M. Canrmn.
Nicolin. Me., April 11.191ft.

THE
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Subscribe for Thx Americas

After that announcement matters moved rapidly. Matthew forbade It Margaret defied him. and without expla-

The Line
of March
A St. Pitrick's Day Story

By CLARISSA MACKIE
Copyright, 1310, by American Press
Association.

Golden
Matthew
rearranged the
newspapers and periodicals on his
counter Into their customary order.
March Issues of the Lndies' Own Pe
riodical confronted him. There on the
cover, encircled by a wreath of sham-

rocks,

was

Margaret Devlin's beauti

j

ful Irish face—bine-black mist of hair,

forgetmenot eyes fringed thickly with
black lashes, saucy nose and smiling
red lips.
The name of the artist

was

fantas

tically blurred into the background
yet it was clear enough for Matthew’s j
Jealous eyes to decipher “Conners.”
His hands clinched savagely. He knew
Conners by sight—big, hulking, red
headed artist from the top floor of the
studio building around the corner, ne
had walked past twice with Margaret
Devlin. Once there had been a little
thin faced girl with them—some new
friend of Margaret's whom Matthew
did not know.
Just then the door opened, and he
turned to confront Margaret herself,
bewitching in fur turban and coat ol
chinchilla. Her blue eyes did not lift
above his firm chin; they rested there
while she spoke:
“Good morning. Is the March number of the Ladies’ Own Periodical out

!

yet?”
copy of the desired
the counter before hei
magazine
and turned away that he might not
see the look of startled pleasure in
her eyes when she beheld her own
beauty on the cover.
“I'll take all the copies you have.”
eald Margaret crisply, opening her
jingling silver purse. “How muck?”
Even then her eyes were not lifted
above his chin.
“Forty-nine copies at 10 cents$4.90—thtonk you.” The bell on the
cash register clanged noisily as Matthew made change. He laid the coins
on the counter.
“Shall I send the
magazines to you, madam? They are
very heavy.” His tone was very imHe placed

j
;

:

|
]

personal.
“If you please," said Miss Devlin
haughtily, with one gloved hand on
the knob of the door.
The young man who worked for him
came back from lunch, the errand boy
returned from the familiar number
in Seventy-fifth street, and still Matthew worked on relentlessly.
The door opened, and a strange thrill
down his spine told Matthew Golden
that Margaret had returned.
He
heard her low pitched voice speaking
to the clerk.
The latter spoke:
“I see we are all out of the Ladies'
Own, Mr. Golden. When will we have
some more?”
“I shall not order any more.”
The store was empty, and he pushed
his chair away impatiently and locked
the books Into the safe.
Then he
reached down his hat and went out to
dinner.
It was his luck that the only vacant
seat in the restaurant should be opposite Margaret's father, Tom Devlin.
Mr. Devlin was as homely as his
daughter was beautiful, and his plain
features now lighted up Into genial
friendliness. “Matthew, me dear boy.”
he said, with just a touch of the
brogue. “I'm glad to see ye. What’s
the matter. Ye haven’t been wearing
out the doormat at No. 842 this dog's
age. I've been looking for ye to come
around and have a game at cribbage
with me— Maggie's head's so full of
wedding clothes.” Mr. Devlin attacked his salad, with twinkling eyes busy
over the proper mixture of the dress-

tag.
Matthew's heart gave a frightened
leap, one or two hard thumps and then
apparently went out of business all
together.
“When is the wedding?” he heard
himself ask carelessly.
“The 17th.” returned Mr. Devlin.
“This month?”
"Sure."
“St. Patrick's day, then.” murmured
Matthew dazedly.
“Like to have ye come, Mat—01
o’clock at St. Francis’. Maggie would
have it so, though Conners wanted
Just to step into the rector and let
Father Fraley tie the knot”
Matthew scraped back his chair and
waved the proffered dessert aside. “I
must be going along. Good night, Mr.
Devlin,” he said heavily.
“Then ye won't be there on the
17th?” asked Devlin, with a tinge of
disappointment in bis tone.
“Can’t. Sons of St. Patrick parade
at 9 on the 17th," said Matthew. “My
congratulations to Miss Margaret.”
Devlin was speaking to the waiter,
and Golden took his hat and went
away into the brightly lighted streets.
He walked for hours up and down the
hard pavements, seeing nothing save
a pair of forgetmenot blue eyes and
feeling nothing save a tearing pain at
hia heart.
Back In his little store, now closed
to customers, he leaned his head wearily against the desk and thought bitterly of what bad led up to the approaching wedding on St. Patrick’s
day, but a fortnight away.
He and Margaret had been engaged
for a year when she suddenly announced that Conners was to use her as a
a

magazine

cover

design.

|

j

a

on

model for

nation on either side their troth was
broken.
Six weeks had passed since that miserable night, and he had scarcely
caught a glimpse of her face, save at a
great distance, until that morning
when sne eauie Into his news store.
Two weeks dragged slowly by, and
the morning of St. Patrick's day found
Matthew Golden arraying himself In
the splendid uniform of the Faithful
Sons of St. Patrick. He dwelt wretchedly on the same anniversary a year
ago. when Margaret had stood on the
curbstone and waved a green and gold
flag as he passed by. It had been the
happiest day of his life, for that very
evening he had asked Margaret to
marry him, and she had consented. By
contrast today would be the bitterest
he would ever know.
He strode down the street, admired
by many feminine eyes and quite unconscious of anything except the event
that would occur at 9 o’clock. A little
past that hour the parade would march
down the avenue past the very portals
whence Margaret would emerge changed In name forever.
Trumpets blared, drums rattled, fifes
rippled as the several bands of music
There were hoarse
fell Into place.
commands, the shuffle of countless feet
on the pavements; shrill cries from the
throngs gathered about, and the parade started.
As they neared St. Francis' granite
bulk Matthew's heart almost stood I
still.
He prayed hard that he might
be spared the sight of Margaret's wed-!
ding party emerging from the church, j
The uniforms of the men. white and
green and gold, with splendid sashes |
of emerald satin fringed with gold. |
made a ribbon of color down the broad
avenue.
Matthew was in the outer;
column, his face like ashes, his mouth j
set in a grim line of despair and his
feet
mechanically moving to the j
strains of the "Wearln' of the Green.”
Then, just before they reached the
church, he saw them—saw Conners' j
red head and a girl’s figure beside him,
saw them run down the steps and enter a carriage on the cross street and
roll away, while Tom Devlin waved 1
a jovial farewell before he turned to
watch the paraders.
Matthew's face had turned to watch
the bridal pair enter the carriage
When he faced front once more his
startled, unbelieving e.ves saw Margaret Devlin herself—Margaret In green
broadcloth with a great hunch of
shamrock at her waist waving a green |
satin flag at—him!
Tom Devlin and his daughter followed close in the wake of the Faithful j
Sons of St. Patrick that day.
Matj
thew saw them at the most unexpectj
ed corners, always smiling and waving
their flags at him.
He began to feel
like one of the family again and to
realize that there was a blunder somewhere—a mistake for which he might !
be devoutly thankful, for it was evident that Conners had married somebody, and Matthew did not care who It
was so long as It was not Margaret
Devlin.
When the parade was over Tom and
Margaret were on hand to escort Matthew home. He entered the big touring car that sprang from somewhere >
and found himself between Margaret
and her father. The girl's cheeks were :
flushed, and her blue eyes evaded Matthew's questioning glance.
Once at the familiar house in Seventy-fifth street Tom Devlin disappeared and left the two together.
1
“Margaret, dear”—Matthew was beside her Instantly—“I’ve been a jealous fool.
Tell me the mystery.
Did
you marry Conners or what?”
“Of course I married Tom Conners.
That's why I let another girl go off
with him," mocked Margaret, and then
suddenly her blue eyes Ailed with tears
and her head found its place on his
broad shoulder. “If you’d had a little
more faith in me, Matthew," she said,
“you would have been happier yourself and made it easier for me to do a
good deed.”
“you’ll have to explain, dear.
I’m
all at sea,” he pleaded.
“Conners has been encased to Agnes
Lee for a year, and he hasn’t had a
chance to show what he can do. He
needed to get out one successful drawing and then he could have all the
orders he wanted. Till then he had
to Btarve, and Agnes had to wait and
wait for the home she wanted. You
know Agnes Is skin and bone and
homely, and I’m not. So I went to
Conners and suggested the picture
I
you saw on the magazine cover.
wanted to help them, that’s all.
He
sold the drawing, got another and larger order, and when the magazine
came out father and I bought up all
the copies we could, and they got out
a second edition.
What do you think
of that? Of course Tom Conners Is
‘fixed’ now*-they’ve recognized what
he could do. I didn't really want my
face on a magazine cover, Mat, but
I had to help them out. They love
each other Just as we do. Father and
I got them married and oCT on their
honeymoon, and now, Matthew Golden, were you ever happier than you
are this minute?” she asked saucily.
"Yes,” replied Matthew solemnly,
“I was happier when I looked up and
saw you standing on the curbstone
waving your flag at me, darling. I
shall never forget the change from
despair to happiness, and I have one
thing to say.”
“What Is that. Mat?” she asked,
with softly luminous eyes near his

1

\

<

<

j

1

j

j

own.

“That you may forgive me for being a jealous fool and spoiling the
sweet deed you were doing and that
all my life, when I’m on the line of
march and meet troubles and sorrows,
I can always look up as I did today
and see your sweet face smiling on
me; that’s all.” said Matthew huskily.

He

Stopped

COUNTY NEWS. I

A Merited Rebuke.
'At tbe age of elguiy-8lx Mm. Key*
olds still found much zest In life,
and, haring retained all her faculties,
■he felt that a few of the physical disabilities of her nge were of small acHer
count and portended nothing.
nephew Thomas was a man of much
worth, but of a certain tactlessness of
speech, which always roused the Ire

It

By CHAUNCEY WARDWELL
Copyright, 1910, by American Press

Association.

Mrs. Charles Van saw
of friends in Corea,

■poken In a soft voice.
Looking up, he saw Just above the

was a

Northeast

recent

guest

Miss Genevieve Cole went to Waterville j
en ronte for Boston to visit friends, i

Friday

of hts aunt
A few weeks before the old lady's
elghty-serenth birthday Thomas, who
had been orerweighted with business
cares for years, started on a trip round
the world which was to consume two

The king of Prussia—the grent King
Frederick—was one day walking In
his garden with his bands clasped behind him when he heard an “Ahem!"

SYSTEMIC CATARRH;

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Mows Stanley hss gone to
Harbor.

9M>crUsmttnt*.

Moore returned Sunday
daughter, Mrs. H. H.
Havey, of West Sullivan.
Mrs. Hannah Marshall and Miaa Grace

j

Wilson, who have spent the winter in
Newton, Mass., have returned home.
K. W. Nutter and wife and granddaughter, Georgia Blance, arrived from Brooklyn

[

Mrs.

from

a

VV. H.

visit to her

I

years.
“I’ve come to say goodby," he anwall a face. It was a young, round, nounced when he appeared at his
j
week for the summer.
rosy face incased In curly chestnut aunt’s bouse in a town fifty miles dis- the first of the
“I’m starting
Winnetka council, D. of P., celebrated!
locks and visible from chin to crown, tant from his home.
But below the chin was only a stone round the world next week, and as the marriage of its members, Irving Moore
I’m to be gone two years and perhaps and wife, on Monday evening, with a tin j
wall. The body was invisible.
“Pardon me, your majesty,” said a longer I thought I might not ever— j shower, and a special treat which included !
girl’s voice. “I have something to well, you understand, I wanted to be a bride’s cake. A general good time
followed.
ask your majesty, and if I had taken sure to see you once more.”
The old lady leaned forward, fixing
the proper steps It would be too late j
The school improvement league was reMR. T. C. KEYS.
him with her beadlike eyes.
to serve the purpose."
organized Friday. Mr. Arnold and Mias j
Mr. T. O. Key*, Room 8.
Oronlta
!
“Thomas,” she said imperatively, Harriman were elected president and j
“What is it, child?” asked the king.
House, Wclisburg, W. V»., writes:
“do you mean to tell me the doctor
“I have heard that your majesty is
vice-president; Miss Anna Stewart, aec- j suffered for 22 years with liver romgreatly opposed to the practice of duel- doesn't think you'll live to get back?" rotary and librarian, and Miss Marion j plaint. Hare taken two bottles
of Pe.
—Youth’s Companion.
ing, so much In vogue just now."
Wasgatt, treasurer.
run* and am well.
Pcrnna is also ^,*4
"Surely you do not wish permission
A party of nine Pythian Sisters of Hal- j for the heart, stomach, bowels and kidto kill any one.”
Perpetual Motion.
cyon temple visited Puritan temple, West j noys, and for conghs.”
"Oh. no, your majesty ^ 1 wish jreu
Little Jimmy had arrived at the
Sullivan, Wednesday. A banquet pre- j
Mr. Charles P.Bartholomew. ]r.O Hal.
an
to stop a duel."
questioning age. He had just made
ceded an evening of pleasure. Nothing sev St., Brooklyn, Jt. V., writ.
"Between whom?"
inquiry concerning perpetual motion but words of
exare
heard
of
the
••IVrtina was recommended to me
praise
j
by
“Captain Fritz Guenther and Lieu- of his father.
cellent work of Puritan and the fine j
a friend in Now
tenant Carl Hoffman.”
“No,” said his father; “nobody has entertainment furnished the visitors.
Alarmed
York.
For
s,
ms
"What interest have you in these ever discovered perpetual motion yet."
C.
as to
April 25.
time I have Icon a
|
men ?”
But Jimmy was not quite satisfied.
General Health.
sufferer front ca"No Interest whatever in Captain ! "What is perpetual motion like, dad?"
WEST BKOOKSYILLE.
tarrh, so much
Guenther. He Is a professed duelist.
he asked next
Miss Stella Farnham has gone to Wash- t hat 1 became alarmed as to
my general
He picked a quarrel with Carl on my
His father thought a moment. “Why.
to
teach.
ington
health.
account
Guenther Is a fine swords- It's pretty bard to say, Jimmy,” he re“I used several bottles of Pcrnna, and
Capt. George A. Stevens left for New I
man and would doubtless kill Carl.”
plied, “but It’s something that keeps
soon began to Improve.
"H'm!” grunted the king, noticing a going and going forever. Here is an London, Conn., Saturday.
“I take pleasure in recomm. n ling
Oldeu D. Tapley, census enumerator,
“This Hoff- Illustration. I once saw a woman In a
tremor in the girl's voice.
Peruna to any and all sufferers."
man is doubtless either your brother
train who hnd put on her gloves. She began bis duties last week.
Systemic catarrh sometime., range#
or your lover.”
then tried to button her right hand
Mrs. Maggie Blodgett and Mrs. Soavey I
the whole alimentary canal. The liver
“He is not tny brother." said the glove, but she found that she must returned from Bucksport Saturday.
is affected, as well as the stomach, towtake off her left hand glove to do so. I
girl, blushing.
The ladies’ circle met at the home of els and
kidneys, it Is a condition in
"1 see.
Well, I shall send word to She took it off and buttoned tbe right ! Mrs. Mary Wasson Friday forenoon for
the muenns membram < of the
whicl^
them both that they cannot fight withhand glove. Then she saw that In or- a
quilting bee. Mrs. Wasson served the Internal organa are in a state of catarrhout my permission.”
der to button her left hand glove she ladies with one of her
good dinners.
|
al congestion. This condition Is freThe girl’s head disappeared, and the must take off her right hand glove,
The supper and entertainment at the quently called liver complaint, dy».
king went into the palace. There he which she did. Then she put on her
was a success,
pepsia, kidney disease.
directed that a royal order be sent to left hand glove, buttoned It and put chapel Monday evening
10.50. The program follows:
Pcrnna seems admirably sdapted to
the duelists that they should not fight on the right hand one again. But she j Proceeds, f
Mrs. Dargis; reading, Mrs. Barsthese cases.
A
without his permission, for which they couldn’t button her right hand glove Music,
Permanrnt
Marion btevens and Natalie
groat many people
must apply in person.
with her left hand glove on, so she tow; song,
Relief
pantomime, “The Courtin’;” have found
That evening it was announced to took off— That. Jimmy.” he said after Robinson;
Mrs. Treworgy and Mrs. harrow; j prompt and perFrom Pc-ru-na.
the king that Captain Guenther and a pause for breath, "Is whnt perpetual duet,
and
!
Morning;” reading, manent relief by
Lieutenant Hoffman asked for an audi- motion would be like if you could get tableau, “Night
'Mrs. Barstow; tableau, “Appeal to the taking Pernna. Send for free book of
ence.
The king directed that they be It"
Goddess of liberty;” duet, Mrs. Hawes testimonial!.
admitted.
| and Mrs. Barstow; tableau, “The Domestic j
A Remarkable Dinner Service.
“Well, young men,” he said when
Goddess of Liberty;” reading, Mrs. liarsThe remarkable dinner service made
Castine, and he was married again in 1854
they came before him, “what can I do
“Put Me in My Little Bed.” ! to Lois
for you?"
Rice, of Conway, Mass, lie leaves
by Joslah Wedgwood for the Kusalan tow; tableau,
April 25. _Tombon.
three daughters-Mrs. Lucy
“Please, your majesty,” said Captain empress, Catherine II., In 1774 consists
Fi-kc, of
Shelburne, .Mass.; Mrs. Louie Stodder, of
of 952 pieces, and on each pjece Is
Guenther, "we wish to fight a duel.”
8LOG WICK.
“And do you Join in the application?” painted a different view. The body is
Morehead, Minn.; Mrs. Jewish pooten, of
Miss Gaynell Bridges, of West Brook- San
asked the king of Hoffman.
Ysidne, Cal.; and one son—Thomas
of a pale brimstone color, and the
lin, is employed at J. W\ Paris’.
Edward Hale, of this town.
“I do, sire.”
views are painted in a rich mulberry
John F. Allen has moved his family to
“Very well. The application is grant- pnrple. As the service wus intended
SOUTH HANCOCK.
ed on two conditions—I must choose to be used at the palace of La Ore- 1 North Brooklin into the Charles Hall
house.
the ground and be present at the en- nonilllere
William Bishop has employment at Mt.
(meaning marshy place full
counter.”
of frogs), each piece also bears a > Mrs. F. L. Fitzgerald, of Camden, for- Waldo.
“So high an honor I surely did not
friends here j Mrs. Abbie Wooster ha« a
green frog within a shield on the rim. merly of this place, visited
position in
expect,” said Captain Guenther, much The views represent British ruined last week.
tbe boapital at Bar Harbor.
elated.
M. E. Friend and wife have gone to
castles, abbeys, parks, bridges, towers,
George Merchant la building a power
“Nor I,” said Lieutenant Hoffman.
etc. Several pieces are decorated with Whitman, Mass., to visit their daughter, boat. S. E. Merchant is master builder.
"Will your majesty graciously apviews of Hampstead, and there are Mrs. Soper and family.
Capt. C. E. Marlin haa moved his famipoint the hour of meeting?" asked the custard
cups with views of Richmond
H. A. Small is so nearly recovered from ly to Belfast, where be has employment.
captain.
and sauce boats with the scenery of his recent illness as to be able to be at bis
“Ten o'clock tomorrow morning.” reMrs. Adelbert Miles, of Augusta, is
Windsor park.
In many cases the | office a part of the day.
plied the king.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Hiram Merviews are the only pictorial records
li. J. Byard, wife and mother, who chant.
“And the place?” asked the lieutenleft of the old buildings.
Altogether spent the winter in Haverhill, Mass., arant
Mrs. A. L. Young and son Harvard are
there
are 1,282 views painted on the
rived home W’ednesday.
“In the square directly in the rear of
visiting Mrs. Voung’a parents at West
952 pieces.—Connoisseur.
the palace."
Rev. E. 8. Drew and wife, of Winter Uouldsboro.
The duelists thought such a place
Harbor, passed through here last week e.i
Capt. John Stinson, who has been helpWhat Was Missing.
very public, especially at an hour
route tor Brooklin, making hying calls on
ing to ship lobsters, has returned t i’roeDr. Watson (Ian Maclareu) used to
when many people would be passing,
friends in the village. Mr. Drew was paspect Harbor.
So they tell a story about his trip to the Holy tor of the
but neither dared object.
Baptist church here for eight
A. L. Young baa gone to Portsmouth, N.
went away. Captain Guenther delight- Land, to which he had been looking
years, and is very much beloved by the
storaH., where he has a position in the
ed that he was to fight in the pres- forward for a number of years with
people of the parish.
bouse. Mr. Young’s family w ill follow
pleasurable anticipation.
ence of his king and Lieutenant HoffH.
April 25._
As he was nearing the center of bishim soon.
man
,
quite sure that his opponent
W.
would take ail the more pleasure at toric Palestine he met an American
April 25.
AURORA.
killing him in the presence of so au- who was making all haste to get away.
Mrs. Henry Rowe, of Ellsworth, is visSEAL HARBOll.
After such greetings as two English
gust a witness.
iting her son Ernest.
A. E. Clement lost a valuable horse reThe next morning the regiment, act- speaking men meeting in a foreign
Mrs. Bessie Crosby visited relatives in
cently.
ing as the king's bodyguard, surround- country might exchange the AmeriGreat Pond last week.
ed the open square in the rear of the can asked Dr. Watson where he was
Mrs. Esther Jordan had a whist party
Miss Mary Silsby, who is teaching at
palace, whare the meeting was to take going.
last Friday evening.
“To Jerusalem,” was the reply.
Great Pond, spent Sunday at home.
place. A few minutes before 10 o’clock
Fred MacKenzie and wife, of Franklin,
“Jerusalem!” exclaimed the Ameritwo carriages drove up to the square,
School commenced Monday, April 18, are here for the summer.
each containing one of the principals can in tones of unfeigned disgust. M. F. Hathaway, of Columbia Falls,
Misses Inez and Kuby Liscorab iiada
and his seconds. An officer informed “You don’t want to go there. I’ve Just teacher.
whiat party last Tuesday evening.
them that they could not enter the come away. It's a slow town. Why,
rt Ferry,
Mrs. Bernice Jordan is teaching at
Kev. Daniel Gray, of Mt. D
square until after the arrival of the there isn’t a single daily newspaper in Moose hill, where she has
evening.
taught the past held services here Sunday
Mklvin*.
king, so they waited In the carriages the whole place!"
three years.
April 26.
Presently the king, who had been inMoses Giles and wife were in EddingThe Flag at Half Maat.
specting since early morning, rode up
ibntTtt&e.iti nxe
The custom of showing the flag at ton recently to attend the funeral of Mrs.
to the square on horseback. The troops
Giles’ sister, Mrs. Clara Hapworth.
made an opening for him, and, return- half mast originated from the way at
Adel be rt Bridges, who is attending
ing their salute, be rode on to the duel- sea of showing the pre-eminence one
—
ship had over the other In time of war- Maine Central institute at Pittsfield, spent
ing ground.
When a few minutes later the duel- fare. The vanquished always had to Sunday with his sister, Mrs. W. H.
ists were admitted the first thing that lower Its flag, while the victor’s would Crosby.
attracted their attention was a gal l be raised as high as possible In exulMrs. Myra Crosby and sister, Mrs. Flortation. To lower a flag is an act of ence Archer, were called to Ellsworth last
lows In the center of the square, be
hind which sat their sovereign on bis submission or betokens respect to a su- week by the serious illness of their
horse. They were puzzled. When they perior or la a signal of distress. The brother, Edward Treadwell.
with y°ur
came near to the king both uncovered,
hoisting of a flag half mast high came
April 25.
C.
Stomach,
to be used, therefore, as a sign of
and Guenther asked:
Liver and
"May it please your majesty to tell mourning and respect
CASTINE.
BoweU
ns what this means?”
Thomas E. Hale, one of the most promi*
Not Enough to Go Around.
“It means,” said the king grimly,
for you are liable to take cold from
nent and highly-respected citizens of this
“What are you laughing at, dear?"
■lightest exposure when out of condition.
"that the man who survives will be |
town, died -Jtanday morning. He had
jou
To prevent sickness and Improve
t
hanged as high as Haman on that gib- asked a fond mother of a little four- been steadily failing several weeks. He health,
there is no remedy equal to the
bet.”
year-old miss who seemed to be great- was born on May 20, 1818, in the colonial **L. F.” Atwood's Medicine.
M?
^ ^
j
It was not only evident that tbs ly amused.
house which his father built in the year
"I have taken ‘L. F.‘ Atvood't
“Oh, at something funny that hap- 1810. He lived in the same house for for eoidt and dyspepsia and Aaw/f
king was not favorably disposed to- j
MBS. GEO.
great
relief."
was
the
he
would
“but
it's
no
ward dueling, but that
use
reply,
keep pened,”
ninety-two years, and was the olest resi- i None genuine without the trade mar*—
his word in the present Instance. The to tell you, because It Isn’t funny dent in town.
them.
He was a deacon in the F." In large red letters. Look for
two officers retired and spoke to theli enough for both of os to laugh at”—
▲ large bottle, 86 cts. at your dealers.
Congregational church for forty years, and
..
seconds while the king waited. Imme- Chicago Newa.
u
was the last member of the Old Hancock
THE "L. r." “™rnl» m Portl.-*.”*
diately the seconds went to his majHis
first
wife
was
guard.
of
Mary
|
Cobb,
A
Musical Opinion.
esty and Informed him that the two
"What selection Is that the orchesofficers would not think of doing that
has
tra
which their sovereign disapproved.
just finished?'
“I don’t know. Sounded to me like
Then the king rode away.
Frederick directed that the
neuralgia expressed In music."—Lonfend residence of the girl who bad don Tlt-Blts.
if the
It is
to be
spoken to him over bis wall be learnto the
bowels
are
You
attention
must pay
ed and sent her a letter thanking her
Hypnotism and Marriage,
A Georgian complains that bis wife
for giving him an opportunity to read
laws of
or suffer the consequences.
a lesson to his army. She was soon
"has hypnotized him." That Is a habit
waste
substances, must be
after married to Lieutenant Hoffman, woman have; otherwise there would
removed
or there
from
the
at
least once each
and the king not only sent her a sub- be no marriage.—Charleston News and
stantial wedding present, but attended Courier.
will be trouble. A
for an
liver is
the wedding In person.
amount of
and serious disease. Ask
After that dueling in Frederick’s!
There are a thousand persons In the
act
doctor
about
your
Pills. He knows
dominions was rarely practiced and world who can hurt you to ooa that
|
than only srlth the utmost secrecy.
on the liver.
can help you—BUllngm.
him. 1C
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